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IN THE MATTER OF

SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
SET ASIDE ORDER IN REGARD TO ALGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERA TRADE COMMISSION ACTS
Docket G- 2574.

Ganent Orde ,

Oct.

1974- Set Asid Orde, Aug.

21, 1989

The Federal Trade Commission has set aside a 1974 consent order with Sharp
Electronics Corpration , (84 FTC 743), because respondent satisfactorily
demonstrated that changes in the law required such action , thus enabling

respondent to maintain favorable relations with its full servce dealers , and
thereby develop and promote an effcient distribution system to compete more
effectively with other electronic calculator manufacturers; as a result , consumers

ar

likely to benefit.

ORDER REOPENING AND SETTING ASIDE ORDER
ISSUED ON OCTOBER 9 , 1974

On April 25 , 1989 , Sharp Electronics Corporation (" Sharp ) fied a
Request To Reopen The Proceeding And Set Aside The Order

Request" ), pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 V. C. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the Commission s Rules
of Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2. 51. The Request asks the
Commission to reopen the proceeding and set aside the order issued by
the Commission on October 9 ,

1974 , in Docket No. C- 2574 , 84 FTC

743. The order prohibits Sharp from restricting in any manner the

terrtories in which , or the customers to whom , its dealers may sell
Sharp electronic calculators. In support of its request , Sharp argues
that the order should be set aside to reflect changed conditions of law
and fact and " to promote considerations of fairness and the public
interest. " Request at 6 , 9. Sharp s request was placed on the public
record for thirty days , pursuant to Section 2. 51( c) of the Commission
Rules. No comments were received.
For the reasons discussed below , the Commission has concluded

that Sharp has made a satisfactory showing of changed conditions of

law that require reopening the proceeding and warrant modifying the
order in the manner requested by Sharp. The Commission has
therefore determined to reopen the proceeding and set aside the order
in its entirety.
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The Commission issued its complaint in this mattr

on October 9

1974. 84 FTC at 743- 45. The complaint alleged that Sharp violated
Commission Act , by, among other

Section 5 of the Federal Trade

things, prohibiting its dealers from sellng Sharp electronic calculators
outside of their " allottd" terrtories , and imposing restrictions " as to
the persons or classes of persons "

to whom Sharp dealers may sell
such calculators. 84 FTC at 744. Sharp s distribution practices , as
alleged in the complaint

actually hindered , restricted , restrained and

prevented competition. . . , " and constituted " unfair acts. . . and
methods of competition. . . " within the meaning of Section 5 of the
FTC Act,

Id.

entered by consent , prohibits Sharp from
imposing any terrtorial restrictions on its dealers , or defining the
class of customers to whom they are permitted to sell Sharp electronic
calculators. The order also prohibits Sharp from using any mandatory
fixed schedules for the division of profit between any sellng dealers
The Commission s order ,

and a dealer in whose terrtory the product is servced that has the

effect of restricting the terrtory in which electronic calculators may
be sold. 84 FTC at 746. However , the order explicitly permits Sharp
to designate for its dealers geographical areas within which a dealer
may agree to devote its best efforts to the sale of electronic
calculators , engage in activities specifically rendered lawfl

legislation enacted by Congress ,

require a dealer to undertake

obligations of installation and warranty servce , and require its dealers

to comply with any voluntary profit passover program made available
by Sharp.

Id.

at 746- 47.

II.

Section 5(b) of the FTC Act ,

15 V.

C. 45(b), provides that the

Commission shall reopen an order to consider whether it should be
modified if the respondent " makes a satisfactory showing that
changed conditions of law or fact" require such modification. A

satisfactory showing sufficient to require reopening is made when a
request to reopen identifies significant changes in circumstances and
shows that the changes eliminate the need for the order , bring the
1 For a period that expire in 1979 , paragph 5 of the order prohibite Shar frm establishing mandatory
fied schedules for the division of profit between any sellng dealer and a dealer in whose terrtory the prouct
is servced , regardless of effec. Id.
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order into conflct with current law , or make continued application of
Louisiana-Pacj'I Cor.
it inequitable or harml to competition.
See
Docket No. C- 2956 , Letter to John C. Hart (June 5 1986), at 4.
Rep. No. 96- 500 , 96th Cong. , 2d Sess, 9 (1979) (significant changes

or changes causing unfair disadvantage);
Docket No.

Phillips Petrolem Co.

C- I088 , 78 FTC 1573 , 1575 (1971) (no modification for

Pay

changes reasonably foreseeable at time of consent negotiations);

Less Drg Stores Northwest , Inc., Docket No. C- 3039, Letter to H. B.
Hummelt (Jan 22 , 1982) (changed conditions must be unforeseeable
create severe competitive hardship, and eliminate dangers that the
Co. , 286
see also United States v. Swift
order sought to remedy);
S. 106 , 119 (1932) (modification warranted by " clear showing " of
changes that eliminate reasons for order or such that the order causes
unanticipated hardship).
The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden is

on the petitioner to make the requisite satisfactory showing of
changed conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative
history also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing,
other than by conclusory statements ,

why changed circumstances

require that the order should be modified.

If the Commission

determines that the petitioner has made the necessary showing, the
Commission must reopen the order to consider whether modification is
required and , if so , the nature and extent of the modification. The
Commission is not required to reopen the order , however , if the
petitioner fails to meet its burden of making the satisfactory showing
required by the statute. The petitioner s burden is not a light one given

See Federated

the public interest in the finality of Commission orders,

Departmet Stores, Inc. v. Moitie

425 U. S.

394 (1981) (strong public

interest considerations support repose and finality).

II.
Based on the information provided by Sharp and other available
information , the Commission has determined that Sharp has made a
satisfactory showing that changes in law require reopening the
proceeding and warrant setting aside the order. Having reopened and
set aside the order on the basis of change of law , the Commission does
2 The Commission may properly decline to repen an order if a reuest is " merely condusory or otherwse

fails to set forth speific fac demonstrting in detail the nature of the change conditions and the reasns
why theBe change conditions reuire the reueste modfication of the order. "
Cong. ,

1st Sess. 9-10

(1979).

S. Rep. No. 96- 500 ,

96th
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not reach the issue whether reopening is also warranted based upon
the changes of fact or the public interest considerations assertd by
Sharp.
In 1974 ,

when this consent order was issued , all vertical restraints

were considered

unlawfl

per se

, based on

U.S. v. Arnld Schwinn &

Co. 388 U. S. 365 (1967). Three years aftr the order was issued , the
Schwinn

Supreme Court overrled

Sylvania , Inc. 433 U, S.

in

Continental T. v. , Inc. v. GTE

36 (1977), stating that terrtorial restrictions

and other nonprice vertical restraints are not inherently anticompetitive , and should be analyzed under the rule of reason. ' The Court said
that nonprice vertical restraints had the potential to " promote
interbrand competition by allowing the manufacturer to achieve

certain effciencies in the distribution of his products. " 433 U. S.

at 54.

One such effciency that the Court expressly recognized was the use

of such restraints to permit suppliers " to induce retailers to engage in
promotional activities or to provide

service and repair facilties

necessary to the effcient marketing of their products.

Id.

at 55.

Subsequent cases have reaffrmed that nonprice vertical restraints , in
the absence of further agreement on price or price levels to be charged
See
by distributors , are to be analyzed under the rule of reason.
Business Electronics Cor. v.

752 ,

Sharp Electronics Cor. 108 S. Ct.

Monsanto Co. v. Spray- Rite Serice Cor.

1515 (1988);

762- 63

465 U.

(1984).
Sylvania

Sharp has identified
vertical restraints from a

per se

as a change in the law of nonprice

to a rule of reason analysis. However

this showing alone , without a further showing that the order

prohibitions cannot be justified under current law , would be insufficient to require reopening. This is because the challenged vertical
per se
unlawfl , may nonetheless be
restrictions , although not
unreasonable. If so , the order s prohibitions would be consistent with
existing law.
The Commission has previously relied upon

that only nonprice
effect on

to conclude

Sylvania

vertical restraints having " a

probable adverse

competition " at either the manufacturer or
4 The Commission has also stated that

interbrand

dealer level are unlawful.

( w Jhen the exercise of market power in a properly defined relevant

market is unlikely, the Commission considers non- price vertical
Sylvania

did not change the

TEAC Cor. of Ame

Corortio

100 FTC 68 ,

per

se rule against. resale price maintenance.

Belto Eletranic

104 FTC 634 , 635 (1984) (emphasis in original), citing
208 (1982).

.:.Ifi.oJ;

vUn.rUl'llUl'i

J.vl.n.vl''Hv''
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restraints to be efficiency-enhancing in purpose

therefore lawfl ,

and effect ,

and

without further inquiry.

In its request ,

Sharp has shown that , under the rule of reason
analysis that the Commission applies to nonprice vertical restraints
there is no basis for continuing the order s prohibitions. Competitive
conditions in the electronic calculator industry today make it unlikely

that nonprice vertical restraints could be used to create or enhance
market power or faciltate collusion. Today,

more than twenty major

calculator suppliers compete in the United States , none of which
appears to have a controllng share of the market.' The structure of
the distribution and retailng segments appears to be even more
diffse. There also appear to be no

significant impediments to entry

into the market for the supply of electronic calculators. Sharp has
shown that , since 1974 , at least ten new suppliers have entered

the

calculator market. Similarly, there is no evidence of impediments to
calculators. In
general , the market today appears to be competitive, The number of
available model types has increased substantially, and retail prices

entry into the distribution or retailng of electronic

and supplier profit margins have decreased , since the order was

issued. 8 Given existing levels of concentration , the absence of
significant entry impediments , and the apparent competition in the
sale of electronic calculators , it appears unlikely that Sharp s use of
nonprice vertical terrtorial or customer restraints would significantly

restrict interbrand competition and reduce output. Therefore , Sharp

has made a sufficient showing to justify reopening the order.
As to relief on the merits , the Commission is not aware of any facts

or of any public interest considerations that weigh against setting
aside the ord er in this matter. The petitioner has demonstrated that
TEAC Cor. of Ame

104 FTC 634 , 635- 36 (1984).

6 Asuming the Unite States elecronic calculator industry

currnt shar is less than

twelve percent;

to be a relevant market , Shar s estimate
it. largst competitor is estimate to have no more than

fiftn

percent of such 11 market. Matil Afdavit at " 6.

7 The prices of Shar s calculators rage frm $500

when it beame involved in the

Bunes Eletroic

EletroU: Cor. 780 F. 2d 1212 , 1221 n. 2

to $1 000 in 1972 , and frm $150 to $300 in 1982
litigation.

(5th Cir. 1986),

Busness EletrrmU: Cor. v. Sharp
affd 108 S. Ct. 1515 (1988).

B These changes in the market were acknowledged in Judge Jones
Eletroic

' concurrng opinion in

Buness

as follows:

Only atavistic devotes of the abacus or slide rule could fail to reall the remarkable history of the
elecronic calculator market during the last fiftn yearB. The range of available models , varety of
functons that can be performed ,

and myrad optional enhancements have multiplied rapidly while the

average prices have plummeted. The number of competing manufacturers has increas.

To maintan

their market position and profitabilty, manufacturers like Shar have obviously ben reuired to react
quickly and imagnatively to changes in the marketplace.

780 F. 2d

at 1221.
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relief is appropriate. Elimination of the order s prohibitions will enable

Sharp to maintain and promote an effcient distribution

system.

Sharp s inabilty to ban transshipping and to require its dealers to
observe terrtorial restrictions could cause Sharp significant competitive injury by, among other things, lessening the effciency of Sharp
distribution system and discouraging it from making necessary
investments to promote sophisticated products and provide application

support and training to potential customers. 9 Setting aside the order

wil allow Sharp to compete more effectively with other electronic

calculator manufacturers , and consumers are likely to benefit.
IV.
Accordingly,

it is ordeed that this matter be reopened and that the

Commission s order in Docket No. C- 2574 , issued on October 9 1974
, and it hereby is , set aside , as of the date of servce of this order.
Commissioner Strenio did not participate by reason of absence.

9 According to Sharp, its competitors are able to prevent fre- riders frm " disturbing the orderly distribution

of their prouct" by full servce dealers

sales
through such restraints as prohibiting mail order

and

sales to
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IN THE MATTER OF

MOTOR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT ,

INC,

FINAL ORDER , OPINION , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

9186.

1984-Final Orde, Aug.

Gomplaint, Sept.

, 1989

This final order dismisses the complaint against the respondent , which represents
rates for

approximately 585 competing motor carrers and files collective

its

common carrer members with the state regulatory agency.

Appearances
Michael E. Antalics ,

For the Commission:
A. Philpott

and

Jer

John H. Seesel.

For the respondent:

Wethersfield ,

Phoebe D. Morse ,

Gerald A. Joseloff Joseloff Joseloff

Crame

Ct.

COMPLA
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that Motor Transport
Association of Connecticut , Inc. , a corpration , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as " respondent " has violated the provisions of said Act
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges as follows:

For the purposes of this complaint the use of the present tense

includes the past tense and the following definitions apply:
Carr"
means a common carrer of property by motor vehicle.
Intrastate transportatio"
means the pickup or receipt, transportation and delivery of property for compensation wholly within any
state of the United States by a carrer authorized by that state to
engage therein.
Tarif'

means a publication and any supplements thereto stating
property,

the rates of a carrer for the intrastate transportation of

excluding general rules and regulations.
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Member means any carrer or other person that pays dues or
belongs to Motor Transport Association of Connecticut, Inc. , or to any
successor corporation,
Rate"

means a charge, payment or fixed price according to a ratio

scale or standard for direct or indirect transportation

servce.

means any rate or charge established under any
contract , agreement , understanding, plan , program , combination or
Collective rate"

conspiracy between two or more competing carrers , or between any
carrer and respondent.

PARGRAH 1. Respondent , Motor Transport Association of Connecticut , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of Connecticut ,

with its offce and

principal place of business located at 508 Tolland Street , East
Hartford , Connecticut. Respondent publishes and issues tariffs containing rates for the intrastate transportation of property on behalf of

its member carrers.
PAR. 2. Carrers engaging in intrastate transportation of property
within Connecticut do so under certificates of public convenience and
necessity granted by the Connecticut Department of Public Utility
Control. Such carrers are subject to rate regulation by the Department and are required to charge just and reasonable rates. Carrers in
Connecticut are required to charge the rates fied once they have been
accepted, by the Department.
PAR. 3. The statute which provides for regulation of carrers

engaged In the intrastate transportation of property within Connecticut does not compel , command , authorize or otherwise provide for the
establishment , operation or continuation of collective rates among
carrers or others on their behalf.
PAR. 4. Except to the extent that competition has been restrained as

herein alleged ,

respondent's members are now in competition among

themselves and with other carrers.
PAR. 5. Respondent's membership consists of approximately 360
intrastate transportation of property within
Connecticut. Respondent' s members are entitled to and do , among
carrers engaging in

other things, vote for and elect the offcers and directors

of

respondent. The control , direction and management of respondent are

vested in the Board of Directors , which employs a general manager

who acts as chief administrative offcer of the corporation with direct
charge of and supervsion over the affairs of the corporation.
PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondent set forth in paragraph

Complaint
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eight are in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and respondent is subject
to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission. Respondent'
acts and practices:

(A) Afect the flow of substantial sums of money across state lines
from businesses and other private parties to respondent' s members for

rendering intrastate transportation servces;
(B) Afect respondent' s

members ' purchase and use of equipment

and other goods and services which are shipped across state lines; and

(C) Are supportd by the receipt of dues and fees which are sent
across state lines.
of respondent's
warehouses
and distribution
members to transport property from

PAR. 7.

Shippers use the intrastate servces

centers in Connecticut to customers in Connecticut ,

which property
was originally shipped into Connecticut from other states. For such

intrastate deliveries of property from warehouses and distribution
customers the intrastate
rates published by respondent. These intrastate shipping charges are

centers ,

carrers charge shippers or shippers '

factors which influence the prices of such property. The intrastate
delivery servces of these carrers are an essential and integral part of
the

the interstate business transactions of such shippers. Thus ,

activities of these carrers have a substantial and direct effect upon
interstate commerce.
PAR. 8. Respondent , its members , offcers , directors , and others are
engaging in a combination , conspiracy, agreement , concerted action or

unfair and unlawfl acts , policies and practices , the purpose or effect
of which is to unlawfully hinder , restrain , restrict , suppress or
eliminate competition among carrers engaged in the intrastate
transportation of property within Connecticut.

Pursuant to and in furtherance thereof , respondent , its members
and others engage in the following acts , policies and practices , among
others:
(A) Initiating, preparing, developing, disseminating, and taking
other actions to establish and maintain collective rates for the
intrastate transportation of property within Connecticut;

collective rates; and
collective
rates
with the Connecticut Department of
(C) Filing

(B) Participating in the

Public Utilty Control.

members and
others as alleged in paragraph eight have the effect of:

PAR. 9, The acts and practices of respondent ,

its
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(A) Fixing, stabilzing, raising, maintaining, or otherwise interfering or tampering with the rates charged by carrers for the intrastate
transportation of property within Connecticut;

(B) Restricting, restraining, hindering, preventing or frustrating
rate competition among carrers for the intrastate transportation of
property within Connecticut;

(C) Depriving shippers patronizing carrers for intrastate transpor-

tation of property within Connecticut of the benefits of free and open
competition in the provision of said servces; and

(D) Depriving consumers in Connecticut of the benefits of free and

open competition in the intrastate transportation of property.
PAR. 10. The acts , policies and practices of respondent , its members
and others , as herein alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the

public and constitute unfair methods of competition in or affecting
commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act , as amended. The acts and practices of respondent , as herein
alleged , are continuing and will continue in the absence of the relief
herein requested.

INITAL DECISION By

JAMES P. TIMONY , ADMINISTRATIV LAw JUDGE

JANARY 9 ,

1987

1. INTRODUCTION

Respondent Motor Transport Association

of Connecticut , Inc.

MTAC" ) is a rate bureau 1 engaged in collective ratemaking for its
It
submits to the Connecticut regulatory
agency joint rate proposals on trucking prices for hauls within
Connecticut of four typs of commodities: general commodities
motor carrer members,

household goods , bulk commodities in dump trucks and liquid bulk
products in tank trucks.
11.

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

On September 18 1984 , the Commission issued its
charging respondent its members , and others with an
1 For a genera descriptionof the

v. Unite State 105 S. Ct.
1209 (1983),

nature

of the

1721 (1985); and

d on othe grnd

industr, se

MassachusetL

773 F. 2d

complaint

unlawful

8authe MoWr Carrs Rate Crmer , Inc.
Furniture

Pino MmJers, Inc.

391 (1st Gir. 1985), (referr to herein as

102 PrC 1176

Mas. Movs
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combination involving the developing and filing of collective rates with
the state regulatory agency.

Respondent' s answer dated October 31 ,

1984 , admitted certain

corporate facts but denied all jurisdictional facts and substantive
allegations of the complaint. In addition , respondent raised thirten

defenses to the complaint. Respondent moved to amend its Answer to
add a fourtenth defense but the motion was denied on May 1 , 1985.
Complaint counsel moved to stay this matter pending the disposition
Mass. Movers and the motion was granted on June 17 , 1985. This
case was assigned to me on October 1 , 1986. By order dated October

of

, 1986 , trial was set for January 5 , 1987. Respondent moved to stay
proceedings pending the disposition by the Commission of
New
England MotCY Rate Bureau , Inc. Docket No. 9170. The motion was
denied on November 18 , 1986. The parties thereafter agreed to
stipulate the record , filing a stipulation of facts and exhibits. The trial
was therefore cancelled and the record closed. Order of November 24
1986. (3)
IlL FiNDINGS OF FACT
A.

Respondent

1. Motor Transport Association of Connecticut , Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the State of
Connecticut. Stipulation fied November 17 , 1986 , paragraph number
1. 2

2. MTAC' s members engage in the intrastate transportation of
property by motor vehicle in Connecticut. (S. 2)
3. MTAC has approximately 585 competing motor carrer members.
Answer

, 10.

common carriers of property by motor vehicle in
Connecticut operate under certificates of public convenience and
4. Intrastate

necessity granted by the State of Connecticut. (S. 3)
5. MTAC was formed in 1920 and incorporated in 1930. Its purpose
was to promote and preserve the advantage of highway transporta-

tion; promote economical and efficient servce by motor truck;
promote safety of operation on the highways; promote and support
necessary and beneficial legislation; and engage in any other activities
that wil benefit the welfare of highway transportation and the public
generally. (S. 4)
2 The stipulation wiH be referrd to as "

stipulation.

" followed by a number designating the paragraph of the
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6, MTAC issues tariffs and supplements thereto (U MTAC tariffs
in which it publishes intrastate rates on behalf of some of its motor
common carrer members engaged in intrastate transportation of
property within the State of Connecticut. (S. 5)

7. Any motor carrer may become an active member of MTAC.
(S. 6)

8. MTAC' s active members are entitled to , and do , among other
things, vote for and elect the directors of MTAC. The control , direction

and management of MT AC is vested in its Board of Directors. The
President is the chief executive officer of MTAC. (S. 7)
9. At its annual meeting MTAC' s membership approves and ratifies
the actions of MTAC , its directors and offcers , since the last annual
membership meeting. (S. 8) (4)

10. Offcers and directors of MTAC must be representatives

of

active members. (S. 9)
11. MTAC' s

President ,

President is John E. Blasko.

Prior to becoming

Mr. Blasko was Executive Vice President and General

Manager of MTAC for 16 years. His duties in all three capacities were
the same: complete control of MTAC' s offce , employees , records , and
property; managing the day- to- day operations of MTAC; and lobbying
for the industry. (S. 10)
B.

FTC Jurisdiction

12. MTAC does not possess a certificate of public convenience and
necessity from the Interstate Commerce Commission. (S. 22) MTAC

does not engage in the transportation of goods.

(S. 23)

13. MTAC actively promotes the economic benefit of its members.
(Findings 25- 39)'
C.

14. Seventy- five

Commerce

to 100 of MTAC' s active members are located

outside the State of Connecticut. The majority of these are motor
carriers. (S. 11)

15. MTAC renders its out- of-state members services for which it
charges a fee. (S. 12)
16. MTAC' s out-of-state members pay substantial amounts of
money for dues and for fees for services performed by MTAC. These

monies are transmitted across state lines to MTAC' s offces in
Connecticut. (S. 13)
3 Findings ar

referr to herein as "

" fo!lowed by the number of the finding.

lnU.lUl\ lI\J\.'\;:rVI\l .l;:;:V\.l.t11Vl'
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17. MT AC purchases goods and services from people

or firms

located outside Connecticut. (S. 14)

18. MTAC holds some of its conventions of its membership outside

Connecticut and expends funds for that purpose. (S. 15)
19. Carrer members of MTAC transport substantial numbers of
shipments that originate and terminate within Connecticut for private
shippers or receivers with headquarters and principal places of
business located outside Connecticut. The rates charged for these

shipments are governed by MTAC tariffs. (S. 16)
20. Some of MTAC' s carrier members transmit bils for intrastate

receivers at their
headquarters and principal places of business outside Connecticut.

transportation services to private shippers or

(S. 17)

21. The private

shippers or receivers for whom property is
transportd within Connecticut by carrier members of MTAC under

rates in MT AC tariffs , which shippers or receivers have their
headquartrs and principal places of business outside Connecticut
transmit to said carrer members of MTAC substantial sums of money

in payment for the intrastate transportation services rendered. (S. 18)
22. MTAC members located in Connecticut transport substantial
quantities of general commodities of property from warehouses and
distribution centers located within Connecticut to customers located
within Connecticut , which property had been transported from origin
warehouses and distribution
centers for distribution within Connecticut or distribution in other

points outside Connecticut to such

states. In many cases MTAC members charge shippers or shippers

customers the intrastate rates contained in the MTAC tariffs for the
intrastate transportation of these general commodities of property
from warehouses and distribution centers. (S. 19)
23. Some MTAC members located in Connecticut purchase substan-

tial amounts of equipment and other goods for use in their
transportation business , including their intrastate transportation

business , from private businesses with headquarters and principal
places of business located outside of Connecticut , and the equipment

and other goods are transportd into Connecticut.

(S. 20)

24. Some MTAC members located in Connecticut transmit substan-

tial sums of money in payment for equipment
purchased for use in their transportation
intrastate transportation business ,

and other goods

business , including their

to private businesses from whom
the equipment and other goods were purchased , whose headquarters
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and principal places of business are located outside Connecticut.
(S. 21)
D.

Conuct

25. MTAC files proposed tariffs with the Connecticut Department
Public Utilty Control (" DPUC" )

on behalf of its members. (S. 24)

(6)

26. Subsequent to DPUC approval , rates published in a MTAC tariff
are charged for intrastate shipments within Connecticut to shippers

using the servces of MTAC members that participate in that MTAC
tariff. (S. 28)

27. MTAC acts on behalf of its members pursuant to written powers

of attorney. DPUC requires that a carrer desiring to have an agent

issue and file its tariffs execute a document citing such appointment.

(S. 29; Joint Exhibit I)'
28. MTAC files four different tariffs: (1) the Local and Joint Tariff
of Class and Commodity Rates Applying Between Points in Connecti-

cut (" General Commodities Tariff' ), which the New England Motor
Rate Bureau , Inc. (" NEMRB" ), issues and files in conjunction with
MTAC; (2) the Local Commodity Tariff Applying On Transportation
of Liquid Commodities in Bulk , in Tank Trucks , Between All Points In
Connecticut (" Bulk Liquid Tariff' ); (3) the Motor Freight Tariff of
Local Commodity Rates Applying On Dump Truck Servce Between
Points Within Connecticut (" Dump Truck Tariff' ); and (4) the Motor
Freight Tariff of Local Commodity Rates Applying On Household

Goods Between All Points in Connecticut (" Household Goods Tariff"

(S. 30; JX 2 , JX 3, JX 4 , JX 5)
29. The Bulk Liquid Tariff, Dump Truck Tariff and Household
Goods Tariff are issued by MTAC without the involvement of
NEMRB. (JX 3a , JX 4a , JX 5a)
30. At all relevant times , two or more members of MTAC have
participated in the rates set by each of the MTAC tariffs. (S. 31)
31. In general , each MTAC tariff sets out rules and definitions for
computing the rates applicable to any given movement of freight
covered by the tariff, contains tables standardizing distance computations ,

and contains tables of rates applicable to

movements and to

ancilary servces. For example , a rule in the General Commodities
Tariff defines what collection and delivery services are included in the
basic movement rates and specifies a minimum charge and a per
4 The Joint Exhibits attahed to and incorprate

by reference

into the Stipulation fled November 17 , 1986

ar referr ro herein as " JX" followed by the exhibit number.
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pound rate for collection or delivery beyond the defined area under
various specified conditions. Other rules govern the applicabilty
waiting time , demurrage , storage and other special charges and set
minimum or standard charges for these and other ancilary servces.
(S. 32)

32. The General Commodities Tariff specifies rates per pound and
(7) by
minimum charges for commodities grouped by " class " and

standardized distance " scale numbers. " There are five basic classes
Classification issued by

as defined in the Coordinated Freight

NEMRB , over which MTAC has no control or authority. There are also
several " levels " of class rates , which are multiples of class rates,

Thus , for any given quantity of any given product covered by the
Coordinated Freight Classification there is a specific rate per pound
corresponding to the standardized distance between the pickup and
delivery points , unless the specified minimum charge applies. To

ilustrate , effective February 15 ,

1980 ,

than-truckload shipment of 500 to 1

for movements of any less-

999 pounds of any class 5

product between Hartford and New Haven the rate was $2. 89 per
hundred pounds over the line of any participating carrier. At that time

14 of the approximately 174 carriers that participated in that tariff
took exception to this rate and , as shown in the tariff itself , applied a
higher rate of $3. 61 per hundred pounds to the same shipment. At

500 pounds ,

minimum charges do not appear to be a factor. (S. 33;

JX 2)
33. The Household Goods Tariff specifies three or more different
sets of rates to be charged by all participating carriers.

First , for

ancilary services such as packing and unpacking, a rate is specified
for each type of servce. Second ,

for moves of twenty miles or less
each participating carrer elects one of several tables of transportation
rates per hour for a truck of a certain size with a driver and with or
without helpers , with separate tables for normal business hour rates
and overtime hour rates. To ilustrate , in the tariff effective February
, 1983 28 carrers elected table VI which listed a rate of $22. 55 per
hour during normal business hours for a vehicle not exceeding 700

cubic feet and a driver and $11.50 per hour for each helper. At that
time , ten carrers elected table VII and three elected table VII , which
had higher rates for vehicle and driver of $26. 20 and $31.30 per hour
respectively, and for helper of $13.40 and $15. 00 per hour , respectively. Eleven carrers elected lower priced tables. Third , for moves of over
twenty miles ,

mileage rates applicable to all participating carriers are
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specified. To ilustrate ,

to load and unload one ton of household goods

valued at no more than $. 60 per pound and move it 105 miles within

Connecticut , the rate in the tariff effective February 21 , 1983 , was
$17. 17 per hundred pounds or $343.40 over the lines of all
participating carrers. (S. 34; JX 3)
34. The Bulk Liquids Tariff specifies rates per gallon for particular

classes of bulk liquids transported by participating carriers between
named points in Connecticut or per mile between any other points in
Connecticut. To ilustrate , in the tariff effective March 15 , 1983 , in
which eleven carrers participated as to gasoline , exclusive of
dedicated continuous servce , the rate for hauling gasoline between
Bridgeport and Hartford was $. 0235 per gallon , subject to a minimum
or a minimum charge of not less than
(8)
of 7500 gallons per truck
$70. 80

for a smaller truck. Different rates applied to different bulk

liquids. (S. 35; JX 4)

35. The Dump Truck Tariff specifies rates per mile or hour
minimum shipments , demurrage charges and other rules for specific
materials to be hauled by participating carriers. To ilustrate , the
regular time rate for hauling six ton or larger loads of commercial

crushed stone ,

commercial sand or commercial gravel between any
two points in Connecticut in the tariff effective May 12 , 1986 , was

$1.35 per ton for the first four miles and $. 17

per ton for each

additional mile for 79 of the 105 carrers participating. (S. 36; JX 5)

36. Starting in 1959 , pursuant to Connecticut law and in response
to a petition by MTAC and others , DPUC has periodically issued
minimum rate orders pertaining to rates that may be charged for the
carrage of general commodities. Under the

minimum rate orders

carriers whose tariffs are below the minimum rates are required to
increase their rates unless they successfully petition for an exemption.
Over 50 carrers have fied petitions for exemption from a minimum

rate order. Competing carrers may protest any exemption. The
function of a minimum rate order is to set a floor on rates. (S. 38; JX
, JX 7)
37. MTAC petitioned DPUC to impose a minimum rate order on
seeking " a stabilization of rates and

general commodities in 1958 ,

charges for motor common carriers authorized to transport general
commodities between points in Connecticut. " (JX 6d) It further
requested that the Commission prescribe a " single hourly rate
schedule for the purpose of obtaining uniformity in rates to be applied
by carriers performing intrastate transportation service in Connecti-

cut. "

(JX 6p)
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38. MTAC has petitioned DPUC from time to time on behalf of
some of MTAC' s general commodity carrer members to increase the
minimum rate order that sets a floor on intrastate general commodity
rates. (JX 7b , i , j) For example , on August 18 , 1983 , MTAC petitioned

DPUC for an increase in minimum rates of approximately 25%. (S. 39;

JX 7a39. MTAC has intervened in opposition to petitions by individual
carriers to seek permission to charge less than the minimum rate
order. (JX 16q)
E.

Active State Supervision

40. Effective in October 1986 , DPUC had appointed Edward Regan
Transportation Division , the head and
(9)
supervisor of the Tariff Division (JX 12) and reporting to him are two
rate analysts who review tariffs fied by MTAC and others , Thomas J.
formerly head of the

Brookman and Joseph Bystrowski. (S. 46 ,

55)

41. All common carrers are required to file a tariff with DPUC.
When a proposed tariff is received by DPUC , it is reviewed by one of
these rate analysts , who stamps it as received , ascertains that powers
of attorney for the carrers participating are correct ,

compares the

requested rates to the previous ones ,

assures that they are above the
ones in the minimum rate orders , if applicable , and places the tariff on

the public record for 30 days unless it is merely a carrier adopting a
bureau tariff , in which case only one day s notice is required. The rate
analyst may also refuse to place it on the public record if its does not
satisfy these and other requirements set forth herein. Other than
DPUC regulations , there are no published standards for review of
tariffs. If the increases are less than 5% and there are no errors or
cOirections , the tariff is approved without a hearing unless there is a
protest. If there is a protest

, the tariff is suspended and a public

hearing may be held. Except for hearings on minimum rate orders and
petitions for exemption for the minimum rate orders, there have been
few public hearings in the last sixteen years. When a hearing is held
witnesses for the tariff proponent

testify as to the need

for an

increase. Normally, there is litte opposition and the hearing takes one
day. Frequently, the petitioner refies in an effort to satisfy the DPUC
rate analyst. (S. 46 , 56 , 60 , 69; JX 8g)

42. Between 1980 and 1983 , DPUC' s accounting division reviewed

a tariff filing only if a rate analyst requested

such a review. Since

1983 , as a result of an internal policy review , the accounting division

has taken a larger role. (S. 47)
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43. If the tariff becomes effective without a rejection , suspension or

hearing, that action results frm an

opinion of the rate analyst that

the proposed rates meet the requirements of the statutes and
regulations. (S. 49)

44. If a rate increase is for more than 5% , DPUC requires that it be
accompanied by financial information designed to justify the reasonableness of the increase , consisting of the proponent' s operating

revenues , operating expenses , tonnage and revenue to be generated , a

pro fora

operating statement and net operating income.

DPUC

generally regards an operating ratio (operating expenses divided by

operating revenues) of 93% as reasonable. If a tariff affects more than
one carrer, a cross section of carrers affected may be used for
purposes of analyzing operating ratios. (S. 50 , 62 , 68; JX 9 , JX 10)

45. Since 1957 DPUC has not initiated a minimum rate order
review. It has responded to carrer petitions to initiate or increase
minimum rates , all of which have been submitted by NEMRB
(10)
jointly with MT

AC. Since then it has issued about twelve additional

minimum rate orders in response to carrer petitions. (S. 51; JX 6
JX 7)
46. The Minimum Rate Order issued in 1959 (JX 6) pertains to

Bulk Liquid Tariff
Dump Truck Tariff or Household Goods Tariff. (JX 6d , m)
General Commodities and does not affect the

47. DPUC does not review carrer decisions to move from one table
to another in the Household Goods Tariff, but it does review any

change in the tables themselves. (S. 52)
48. Aside from its role in reviewing proposed rate increases , DPUC
does not monitor conditions in the intrastate trucking industry in
Connecticut (except for safety, insurance , and issuance of stamps
(license fees)). (S. 53)

49. DPUC has permitted

tariffs to

become effective without

suspension or hearing, (S. 64; JX 7a)

50. If a tariff rate , charge or rule is set down for a hearing, a legal
notice is issued by the DPUC and published in selected Connecticut
newspapers of general circulation. (S. 65)
51. Rate analysts in the DPUC submit written recommendations
with respect to applications for changes in tariff on all matters that go
to a hearing. A written recommendation is also submitted when a

matter is not set down for a hearing. (S.

66; JX 15)

52. Any change in the rates and charges filed with DPUC must be

held in abeyance for 30 days to permit DPUC to review the rate filings
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and permit public comment , except that a shortr

period is permissible

when such change is to enable the carrer to meet the rate

of a

competing carrer. (S. 67)

53. If the tariff submittd to DPUC is below the minimum rate
order or orders , the carrer must file a petition for exemption in which
event the tariff is suspended. (JX 16) A hearing may be held to justify
the proposed rate. (S. 69)
54. When a proposal for a general rate increase is submitted by a
rate bureau such as MTAC , it must be accompanied by an elaborate

justification statement. (F. 44) This justification statement is thoroughly analyzed by the tariff section as well as the audit section of the
Commission and a wrttn recommendation is prepared for submission
to the Commission, (S. 70)

55. There are about 400 carrers having intrastate rights in
Connecticut. If each were to fie individual tariffs , in the opinion of
DPUC it would be impossible for DPUC to process them without a
a substantial increase of its

tremendous increase in its staff and
budget. (S. 74)

(11)

56. The DPUC has the power to prescribe minimum rates and does
prescribe them , either on its own motion or upon petition by an
interested party. (S. 57 ,

S. 58; JX 8w)
57. When a tariff is filed it is always checked to determine whether
it is the same , below or above the minimum rate orders and whether it
should be suspended , rejected , returned for errors or corrections or set

down for a hearing. The DPUC has rejected some tariffs fied by
independent carrers. (S. 59; JX 13d , e)

58. The tariff is processed

initially by the tariff section of the

DPUC. It always refers a carrer with new authority to the audit
section to consider and analyze the financial information submitted.
(S. 60)

59, An application for operating rights must be accompanied by a
proposed tariff, and its rates are always checked by the tariff section
to determine if they are at least equal to or above the minimum rate
order at the time, (S. 61)

60. The DPUC has issued several citations for charging rates
different than the rate in the tariff. (S. 63; JX 14)
61. If a tariff submitted is above the minimum rate order and the
increase is substantial (over 5%) the tariff is checked , the carrer is
notified , and the tariff is suspended pending a conference or hearing.
If the carrer makes corrctions or adjustments satisfying to the tariff
section ,

it is accepted

and no hearing is required.

(S. 68)

, "
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62. Whenever operating rights are transferred , an informal conference is required between the tariff section of the DPUC and the sellng
carrer at which conference the rates of the sellng carrier are checked
for compliance with the statutes and regulations. (S. 71)

63. Whenever a complaint by a shipper or another carrer affecting
rates is filed, the matter is investigated. If any violation is found the
carrier is required to cease and desist immediately and to make the
required corrections or rebates if that is indicated. The shipper is
always kept informed. (S. 72; JX 17)

64. If a carrer does not obey an order to cease and desist violations
a citation is issued requiring compliance. Penalties are usually imposed if a violation is found. (S. 73)
65. DPUC , in a formal opinion dated February 9 , 1975 , approved a

of the statutes or regulations ,

petition to increase rates for transportation of general commodities
after a hearing. (JX 7z- 4) In an opinion dated December 5 , 1977

another rate increase on transportation of (12) general commodities
was granted after a hearing. (JX 7v) In an opinion dated March 3,
1979 another petition for rate increase was denied after hearing. (JX
7r) In an opinion dated December 14, 1979 , a petition for rate

increase was granted after hearing. (JX 7r) The next petition for a
rate increase was not filed until August 18 , 1983 , and it was approved
on October 5, 1983 , without a hearing, since it involved only the
smallest carriers , who continually have cash flow problems , and

because many of the carriers had gone bankrupt in the past several

years or had relinquished their certificates. (S. 38; JX 7a , c)
F.

Legislative Intent

66. The DPUC is empowered to prescribe maximum and minimum
rates and may prescribe reasonable regulations therefor; rates and

charges " shall be just and reasonable and reasonably compensatory,
except that a rate may be established to meet the existing rate of a
competing rate of a motor common carrer or a common carrer not
subject to this chapter. " (JX 8g Sec 16- 287(a))
67. Motor common carriers of freight may agree to establish joint
rates. If the carriers fail to agree , the DPUC shall , after hearing,
establish by order such a division. (JX 8g Sec 16- 287(b))
68. Discrimination in rates is prohibited
nor shall any carrier
refund or remit in any matter any portion of a rate so specified , nor
give any unreasonable preference or advantage to any person- nor
subject any person to any unreasonable prejudice or discrimination.
(JX 8u Sec 16- 288)

,y
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69. Rates may be changed only aftr a thirty day notice to the
public; the DPUC may on its own initiative or upon protest hold a
hearing on any rate changes and " may allow or disallow or prescribe
the rate or rates. " This statute further provides that the change in

rate may become effective upon the effective date of the rate of the
competing motor common carrer. (JX 8v Sec 16- 289)

70, Any motor carrer who charges less than the regular rates on
file shall be fined not more than $500. 00 for each offense. (JX 8x
Sec 16- 306)

71. The DPUC has been granted wide regulatory authority over the
rates , certification , routes , speed , servce , financial responsibilty,
insurance , liabilty, accounting and record keeping, safety and
equipment of motor carrers , and has exercised that authority by rule
making. (JX 8w , x Sec 16- 304 , JX 9a- i) (13)
IV. DISCUSSION

In its Answer to the Complaint , respondent raised thirten

affrmative defenses. All of these defenses were raised by the
respondent in a very similar case The New England Motor Rate
Bureau, Inc. Docket No, 9170 , and were dismissed by Chief Judge
Ernest G. Barnes in his Initial Decision dated December 12 , 1986 and
Order dated March 7 , 1986. Furthermore , except for arguments that

respondent is not engaged in price fixing and that the state action
doctrine applies , these other defenses have not been briefed and

therefore , need not be decided.

Hospital Cororation of Amera v.

Federal Trade Commission - F. 2d
(7th Cir. 1986) (decided
December 18 , 1986), slip opinion at pp. 19- 20,
A.

Pre Fixng

Respondent MTAC is a rate bureau composed of competing common
carriers operating in the State of Connecticut. (Answer

6) The rate

bureau , on behalf of 585 competing carrers (Answer

, 10),

submits joint rate proposals to the Connecticut Department of Public
Utility Control which has authority over motor carrer rates within the
State of Connecticut. (Answer
6) The members elect the directors
of MTAC and the directors control and direct MTAC. (F. 8) Offcers
and directors are representatives of members of MTAC. (F. 10) MTAC
acts on behalf of its members. (F. 27) MTAC has petitioned DPUC on

behalf of its members to increase the rates charged for transportation
of commodities in the State of Connecticut. (F. 36-

, 65)
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MTAC initiates minimum rate orders by petitioning the state. (F.
37) The function of a minimum rate order is to set a floor on rates, (F.
36) Carrers can petition for exemptions from the minimum rate order
(F. 53), and competing carrers can protest the exemption. (F. 36)

MTAC can also protest. (F. 39)
The general commodities tariff states the rates at which commodi-

ties may be transportd within Connecticut. (JX 2; F. 32) MTAC
publishes three other tariffs: the Bulk Liquid Tariff (JX 4), the Dump
Truck Tariff (JX 5), and the Household Goods Tariff (JX 3), (F. 28
29) These tariffs specify rates at which participating carrers will
move these categories of goods. (F. 33 , 34 , 35) Participating carrers
charge only a rate in the tariff. (F. 26) The effect of these tariffs is to

fix the price charged for intrastate transportation of each of these
categories. (F. 26 , 60, 64 , 70) At least two members of MTAC have

participated in each rate set in each MTAC tariff. (F, 30) MTAC'
active members control MTAC. (F. 8 , 9 , 10) MTAC acts as an agent
on behalf of its members. (F. 27)

(14)

Respondent's collective rate- making activities violate Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act. The stipulated evidence establishes that the challenged conduct constitutes price- fixing and , in the
ilegal. An agreement among
absence of valid defense , is per se
competitors to eliminate price competition violates the antitrust laws
notwithstanding any argument that may be advanced to justify it.
(per
Catalarw , Inc. v. Target Sales , Inc. 446 U. S. 643, 647 (1980)

curiam).
Respondent' s conduct is virtually identical to that engaged in by the

which was
Mass. Movers
association in
found to violate Section 5 of the FTC Act. As in that case , respondent
household goods carrers

MTAC and its competing carrer members (F, 3), in cooperation with
the New England Motor Rate Bureau (NEMRB),

prepare tariffs

pertaining to the intrastate transportation of commodities ,

approve
, 25- 39).

them and participate in these collectively set rates. (F, 6
These activities , as well as the Bureau s publication and dissemination
to its members of tariffs (JX 2- 5) and tariff revisions containing
Georcollectively- set rates and classifications , constitute price- fixing.
Mass.
,
46061
(1945).
In
S.
439
gia v. Pennsylvania Railroad 324 U.
Movers the Commission found that the Association s development of
, 9

joint tariffs that were formally adopted and adhered to by its members
was

per se

unlawfl under the antitrust laws. "

102 FTC at 1225

The fact that individual member carrers are free to file

rates

."--

"'"

A_""'oJ'"
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independently from the collectively agreed upon rates is irrelevant. An

agreement to fix prices that does not coerce adherence is nevertheless

Arizon v. Mariopa County Medical Socity, 457
United States v. Containe Cor. 393 U.

ilegal price- fixing,

S. 332 , 345 (1982);
333 , 337 (1969); " The continuation of some price competition is not
fatal to the Government' s case.

Respondent argues that the record does not establish that the

carrer members initiated , prepared , developed and disseminated rates
and collectively agreed on the rates , and that MTAC merely copies

tariff proposals already filed with DPUC. While the stipulated record
does show that MTAC relies on NEMRB for help in developing the

general commodities tariff (F, 28, 32 , 45), it also establishes that
MTAC issues other tariffs without the involvement of NEMRB. (F,
29) Furthermore

, there is overwhelming

evidence of an unlawfl

combination of MTAC and its members , as well as NEMRB , with

respect to the tariff and rates charged for transportation of general
United States v. Containe
commodities. (F. 8- , 26 , 27 , 30, 65),
Cor. 393 U, S, at 335. Moreover , respondent' s argument is based on
deposition testimony which was not offered or received as evidence in
this case. Order Setting Briefing Schedule , filed November 24 , 1986.
The stipulation filed November 17, 1986, and the joint exhibits
(15)
Ibid.
referred to therein , are the entire factual record of this case.
B.

State Actio Defense

1. Law
Park/f v. Brown,

317 U. S. 341, 344- 45

(1943) held that federal

antitrust law was not intended to apply to certain state action. To be

exempt , the acts must be clearly authorized and supervsed by the
sovereign state,
HO()/f v, Ronwin 466 U, S, 558 , 568- 69 (1984). To
determine whether the respondent' s acts are exempt , the facts must

Califoria Retail Liquo Deal/fs

be analyzed under the standard of

Ass n v. Midal Aluminum, Inc. 445 U, S, 97 , 105 (1980).
set out the controllng two part test: " First , the
The Court in
Midal
challenged restraint must be ' one clearly articulated and affrmatively
expressed as state policy ; second , the policy must be ' actively
supervsed' by the State itself. Ibid.
The second prong of the

Midal

test prevents the state from

casting. . . a gauzy cloak of state involvement over what is
essentially a private price- fixing arrangement. " 445 U. S. at 106. This
active supervsion requirement ensures that a state s actions wil

. . .
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immunize the anticompetitive conduct of private parties only when the

state has demonstrated its commitment to a program through its
Souther Moto Carrers Rate Conf
exercise of regulatory oversight.
v. United States 105 S. Ct. 1721 , 1729 n. 23 (1985),
Midcal
test
The parties have joined issue on the second prong of the
of the state action defense. Complaint counsel

argues that the state

regulatory commission does not actively supervse the proposed

collectively formulated rates through hearings to review the reason-

ableness of proposed tariffs. Hearings by a regulatory commission on
proposed rates do , of course ,

tions are not "

constitute evidence that such applica-

without
pro fora
hearing or change , and that the state agency actively supervses the
Sonitrol of Fresno , Inc. v. AT&T 629 F.
anti competitive conduct.
Supp. 1089 , 1094- 95 (D. C. 1986). The requirement that applicants
fie extensive and detailed memoranda with the regulatory commisrubberstamped" or approved

sion is also evidence that the state commission supervses heavily the
rate approval

process.

Id.

at 1095. The

facts here show that

respondent participates in both such hearings and filings infra.
Complaint counsel , however , argues that in order to meet the state
action exemption , the state regulatory agency must hold hearings , or
at least give public notice and opportunity to comment , and publish a
reasoned decision in every ratemaking decision. 5 The basis for this
argument is the policy cited in Areeda & Turner Antitrut Law Vol.
(16)
1 at '\ 213f (1978)
(I)naction evades statutory approval procedures designed to (1) to accord

opponents the opportunity to present facts and arguments against the challenged act
(2) to assure conscious consideration by those particular state offcials charged with
the power and responsibility for approval , and (3) to allow judicial review of the
agency record.

Complaint counsel implies that the procedure described in the

Areeda & Turner treatise should be used in reviewing all acts by a
Parker v. Brown to ensure that
To support this argument

state regulatory commission under

adequate state approval is contemplated.

counsel relies on cases where statutes required an administrator to
support an act by a written statement of reasons Dunlop v.
Bachowski 421 U. S.

560 , 573 (1975), or where hearings by the

agency, upon application for rate approval , were cited as evidence of
5 Memorandum of Law dated December 5 ,
fi M..rnnT"",111m

nf T JlW ""tpn

1986 at pp. 53- 58.

nPlpmhPr ;;- 19R6- at. n. 5R.
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state supervsion leading to immunity for anticompetitive
Sonitrol ,

conduct.

supra.

Chief Judge Barnes answered this argument in the Initial Decision
in

The New England Motor Rate Bureau,

decided December 12 , 1986 ,

Inc.

Docket No. 9170,

slip opinion at p. 30:

This Areeda- Turner idea would pennit not only judicial review of agency decisions
but would compel the agencies to scrutinize more closely the basis for their decisions.
Thus, much can be said for (its) adoption and implementation by the states. However
where the state by statute has granted the regulatory commission clear oversight
authority to review rates for reasonableness , to suspend rates found to be

unreasonable , and to establish just and reasonable rates when necessary, the
existence of this latent oversight authority and the presumption of offcial regularity
should shift the burden to the party

challenging the ratemaking process to

demonstrate that the regulatory commission in fact has never engaged in any active

supervsion of the ratemaking process. A mere showing that a state supervsory
agency has not followed the Areeda- Turner suggested procedures is not suffcient to
establish a lack of active supervsion. The agency must be given som discretion as to
its method and manner of supervsion. Instead of concentrating on an agency s failure
theoretical and desirable procedures , the record must concentrate on
to follow
117)
what the agency actually did.

Furthermore , the Areeda- Turner proposal applies only where the
213f.
at
Turn
regulatory agency has failed to act Areeda
When the agency shows some regulatory activity and the issue is
how rigorous the supervsion " the Professors suggest an entirely
213c:

different theory, id. at

213c.

How rigorous the supervision?

When state agencies act within their

authority, should the manner in which they exercise their discretion ordinarily be
reviewed by the antitrust court? Should the court scrutinize the rigor with which the

pro
attmpt
by
a
We
answer
in
the
negative,
with
the
proviso
that
an
outright
fora?
state to simply evade the antitrust laws should not be countenanced. We recognize
that our approach may make such evasion easier . but we see no suitable way around
state supervses the challenged activity to ensure that supervsion is more than

this.
. . . There simply is no way to tell if the state has " looked" hard enough at the data
7 The burden of prof rest on the pary asserting the affrmative of an issue in the pleadings. Koehle v.
Man;(m Mining Co. 391 F. Sup. 1158 , 1160 (N. D. Cal. 1973), afJd 518 F. 2d 696 (9th Cir. 1975). The
proedure suggested by Judge Barnes therefore involves a shifting of the burden of proeeing rather than a
of Presumptio 45 Ge. L, J. 410
A Geal Dieusi of the
shifting of the burden of persuasion.
le Ins. Co. Docket 9190 , Initial Decision issued on January 6 , 1987, slip
417- 21 (1957). But see

Th

Ti

opinion at p. 94 , which apparently adopts a shifting of the burden of persuasion.
s The tota absence of acivity by a state agency win not be acive supervsion within the meaning of
MUkai.

State ofNOThc Carolina v. P. I.A. Ashelle, Inc.

740 F. Zd 274 , 279 (7th Cir. 1984) (en bane). Where the

stte does not monitor market conditions or engage in any pointe rexamination of the program , the second
prong of the state action immunity test wiJ! not be met.

Id.

at 279.

. . .
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and there certainly are no manageable judicial standards by which a court may weigh
the various elements of a " public interest" judgment in order to determine whether
Those are political judgments and
the legislature or agency decision was corrct.
(18)
ought to be made by the legislature and its delegates.

its
commitment to a program exempt from the antitrust laws through
The facts of this case show that the state has demonstrated

statutory delegation and the exercise of regulatory oversight and

active supervsion of rates by the DPUc.
2. Facts

The state legislature clearly intended to create a program of
regulatory oversight of transportation of commodities by motor
carrer. (F. 66- 71)

And that program has been active. Effective in

October , 1986 , DPUc appointed Edward Regan , formerly head of the
Transportation Division , the head and supervsor of the tariff division
and reporting to him are two rate analysts who review tariffs filed. (F.
40) Since 1983, the DPUc' s accounting division has taken a larger

role in reviewing tariff filings. (F. 42)
All carrers are required to file their rates with the DPUc. (F. 41)
Rate analysts review the tariffs to check , among other matters , if
rates are above the minimum rate orders. (F. 41) Tariffs are fied and
held in abeyance on the public record for thirty days , unless to meet a
competing carrer s tariff in which even a shortr period is permissi-

ble. (F. 52) Rate analysts can refuse to file the tariff on the public
record if it does not satisfy the tariff regulations and requirements. (F.
41)

If the increases are less than five percent and there are no errors or
corrections , there is a presumption that the request is reasonable and

the tariff is approved without a hearing unless there is a protest. (F.
, F. 43, F. 49) If there is a protest , a public hearing may be held. (F.
41) Frequently, rejected tariffs are refied to satisfy the requirements

of a DPUc rate analyst.

(F. 41)

If a rate increase if for more than five percent , it must be

accompanied by financial information to justify the reasonableness of
the increase consisting of proponent's operating revenues, operating
expenses , tonnage and revenue to be generated , a pro fora
operating statement , relationship of proposed rates to class rates , net
operating income. A net

operating ratio of 93% is considered

reasonable. (F. 44; JX 9d).

The DPUc has the power to prescribe minimum rates and does
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prescribe them , either on its own motion or upon petition by an

interested party. (F. 56) The Commission initiated a minimum rate
order in 1959 and about twelve additional minimum rate orders since
that time in response to carrer petitions. Several of these orders were
based on records developed in adversary hearings and were accompanied by a formal published opinion and explication. (F. 45 , F. 65) (19)
When a tariff is filed it is always checked to determine whether it is
the same, below or above the minimum rate orders and whether it
should be suspended, rejected , returned for errors or corrections or set
down for a hearing. The DPUc has rejected some tariffs filed by
independent carrers. (F. 57) The tariff is processed initially by the

tariff section of the DPUc. It always refers a carrer with new
authority to the audit section to consider and analyze the financial

information submitted. (F. 58) An application for operating rights
must be accompanied by a proposed tariff , and its rates are always
checked by the tariff section to determine if they are at least equal to
or above the minimum rate order at the time. (F. 59) The DPUc has

issued several citations for charging rates different than the rate in
the tariff. (F. 60) When a tariff rate change or rule is set down for a
hearing, a legal notice is issued to the public by DPUc and published
in selected Connecticut newspapers of general circulation. (F. 50)

Rate analysts in DPUc submit

written recommendations with

respect to applications for tariff changes on all matters that go
hearing. Written recommendations are also submitted at times when a

matter is not set down for hearing. (F. 51) If a tariff submitted is
above the minimum rate order and the increase is substantial (over
5%) the tariff is checked , the carrer is notified

, and the tariff is

suspended pending a conference or hearing. If the carrier makes
corrections or adjustments satisfying to the

tariff section, it is

accepted and no hearing is required. (F. 61)
If a tariff submitted is below the minimum rate order , the carrer

must file a petition

for exemption , in which event

, the tariff is

suspended. A hearing may be held to justify the proposed rate. (F. 41)
When a general rate increase is proposed , it must be accompanied by
an elaborate justification statement. This statement is thoroughly
analyzed by the tariff and audit sections and a written recommendation is prepared. (F. 54)

Whenever operating rights are transferred , an informal conference

is required between the tariff section of the DPUc and the sellng
carrier at which conference the rates of the sellng carrer

are checked
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for compliance with the statutes and regulations. (F. 62) Whenever a
complaint by a shipper or another carrer affecting rates is fied , the
matter is investigated. If any violation is found the carrer is required
to cease and desist immediately and to make the required corrections
or rebates if that is indicated. The shipper is always kept informed. (F.
63) If a carrer does not obey an order to cease and desist violations of
the statutes or regulations , a citation is issued requiring compliance.
Penalties are usually imposed if a violation is not found. (F. 64)
(20)
V. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the subject

mattr of this proceeding

and over respondent.

2. The acts and practices charged in the complaint took place in or
affected commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3. Respondent and its members , offcers , and directors have
engaged in a conspiracy to restrain price competition amongst

common carriers of property by motor vehicle. This conspiracy is an

unfair method of competition

and an unfair act and

practice in

commerce or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. This conspiracy is , however ,

exempt from Section

Federal Trade Commission Act by reason of

5 of the

the " state

action

defense Parker v. Brown.
Accordingly, the complaint must be dismissed.
OPINJON OF THE COMMISSION

By AZCUENAGA Commissioner:

This case involves allegations that the respondent Motor Transport
Association of Connecticut unlawfully combined with its members and

others to fix prices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , 15 U.

C. 45 ,

by collectively developing and filng

rates for the intrastate transportation of property in the state of

Connecticut. After trial on a stipulated record , the Administrative Law
Judge dismissed the complaint , holding that the collective ratemaking

was unlawful price fixing but that the conduct is protected from
action under Section 5 by the state action doctrine of
Parker v.
Brown 317 U. S. 341 (1943). For the reasons set forth below , we

affrm the dismissal

of the complaint.
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THE FACTS

The undisputed facts in this case show that the Motor Transport
Association of Connecticut , Inc. (" MTAC" or " Association ), is an
association of approximately 585 competing motor common carrers
engaged in the intrastate transportation of property in Connecticut.
1.D. F. 1The active members of the Association elect its directors
who , in turn , control and manage the Association. 1.D. F. 8. The active

members meet annually and approve and ratify the actions of the
Association and its directors and offcers since the last annual
meeting. 1.D. F.

9; Stip. 8. Active membership is available to persons
or firms that provide motor vehicle transportation for hire or for their
own account and to motor vehicle dealers. 1.D. F, 7; Stip. 6. Others are
eligible for associate membership.
The member carrers are regulated by the state. The state requires

that each carrer hold a state certificate of public convenience and
necessity and that each carrer file a schedule of rates and charges for
transportation services. Conn. Gen.
(2)
Stat.
16- 283 & 16- 287
2
A
carrer
(1985).
s certificate is subject to revocation for failure to
have a tariff on fie , and a carrer may not charge a rate different
from that filed without thirty days ' notice , except " to meet the rate of
a competing carrier " or " for good cause shown. " Conn. Gen. Stat.
16- 289. Enforcement action may be taken against carrers for
failure to have an effective tariff on file
X. 18c- 18e , or for
failure to adhere to filed rates. 1.D. F. 60;
see
X. 18h- 18m.

The Association files proposed tariffs with the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control (" DPUC" ) on behalf of its members.
1.D. F. 25. Aftr an MTAC tariff is approved by the DPUC , the rates
contained in the tariff govern the fees of the

members of the

Association that choose to participate in it. 1.D. F. 26. Members of the
Association may participate in tariffs filed by MTAC , or they may fie

a separate tariff or file an exception to the MTAC tariff. Stip. 27 & 31.
1 We use the following abbreviations in this opinion:

I.D. Initial Decision

F.

I.D.
Initial Decision Finding
R.R. B. Respondent' s Reply Brief

C.AB. Complaint

Counsel' s

Appeal Brief

R.B. Complaint Counsel' s Reply Brief

Stip.

X.

Stipulation of the Parties (Nov. 17 , 1986)
Joint Exhibit.

2 All citations to Connecticut sttutes and regulations are to those identified by the partes as the sttutes

and regulations pUrEuant to which MTAC filed taffs
covere by the complaint. Stip. 44; J. X. 8 9 & 10.

and the DrUC reviewed taffs during the period
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At all times relevant to the complaint , at least two members of MTAC
have participated in the rates set by each of the MTAC tariffs. 1.D.
30; Stip. 31.
a.

MTAC Tariffs

MTAC files four different tariffs or schedules of rates , each of
which includes rate schedules , general rules for computing applicable
rates and rules for applying rates to transportation and ancilary

, the MTAC tariff of Local
Commodity Rates Applying on Household Goods , effective on Februservces. 1.D, F. 28 & 31. For example

ary 21 , 1983 , specifies several different sets of basic rates, the

servces included in the basic rate ,

the rates for additional servces

such as packing, piano moving, waiting time and overtime, and
transportation rates on a time basis (for moves of 20 miles or less) and

on a mileage basis (for moves of more than 20 miles). J. X,

3;

see

1.D.

33.

In addition to the Household Goods Tariff , MTAC files a Loal and

Joint Tariff of Class and Commodity Rates (" General Commodity
Tariff), J. X. 2 , a Loal Commodity Tariff Applying on Transportation
of Liquid Commodities in Bulk , in Tank Trucks (" Bulk Liquid Tariff),
X. 4 , and a Motor Fright Tariff of Loal Commodity Rates Applying
on Dump Truck Servce (" Dump Truck Tariff), J. X, 5. See 1.D, F. 2835. (3)

The General Commodity Tariff specifies rates per pound and
minimum charges for commodities grouped by " class " for standardized distances. 1.D. F, 32, The Bulk Liquids Tariff specifes rates per
gallon for particular classes of bulk liquids moved between named
points in the state or per mile between other points in the state. 1.D.
34, The Dump Truck Tariff specifies rates per mile or hour, minimum

shipments and other rules for hauling specific materials. l.D. F, 35.
In addition to filing tariffs , MT AC , in conjunction with New
England Motor Rate Bureau ,

has from time to time petitioned the

DPUC to issue minimum rate orders. 1.D. F.

36 , 37 , 38 & 45. The
function of a minimum rate order is , as the term suggests , to set a
floor on rates, Carrers are required to charge no less than the

minimum rate order unless they successfully petition the DPUC for an
exemption. 1.D. F. 36. Between 1957 and 1979 , the DPUC issued
twelve minimum rate orders. 1.D. F. 45; see , e.
X. 6 & 7. MTAC
also has intervened in opposition to petitions by carrers

exemptions from minimum rate orders. 1.D. F.

39.

seeking
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b.

State Regulatio

The Connecticut Department of Public Utilty

motor common carrers, The DPUC is responsible

Control regulates
for , among other

things, issuing certificates of public convenience and necessity and.
reviewing proposed tariffs. Connecticut law provides that motor
common carrer rates " shall be just and reasonable and reasonably
compensatory " and gives the DPUC authority to " prescribe maximum
or minimum or maximum and minimum rates or charges " for motor
common carrers. Conn. Gen. Stat. '\ 16- 287(a). The DPUC may
prescribe rates on its own motion or on the motion of any interested
party, aftr a hearing.
Id.
Afr a proposed tariff is filed with the DPUC , it is reviewed by one
of the agency s rate analysts ,

who stamps it as reeived ,

ascertains

that the proposed rates comply with any applicable minimum rate
orders and checks the form of the proposed tariff. If these and
certin other requirements are met , the rate analyst places the

proposed tariff on the public record for thirty days. 4 1.D. F, 41. (4)
Carer rates are required to be "just and reasonable and reasonably
compensatory, "

but no standards for review of proposed rates have

been published. Stip, 46.6 In practice , the DPUC presumes that a
proposed rate increase that is within 5% of the previously filed rate is
reasonable. If a proposed rate increase falls within this 5% " zone of
reasonableness " and no other corrections are necessary (and no

protests are filed), the DPUC will approve the tariff without a
hearing. 1.D, F. 41.

If a proposed rate is an increase of more than 5% over the previous

rate , the DPUC requires financial information to justify the increase
such as the carrer s operating revenues and expenses , tonnage and
revenue to be generated , net operating income and a
pro fora

operating statement, 1.D. F. 44; Stip. 50 ,

3 Reguations of the DPUC addr
16- 304- C2, et se., which
reuirements

62. The DPUC generally

ta

the tehnical aspe of
filing.
See , e.
Conn. Agencies Regs.
the siz of paper , the argement of the tie page and other

spe

as to Conn of taff.

4 Rates filed with the DPUC may be change anJy afr 30 days ' notice. except to mee a competing ra or
for go caU8e shown. One day s notice is reuir when a carer files to adopt a bureau ta. Conn. Gen.
Stat.
16- 289.

6 The DPUC has sad that rates should be sufcient to meet " (t)he public nee for a sound and

stbili

motor common carer indusry "

in the stte and to " provide revenues which will cover all cos of operations

and aford carers a reasnable

degr of profit. "

of Ras of

In the Mattr of Investigation and Stabilization

Motor Common Carers , DPUC Doket No. 9652 , April 15, 1969, at 15 (J. X.

60).
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regards an operating ratio (operating expenses divided by operating

revenues) of 93% as presumptively reasonable. 6 1.D. F. 44.

Between 1980 and 1983, DPUC' s accounting division reviewed a
tariff filing only if requested to do so by a rate analyst. Since 1983 , as
a result of an internal policy review , the accounting division has taken
a larger role in reviewing filings. LD. F. 42, All tariffs filed by carrers
with new authority are referred to the audit section of the DPUC to
consider and analyze the financial information submitted. 1.D. F. 58. A

proposal for a general rate increase submitted by a rate bureau such
as MTAC must be accompanied by an elaborate justification statement , which is thoroughly analyzed by both the staff and the audit
sections of the DPUC ,

aftr which a written recommendation is

prepared for the Commission. 1.D. F. 54. (5)

State law provides for a thirty day public

comment period on

proposed tariffs , during which time the DPUC reviews the filing, Stip.
, and a rate analyst prepares a written recommendation with

respect to the proposed tariff. 1.D. F. 51; Stip. 66. If the proposed tariff

is presumptively reasonable-that is , the proposed increase is less
than 5% and at least equal to any applicable minimum rate orderthen the tariff usually is permitted to become effective at the end of
the thirty- day period without a hearing. 1.D. F. 41 & 49. When a tariff

becomes effective without a rejection , suspension or hearing, the rate
analyst to whom the matter has been assigned has concluded that the

proposed rates meet the requirements of the applicable statutes and
regulations. 1.D. F. 43; Stip. 49.

A proposed tariff can be set for a hearing if a protest is filed by
any interested person " or the DPUC may set the matter for a
hearing on its own initiative. Conn. Gen. Stat.
16- 289. If a hearing
is held ,

the DPUC issues a legal notice , and the staff of the DPUC

submit a written recommendation. 1.D. F. 51; Stip. 66. Except for

hearings on minimum rate orders and on petitions for exemptions
from minimum rate orders , few public hearings have been held in the
last sixteen years. 1.D. F. 41; Stip. 46. When a hearing is held
normally there is litte opposition to the rate increase , and the hearing
takes one day. Frequently, when the DPUC poses questions , the
petitioner revises and refiles its tariff in order to satisfy the concerns
of the DPUC rate analyst.
Id.
6 The DPUC found that an operating ratio of 93% was rea.onab!e in Docket No. 9652 , at 15 (J. X. 60). The
AC/New England Motor Rate Bureau minimum rate petition on the grund that the
was " more than just reasnable and adequate to enable the Petitioners to
provide properly for the public convenience , necessity and welfar. " DPUC Docket 781114 , Mareh 12 , 1979, at
DPUC denied a joint MT

projec operating ratio of 83. 7%

3 (J.X.

7t).

. .

) ("
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The DPUC has disapproved a minimum rate petition filed jointly by
MTAC and the New England Motor Rate Bureau , 1.D. F. 65; see note 6
supra and it has rejected some tariffs filed by independent carrers.
LD, F, 57; Stip. 59. The DPUC investigates complaints filed by

shippers or other carrers concerning a carrer s rates , and it can issue
an order requiring a carrier to cease the violation and to pay rebates,
1.D. F, 63. The DPUC also can issue citations requiring compliance if

an order is not obeyed , and the DPUC has issued citations to carrers
for charging rates different from those in the filed tariff. 1.D. F, 60.
LEGAL ANALYSIS

Aftr establishing

Commission has jurisdiction over the
Association under the Federal Trade Commission Act , two questions
of law remain. First, we must determine whether the Association
conduct constitutes unlawfl price fixing. If the conduct is unlawfl
we then must consider whether it is protected from the Federal Trade
that the

Commission Act because it is state action within the meaning of
Parker v. Broum

317 U. S.

(6)

341 (1943),

1. JURISDICTION

The Motor Transport Association of Connecticut has not raised
7 We note , nevertheless , that the

jurisdiction as an issue on appeal.

Commission has jurisdiction over MTAC. Section

5(a)(2) of the

Federal Trade Commission Act extends the Commission s jurisdiction
to " corporations " which , as defined in Section 4 of the Act , includes

any firm " organized to carr on business for its own profit or that of
its members. " MTAC is a nonprofit corporation , organized and doing
business in the state of Connecticut. Stip. 1 , Answer

18. The fact

that MTAC is a nonprofit corporation does not defeat the Commission s jurisdiction. The Association is subject to the Commission
jurisdiction if its activities provide an economic benefi to its members

and if those activities are a substantial

part of the Association

activities , rather than merely incidental to the noncommercial activity.
94 FTC 701 , 983- 84 (1979),
aIi'd
638 F, 2d 443 , 447- 48 (2d Cir, 1980),
afJd per lnriam by equally

Amerian Medical Association
divided Court

455 U, S,

676 (1982);

Natioal Commissio on Egg

7 The respondent list its Answer defenses , other than state acion , in its Answering Brief, R. R.B. at 2- , but
did not brief them at trial or on appeal. The Administrative Law Judge decided that beuse the defenses were
not briefed, they nee not be decided , I.D. at 13 , and we ag.
See Hospta Cor. of
v. FT 807
2d 1381 , 1393 (7th Cir. 1986) (Posner , J.
merely by being rase
(IJssues cannot be preserved.

Ame

by being develope inadequately.

" (Citations omitt.
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rrdifwd

88 FTC 89 , 177 (1976),

1977), cert. denied

112 F.

439 U. S,

570 F. 2d 157 (7th Cir.

821 (1978). MTAC has provided

substantial economic benefits for its members by issuing and filing
tariffs with the DPUC on behalf of its members and by petitioning the
DPUC to issue minimum rate orders. 1.D. F. 13 & 25- 29.
Although some of the Association s members are carrers subject to
the Interstate Commerce Act and therefore exempt from the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C, 45(a)(2), MTAC does not transport
goods and is not a common carrer. 1.D. F. 12; Stip. 22 , 23. The fact

common carrers does
See Massachusetts
Associatio, Inc. v. FTC 773 F. 2d 391

that the Association operates as an agent for
not bring it within the common carrer exemption.
FUrniture

Piarw Movers

394 (1st Cir, 1985) (association that is not a common carrer is not

Offu:al Airline Guids , Inc.

within the common carrer exemption);

v. FTC 630 F. 2d 920 , 923 (2d Cir. 1980),
(1981). (7)

cert. denied

450 U. S. 917

11. PRCE FoNG

The Motor Transport Association

of Connecticut also does not

dispute on appeal that it has engaged in price-fixing. On behalf of its
members , MTAC prepares and fies with the state DPUC tariffs
containing proposed rates for transportation servces , which

, aftr

approval by the DPUC , establish the prices for those of its carrer

members that elect to participate in a particular tariff. In addition to
MTAC has petitioned the state DPUC to adopt
minimum rate orders , setting a floor on prices for some transportation

tariff proposals ,

servces for all intrastate carrers.
This activity is collective ratemaking, concertd activity to fix
stabilize prices , that " easily fits the classic description of a ' naked
price restraint.'''
United States v. Souther Motor Carrs Rate
Conerence, Inc. 467 F. Supp. 471 , 486 (N. D. Ga. 1979),
afJd, 702
rev d an other grounds,

2d 532 (5th Cir. 1983),
see also Massachusetts FUrniture

471 U. S.

48 (1985);

Piarw Movers Associatio, Inc.

102 FTC 1176 , 1224- 25 (1983),
rev d an othe grounds 773 F. 2d 391
(1st Cir. 1985). The Association and all of its members need not agree
to a single price level in order to fix prices. Rather, it is suffcient to
show an agreement having the purpose or effect of inhibiting price
competition. Such an agreement is
per se
unlawful. " Prce is the
central nervous system of the economy,'

Vacum Oil Co.

310 U. S. 150 ,

United Stales v. Socony-

226 N. 59 (1940), and an agreement

, ," "
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that ' interferer s J with the setting of price by free market forces ' is

ilegal on its face.
United States 435

Natiol Socity

of Professiol Engineers
U. S. 679 , 692 (1978).
IlL

STATE ACTION

The primary issue on this appeal is whether the otherwse unlawfl
conduct of the

Association is protected from the Federal Trade

Commission Act by the state action doctrine. The Association claims
that because the tariffs that it proposes are subject to approval by the
state , the tariffs are the action of the state and not the product of
private collective ratemaking that is subject to Section 5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act.
The state action doctrine involves principles of federalism and state
sovereignty. These principles were invoked in
Parker v. Brow 317

S. 341 (1943), in which the Supreme Court held that the Sherman

Act was not

intended to prohibit the states from

imposing

(8)

restraints on competition. The Court said

In a dual system of

government in which , under the Constitution , the states are sovereign,

save only as Congrss may constitutionally subtract from their
authority, an unexpressed purpose to nullfy a state' s control over its
offcers and agents is not lightly to be attributed to Congress. " 317
S. at 351. On the other hand ,

the court Raid

a state does not give

immunity to those who violate the Sherman Act by authorizing them
Id.
to violate it , or by declaring that their action is lawfl."
To determine whether the challenged conduct is private action or

Califoria Retail Liquo Dealers Associatio v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc. 445 U. S. 97 (1980), articulated a

state action ,

the Court in

Midal

rigorous two- part test. Under

a private party

s conduct is

protected by state action if, first , the challenged res+raint is " clearly
articulated and affrmatively expressed as state policy " and , second
Id.

the policy is actively supervsed by the state.

a The state acon docne is available in Seion 5 cas

Tobac Bord of Tr , Inc. tI.

9 The stte action docne reflec

at 105.

the " principle

that the federa antitrust laws prempt stte
Cor. v.

346 n. 8 (1987), but slate law is not prempte when
theMid
475 U. S. 260 , 264- 65 (1986); Community Communictio

City of Berkele,

S. 40
10 The

, 60 (1982) (Rhnqui. J. ,
Midl

A8he

applying Shennan Act stadars.

263 F. 2d 502 (4th Cir. 1959).

Liq

authoriing or compellng private paries to engage in anticompetitive behavior " 924

479 U. S. 835 ,

The purpose

criteria ar met.

laws

Du,

Se Ashev.

Co. 1M. v. City of Bold

455

dissnting).

test does not apply when the state acts as sovereign thrugh its legislature

317 U. S. 341 (1943), or through its supreme court,

Bates v. State Bar of Arion

Parke v. Br

433 U. S.

350 (1977).

clearly articulate stte policy but nee not
demonstrate acive supervision by the state. Tow of Hallie v. City of Eau Claire 471 U. S. 34 (1985). The
Court has not decided whether acive supervsion applies when the acr is !l state agncy, id. at 46 n. , but
Municipalities must show that their conduct is pursuant to a

lower CQurt have held that acive supervsion does not apply to stte agncies.

See intefac Group v.

(footnote cont'd)
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of the

standard is to ensure that the state action doctrine

Midal

protects what is in fact state action , not private action.

Midal

Because MTAC is a private entity, both parts of the

standard must be met here for the state action doctrine to apply. (9)
a.

Clear A rtitlation

The state regulations here are similar to the regulatory scheme
Souther Motor Carrs Rate Conferene , Inc. v.

considered in

United States
first part of the

471 U. S, 48 (1985), in which the Court applied the
Midal
standard to collective ratemaking by

intrastate common carrer rate bureaus. Although the statutes of
Connecticut , like the statutes of Mississippi at issue in
Souther
Motor Carrrs do not specifically address collective ratemaking,
they give the state agency authority to regulate common carrers and
to prescribe rates for the intrastate transportation of property. The
Court in
Southern Motor Carrs
concluded that the Mississippi
legislature , by its delegation of ratemaking power to the state agency,
thus made clear its intent that intrastate rates would be determined
by a regulatory agency, rather than by the market." 471 U. S. at 6364.
The legislature , having made clear its intent to displace

competition with regulation ,

left " (tJhe details of the inherently

anticompetitive rate-setting process. . . to the agency
Id.

s discretion.

at 64.

The Court concluded that this was suffciently clear articulation to
Midal
test:

satisfy the first part of the

As long as the State as sovereign clearly intends to displace competition in a

particular field with a regulatory structure ,

the first prong of the

test is

Midal

satisfied. . . . (T)he State' s failure to describe the implementation of its policy in detail

will not subject the program to the restraints of the federal antitrust laws.
Id.

at 64- 65 (footnote omitted). Applying this standard to Connecti-

cut' s regulatory scheme , we conclude that the state legislature has

with

clearly articulated its intent to displace (10) competition

816 F. 2d 9 (1st Cir. 1987); Cine Mld Stret T'keatt Cor. v. Nedeland
790 i". 2d 1032 , 1047 (2d Cir. 1986).
II AJthough complaint counsel note that the Commission could decide that Connecticut has not clearly

Massachusetts Por Autfwty,

Organizatio ,

1m.

ariculate a policy favoring the conduct challenge here, this issuewas not argued at trial.See
ll; C.

B. at 2- 4; note 7

B. at 10

supra.

12 In Connecicut , as in Mississippi , the state agncy is not authorize to choose competition

reuire

but is

to prescribe rates for motor common carrers on the basis of sttutorily enumerate factors that " bear

no

discrnble relationship to the prices that would be set by a perfecly effcient and unregulate market.
Southe MaWr Carrs 471 U. S. at 65 n. 25. Connecicut law reuires that rates be "just and reasnable
and reasnably compensatory. " Conn. Gen. Stat.

16- 287(a).

~~~~~~~
,"

--

----.-- _u- ..----------.
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regulation and , therefore , that the first part of the
been met in this case.

Midal

See also Massachusetts Furniture

Movers Association v. FTC 773 F. 2d
b.

391 ,

395- 97

test has
Piano

(1st Cir. 1985).

Active Supervision

To be protected by the state action doctrine , the Association also

must show that the state actively

supervses the Association

collective ratemaking. The purpose of the active supervsion require-

ensure " that a State' s actions wil immunize the
anticompetitive conduct of private parties only when the ' state has
demonstrated its commitment to a program through its exercise of
ment is to

Souther Motor Carrrs 471 U. S. at 61
Antitrut Law
213a , at 73
(1978). 13 Absent evidence of active supervsion (wJhere a private
party is engaging in the anticompetitive activity, there is a real danger
regulatory oversight.'''
quoting

I P. Areeda & D. Turner

that he is acting to further his own interests , rather than the

governmental interests of the State. Town of Hallie v. City of Eau
Claire 471 U. S. 34 , 47 (1985).
Although the purpose of the active supervsion requirement is clear
neither judicial nor Commission precedent precisely establishes how
the requirement should apply to the facts of this case. Weare guided

however , by the three cases in which the Supreme Court has applied
the active supervsion requirement. The Court found no active
supervsion of state liquor price posting regulatory schemes in
and 324

Liquo Cor. v. Duy,

479 U. S.

Mukai
335 (1987), when the " State

simply authorizer dJ price setting and enforcer dJ the prices established

by private parties
The State neither establishes prices nor reviews the reasonableness of the price
schedules; nor does it regulate the terms of fair trade contracts. The State does not
monitor market conditions or engage in any " pointed reexamination " of the program.

(II)

Midcal 445 U. S. at 105- 06; accord 324 Liquo Cor. 479 U. S. at
344- 45 (" The State has displaced competition among liquor retailers

without substituting an adequate system of regulation.
The Supreme Court most recently applied the active supervsion
requirement in

Patrik v. Burget

- U. S. - , 108 S. Ct. 1658 (1988),

13

Accord , Ashelle Tobac Board of Trad v. FTC 263 F. 2d 502 , 509 (4th Cir. 1959) (no st action
when private decisions not " adequately supervse by independent stte offcials
14 The Court also said that "
( w Je may presume , absent a showing to the contra, that the municipality ac

in the public interest." 471 U. S.

at 45 (footnote omitte).

..,..
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a case involving a challenge under the Sherman Act to a decision by a

group of physicians to revoke the plaintiffs hospital privileges. The
Court held that the state did not actively supervse the peer review
decisions of the defendants , beause there was no showing that any
state entity reviewed or even had the authority to review those
decisions and to corrt them if they were inconsistent with state
policy.

at 1663.

Id.

The Court' s decisions establish that active supervsion exists when

state offcials have and exercise the power to review " the challenged

private acts and to " disapprove

those that fail to accord with state

policy. " 108 S. Ct. at 1663. Consistent with this standard ,

the Court

has established that no active supervsion exists when a state agency
lacks the authority to set prices , even though the agency could grant
exceptions to the privately established prices, 324
Liquo Cor. , 479
S. at 345 n, 7, No active supervsion exists in the abilty of the state
legislature to consider proposals to change the regulatory pricing
scheme , because " periodic reexaminations by the state legislature (do
not) exert any siguificant control over retail liquor prices or markups. Id. And no active supervsion exists when state entities do not
have the " power to overturn a decision that fails to accord with state

Patrik v. Burget

policy.

In this case, unlike

Midal

108 S. Ct. at 1664.

Liquo Cor.

and 324

the state agency

has the authority to review private common carrer rate proposals to
ensure that they are "just and reasonable and reasonably compensatory, " to reject rate proposals that do not comply with the applicable
standards and to " prescribe maximum or minimum or maximum and
minimum rates or charges " for motor common carrers. The state
through the DPUC , has the power that was lacking in
Midal, 324
Liquo Cor.
and
Patrik v. Burget
to review private price setting
and to disapprove those privately established prices that are not

consistent with state policy. The state' s system of regulation , on its
face , provides for active supervsion.
(12)

The respondent suggests that the fact that the DPUC has authority
to prescribe prices and to review proposed tariffs is alone suffcient to
establish active supervsion.
Cor.

and

See

R.B. at 19. In

Midal

324

Liquo

Patrik because the states lacked this kind of authority,

the Supreme Court did not have occasion to consider whether such

state authority would alone be sufficient for active
16 Although the stte legilature

acve supervsion

s power to change the regulatory scheme appantly

pointe reamnation by th polieymaker

;M D

ft..

.f A""

. . . in
enforcment
AflO TI C! .,"'" ''''0 I1n....\

supervsion.

would not constute

proings "

constute

'"
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and
Nevertheless , the Court has said that the state must " have
exercise power to review particular anticompetitive acts of private
parties and disapprove those that fail to accord with state policy.
Patrik v. Burget

108 S. Ct. at 1663 (emphasis added),

An assumption that authority alone establishes the existence of
active supervsion would effectively eviscerate the active supervsion
requirement , and the " national policy in favor of competition (could)

be thwartd by casting. . . a gauzy cloak of state involvement,
Midal 445 U , S. at 106 , over private price fixing by the mere
existence of a regulatory framework that is never put to use. Instead
to determne the state' s "' commitment to a program through its
SlYthe MoWr Carrs 471
exercise of regulatory oversight
S. at 61 n, , we must consider whether the state agency exercises

the authority delegated to it , whether the state in fact actively
supervses the private anticompetitive conduct.
We find that the Connecticut DPUC exercises its delegated
authority over intrastate motor common carrer rates, The record
shows that the DPUC regularly reviews proposed tariffs and considers
the reasonableness of proposed rates in the context of minimum rate
orders and other agency guidelines for evaluating proposed tariffs.
The record discloses specific examples of active
1.D. F. 41- 45.
oversight by the DPUC, when the agency has suspended a proposed
rate , held a hearing and issued a wrttn decision, 1.D. F. 65. The
record shows that the DPUC has prescribed rates in minimum rate
orders , pursuant to the notice and hearing procedures provided
The record also shows that when
supra,
See
notes 5 & 6
state statute,
the DPUC allows a proposed rate to become effective without
invoking its hearing procedures , that action results from the decision
of the agency that the proposed rate " meet( s) the requirements of the
statutes and regulations. " 1.D. F, 43, 17 (13)
Complaint counsel argue that the Association s collecive ratemak-

ing is not actively supervsed unless the state agency acts affrmativehas in fact
state
ly with respect to proposed rates to ensure that " the
"
C.AB.
at 17
acted to insert its judgment in place of market forces.
(emphasis in original). In a thoughtful brief, complaint counsel
propose that unless the state agency provides public notice of each
16 Th DPUC' s 5% " zone of reasnablenes "

agncy s

Se
direon.
11 The allege inacon in ths

MoWr Ca'T,

for propo rate incras,

ea is not a failure to review propose ta.

DPUC' s failur to invoke notice and hearng

se

I.D. F. 41 , is a mattr win

the

471 U. S. at 62- 64.

prour with repe to every

se

I.D, F.

propo ta.

but raer th
Se

C.AB. at 5-
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pending rate proposal and opportunity for interested persons to
comment and publishes a reasoned explanation of its decision , active
supervsion cannot be found. C.

B. at 21.

We conclude that a hearing and a written opinion with respect to
every rate proposal are not a necessary precondition for finding active
state supervsion. We have found no precedent for the proposition that

notice and hearing procedures are a prerequisite for active supervsion. In the cases cited by complaint counsel , the courts did not say
that notice and hearing procedures were essential for active supervsion. Instead , they considered whether particular notice and hearing
procedures implemented under state law constituted active supervsion.

Although we agree with complaint counsel that implementation of
notice and hearing procedures would provide tangible evidence of the

state' s active supervsion and its commitment to the regulatory
scheme , we decline to impose such requirements through the state

action doctrine. To be sure , review of proposed tariffs pursuant to
negative option procedures

, like those created by the Connecticut

statute 18 may provide less tangible evidence of active supervsion
than the notice , hearings and published decisions that complaint
counsel would require. 19 But the use of negative option procedures

need not demonstrate the absence of active supervsion , unless

administrative silence is deemed equivalent to the abandonment of
administrative duty. 20

(14)

The state can exercise its authority to

supervse prices , as Connecticut does , by reviewing proposed rates for
compliance with the applicable criteria and allowing rates to become
effective aftr determining that the rates in fact are in compliance.

CONCLUSION

We conclude that the Connecticut DPUC has and exercises ultimate
IB In Connecticut ,

propose taffs are effecive 30 days

16- 289.

by the DPUC. Conn. Gen. Stat.

afr filing unless suspended and set for a hearng

The Court in Southe Moto Carrs

describe state regulatory

proedures virtualy identical to those use by the Connedicut DPUC and concluded that " (tlhe
(agncies) thus have and exercise ultimate authority and control over all intratate rates. "
(dicta).
19 "

471 U. S.

State

at 50-

(The reuirement of acive state supervsion serves essentiaUy an evidentiar function: it is one way of

ensuring that the acr is engaging in the challenge conduct pursuant to state policy. Tmv of Hallie v. City

of Eau Claire
&0 Prfessors

471 U. S. at 46.

Area and Turner

suggst that negative option proedures ,

like those used in Connecticut

ought not be suffcient for stte action,

beuse (1) " inaction " may suggest lack of awarness and (2) such
proedures may evade statutory notice and hearng proedures designed to assure a certn level of awarness
by responsible stte offcials. I P.

Ara and D. Turner

propose tas.

I.D. F.

41 ,

themselves create by the stte

43, 44 ,

51-

legislature.

'1 213f , at 78- 79 (1978). These
DPUC is aware and reews the contents of

Antitrot Law

concerns ar inapposit here. Firs, the reord shows that the

, 57-59 & 61. Second , the proedures at issue here were
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authority and control over intrastate motor common carrer rates , that

Midal

the clear articulation and active supervsion requirements of

have been satisfied and , therefore ,

that the Association

s conduct is

protected from action under Section 5 of the FTC Act.

The complaint is dismissed.
FiNAL ORDER
This mattr having been heard by the

Commission on the appeal of

complaint counsel from the initial decision and on briefs and oral

arguments in support of and in opposition

to the appeal , for the

reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion , the Commission affrms
the decision of the Administrative Law Judge.
it is ordered That the complaint be and it hereby is
Accordingly,
dismissed.
Chairman Steiger and Commissioner Machol not participating.

),
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IN THE 1dATTER OF

TICOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY , ET AL.
FINAL ORDER , OPINON , ETC. , IN REGARD

TO ALGED VIOLATION
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION ACT

Doclwt 9190. Grnplaint,

1985-Final Orde, Sept.

Jan.

OF

, 1989

, among other things, each respondent from discussing,
proposing, setting, or filing any rates for title search and examination servces

This final order prohibits

through a rating bureau in New Jersey, Pennsylvania ,

Connecticut , Wisconsin

Arzona and Montana.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Michael E. Antalics,

James

Ann Maleste.
For the respondents:

John

C.

Chritie, Jr. , Bell

Washington , D. C, Davi M. Foste, FUlbrght
ton , D. C. Robert E. Cooper, Gibson , Dunn
Ca. and
John F. Graybeal, Adams , McCullough

C.

Egan, Jr. and

, Boyd

Lloyd

Jaworski WashingCrutcher Los Angeles
Beard Raleigh

COMPLANT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended (15 U. C. 41 et seq. and by virtue of the authority vested

in it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to
believe that the respondents named in the caption hereof have violated
the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
that a proceeding by it in

respect thereof would be

in

the public

interest, hereby issues this complaint , stating its charges as follows:
DEFIITIONS

PARGRAH 1. The following definitions shall apply in this complaint:

Title search and examination seres means all activities
which are designed to identify and describe the ownership of a
particular parcel of real property as well as any other actual or
potential rights to , encumbrances on , or interests in the

property.

344
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Settemt seres

means those servces related to the

closing of a real estate transaction , including but not limited to

those servces performed in connection with or in supervsion of
the execution ,

documents ,

delivery or recording of transfer and lien

or the disbursement of funds.

RESPONDENTS

PAR. 2. Respondent Ticor Title Insurance Company is a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of California , with its principal
place of business at 6300 Wilshire Boulevard , Los Angeles , California,

PAR. 3. Respondent Chicago Title Insurance Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri ,

with its

principal place of business at 111 W. Washington Street , Chicago
Ilinois.
PAR. 4. Respondent Safeco Title Insurance Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of California , with its
principal place of business at 13640 Roscoe Boulevard , Los Angeles
California.
PAR. 5. Respondent First American Title Insurance Company is a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of California , with
its principal place of business at 114 East 5th Street , Santa Ana
California.

PAR. 6. Respondent Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation
corpration organized under the laws of the

is a

Commonwealth of

Virginia , with its principal place of business at 6630 West Broad

Street , Richmond , Virginia.
PAR. 7. Respondent Stewart Title Guaranty Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Texas , with its principal
offces at Stewart Building, Galveston , Texas.

JURISDICTION

PAR. 8. Respondents maintain , and have maintained , a substantial

including the acts and practices as hereinaftr set
forth , which are in or affect commerce within the meaning of the
course of business ,

Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 9. Title search and examination servces do not constitute the
business of insurance " within the meaning of the McCarran- Ferguson Act , 15 U, C. 1012(b),
PAR. 10. Settement servces do not constitute the " business of
insurance " within the meaning of the McCarran- Ferguson Act , 15

C. 1012(b).
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ANICOMPETITIV ACTS AND PRACTICES
PAR,
11.
Respondents have agreed on the prices to be charged for
title search and examination servces or settlement servces through

rating bureaus in various states. Examples of states in which one or

more of the respondents have fixed prices with other respondents or
other competitors for all or part of their search and examination
servces or settlement servces are Arizona , Connecticut , Idaho
Louisiana , Montana , New Jersey, New Mexico , New York , Ohio

Oregon ,

Pennsylvania ,

Wisconsin and Wyoming.

ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS

PAR. 12. As a result of the aforesaid acts and practices , competition

in the sale of title search and examination servces or settlement
servces has been restrained in various states.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices therefore constitute unfair

methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act.

INITAL DECISION By

MORTON NEEDELMAN , ADMINISTRATIV LAw JUDGE
DECEMBER 22 , 1986

1. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The complaint in this proceeding was issued on January 7 , 1985. It
charges that in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act ,

15 U .

C. 45, respondent insurers l operating through rating

bureaus , have restrained competition in setting rates for title search
and examination servces and settement services. The gravamen of
the complaint appears in Paragraph 11agrd on the price to be charged for title search and examination
servces or settement servces through rating bureaus in various states. Examples of
states in which one or more of the Respondents have fixed prices with other
Respondents have

Respondents or other competitors for all or part of their search and

examination

servces or settlement services are Arizona , Connecticut , Idaho , Louisiana , Montana
New Jersey, New Mexico , New York , Ohio , Oregon , Pennsylvania , Wisconsin and
Wyoming.
1 The comp!aintcites six title insurers as respondents.
On June
, 1986 , the Sereta withdrew this matter
from adjudication with respet to Firat American Title Insurance Company in order for the Commission to

consider a settlement agrment under

25(c)

of the Commission s rules.

),
---- -... . _--_.

- --_. -
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spondents' answers ,

February 13 ,

which were filed on February

11 and

1985, admit that from time. to . time they have ben

members of rating bureaus in several states, but challenge the
Commission s subject matter jurisdiction. on the . grunds that rating
bureau. acivity relating to title search and examination and settlement

constitute part of the business of insurance and is theI"foreexempt
from the Federal Trade Commission Act by reason of the McCarranFerguson Act. Respondents ' answers also assert that the alleged

anticompetitivepractices are immune from the federal antitrust)aws

by reason of the " state

action " dqcrine. Additional defenses include

mootness based upon withdrawal

frm the. rating bureaus, and the

claim that respondents' collective rate making activities come within
doctrine. (3)
NOer- Penningto

the

It beame apparent at. the outset . of this proceeding.

that the

complaint allegation respeting settlement or escrow servces was an

ancilary issue; Almost it onlypertains to rating bureau activity in
Arzona , Ohio , Connecticut , Pennsylvania , and New
Jersey and since respondents ' escrow practices in Arzona are

five states

already the subject of injunctive relief as a result ofthefinal order in
Unite S ates v. Title Insranc Rating Bureau of Ariz., Inc. 517 F.
Supp. 1053 (D, Ariz, affd 700F, 2d 1247 (9thCir. em. deied,

104 S. Ct 3509 (1984),
exclu

both sides directed their effort. almost

ively to the search and examination

settlement question ,

issue. The escrow or

to the extnt that it is stil an issue in this case , is

treated separately for the most part in the Findings of Fact

and

Discussion herein.
In the. prehearing stage, the

parties were allowed discovery

including advanced notice of proposed exhibits and the prospective

testimony of witnesses. Complaint counsel's case- in-chief was heard

during the week of February

18 , 1986. The defense case was

presented between April 21 and July 28 , 1986. Rebuttl evidence was
offered by complaint counsel on July 29. The record was closed for

receipt of evidence on August 29 , 1986. During the hearings, counsel
for all parties were given full opportunity to be heard and to crossexamine the witnesses. Both sides filed their main briefs and proposed

findings on September 22 , 1986; replies were filed on October 14
1986,

all of the evidence, as well as proposed findings and
briefs submittd by the parties , and based on the entire record
Aftr reviewing

including a determnation of the credibilty of witnesses (which took
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into account demeanor and the consistency between testimony
prepared for litigation and the plain meaning of everyday business
records), I make the following findings of fact: 2 (4)
2 Prpose findings not adopte in the form or substnce propose ar
the entire reord or as involving immaterial or irrlevant

The following abbreviations ar

matrs.

rejec as either not support by

use throughout in citing to the reord:

(Complaint counsl' s exhibit)

(Rpondents' exhbits)

Joint Physica Exhibit A (JX , 311 pags) is a compilation of relevant stte title insurce sttutes. Seon
33- 25- 302 of the Montana Title Insurance Act (cite at p. 184 , VoL I of repondents' main brief) does not
appear in JX

but the entire

followed by the trscript

text is quote in note 269,inf

Testimony is cite by the name of the wines
3.46(b) of

pa as in DiSanto 2738- 41. ex 1 and RX 1 ar the indices reuire by

the Commission s Rules.

Repondents reuest
made pursuant to 3.45

in camea
treatment for certn exhibits , and afr an adequate justification was
of the Rules , it was ordere that these exhibits were to be segrgate and plac in an
in came
file. The
Omnib In Came Or
issued on Februar 10 , 1986 , which govern all in came
exhibits, prodes as follows:

It should be clealy unders

that nothing contaned in this Order in any way limit the public use of this

material in deciBionB wrttn by the Administrtive Law Judge,

the Commssion , or reviewing court.

Whle I have no intention of making unnecss disclosures , whether or not to publish in my Initial
Deision all or par of the material contained in
in camea

Administrative Law Judg, and I must rerv

exhibits must be left solely to the discretion of

the right to exercise thiB discretion without counBeling any

pary or third pary.
The

Omnibu In Came Or

year afr the date

also provides that documents shall be removed frm the in camea

on which the reord was clos-that is,

on August 29 ,

file thre

1989.

The . appearnces of the witneBBs were as follows:

Name

Lawrnce F. Anito , Jr.
(Independent Attrney
and Attrney- Agent for
Respondents Ticor and

Called By

Trascript PlWs

Complaint counsel

248- 348

First American)

Irn E. Cooper

357- 430

(Independent Attrney and
Attrney- Agent for a nonrespondent title insurer) (5)

Albert F. Quadraia

486- 530

(Agnt for a nonrepondent title insurer

Robert A. Frundorf
(Bureau Chief,

3425- 3463

Licensing,

Idaho Deparment of Insurace)
Gerad L. Ippe!
(Prsident, Respondent Ticor)

AJbert D. Malaker

Repondents

608- 706

resp.
resp.

707- 836

(Great Lakes Regional

Counsl , Repondent
Chicag Title)
(footnote cont'd)

",p.
",p.
",p. ",p.
",p.
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843- 934

Mark W. Sinkhorn
(Ohio State Counsel

Respondent Lawyers Title)

941- 1034

reap.

Michael J. Frmhold
(Senio ABsoiate Title Counsl
Repondent Ticar)

1040- 1128

Michael F. Waiwoo
(Agent for Repondent Ticar)

1134- 1182

Perr J. Armstrong

(Agent for Respondent Ticar)

1185- 1245,
2298- 2368

resp.

Thomas F. Ferr
(Vice Prident,
Respondent Chicag Title)

1251- 1309

reap.

Joseph C. Bonita

(Vice Prident,
161

Respondent Ticor)

1311- 1418

resp.

Erich E. Everbach

(Genera Counsel

Respondent TIcor)

resp.

1429- 1601

Robert B. Haltom

(Independent Insurace
Consultant and Expert)

resp.

1610- 1686

Lenard C. Donohoe
(Genera Counsel

Respondent Chicag Title)

reap.

Donald E. Grablki
(Vice Prsident,
Repondent Lawyers Title)

reap.

1686- 1732

1738- 1827

Norman J. Wirt
(Insuranc Rate and

Forms Analyst. Prperty
and Casualty Seon,
Wisconsin Ofce of

Commissioner of Insurance)

1828- 1879

Joseph M. Claytn
(Deputy Managr,
New Jersy Land Title
Rating Bureau)

reap.

1885- 2037

Neil A. Bethel

(A Prncipal Owner

'NI1nghas. Nelson &

Warrn, an insurace
actuarial consulting finn)

resp.

2055- 2144

John B. Wilkie

(Prsident ,

Respondent

Lawyers Title (Arzo

2167- 2216

Deloris Willamn
(Chief Deputy Diretor
Prperty and Casualty

Setion ,

Arizona

Department of Insurace)

(1)

(footnow cont'
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II, FIINGS OF

FACT

A. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENTS

1. Respondent insurers are engaged in the business of insuring the
real estate for buyers and those lenders (mortgagees)
of

ownership

who rely on real estate as security for their loans. As part of the

Emil L. Barrich

resp.

2222- 2297

resp.

2376- 2566
2573- 2718

!'sp.

2724- 2823

reap.

2824- 2847

I'Sp.

2853- 2874

resp.

2875- 2952

feSp.

2958- 3046

resp.

3047- 3068

resp.

3069- 3102

resp.

3107- 3243

resp.

3265- 3420

(Market Conduct

Examiner, Arzona

Deparment of Insurance)
Irvng H. Plotkin

(Ttle Insurnce Rate

Expert , Arhur D. Little)
Waldo R. DiSanto

(Direr ,

Prperly and

Casualty Diviion

Connecicut Insurace

Deparment)
Walter S. Bell

(Examner, Prperty
and Casualty Division
Connecicut Insurace

Department)
Robert L. Stattn

(Vice Prsident

Respondent SAFCO)
Robert C. Mitchell

(Vice Prident
Respondent SAFCO (Idaho))

Nonnan T. Smith

(Executive Direr ,

Ohio Title

Insurance Rating Bureau)

Peg Ising
(Asistant Cbief

Prperty- Casualty Division ,
Deparment of Insurace)

Ohio

Robert L. Ratchford

(Fonner Diretor

Ohio Deparment of
Insurance)

IS)

Robert T. Haines
(Fonner General

Underwting Counsel

Respondent Chicag Title)

Marn C. Bowling, Jr.
(Executive Vice Prsident (Law),
Respondent Lawyers Title)

(9)
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package of servces they offer , respondents p!'dvide search and
examination and settlement or escrow servces.'
2. Respondent Ticor Title Insurance Company (" Ticor ) is a
corporation organized under California law , with its principal place of
business located at 6300 Wilshire Boulevard , Los Angeles , California. Ticor , which conducts its title insurance business in 49 states
and the District of Columbia , maintains approximately 300 branch
offces and has over 5 000 employees. For the year ending December
, 1983 , Ticor reported income of $219 869 518 from title insurance
premiums and $62 488 172 from other sources.
3. Respondent Chicago Title Insurance Company (" Chicago Title
is a corporation organized under Missouri law , with its principal place
of business located at

111

W. Washington Street , Chicago ,

Ilinois. 7

Chicago Title , which conducts its title insurance business in 49 states
and the District of Columbia , maintains approximately 150 branch
offces. 8 For the year ending December 31 , 1983 , Chicago
(10)
Title
reportd income of $205 525 412 from title insurance premiums and
$51 713 074 from other sources.
4. Respondent SAFECO Title Insurance Company (" SAFECO" ) is a
corporation organized under California law , with its principal place of

business located at 13640 Roscoe Boulevard , Los Angeles ,

Califor-

nia. !O SAFECO , which conducts its title insurance business
states and the District of Columbia ,

in 46

maintains branch and agency

offces throughout the United States. 11 For the year ending December
, 1983 , SAFECO reported income of $163 088 978 from title
insurance premiums and $29 713 045 from other sources.
5. Respondent Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation (" Lawyers
Title ) is a corporation organized under

Virginia law

, with its

principal place of business located at 6630 West Broad Street
Richmond , Virginia. !3 Lawyers Title conducts its title insurance
business through approximately 2500 branch and agency offces
3 ex 156Z-

, Z-

, ex 247F- , ex 250H-

4 Complaint and Ticor s Answer

, ex 293D.

2. Pror to 1982 ,

Company. ex 164A.
5 ex 165B.

6 ex 148Z- , ex 258.
7 Complaint and Chicago Title s Answer
ex 167B.

CX 149Z- 28.
10 Complaint and SAFECO' s Answer
11 ex 169.

12 ex 150Z- 22.
13 Complaint and Lawyers Title s

Answer , -,6.

Ticor was known as Pioneer National Title Insurace
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located in 49 states and the District of Columbia. " For the year

ending December 31 , 1983 , Lawyers Title reportd income of
$98 302 394 from title insurance premiums and $16 395 472 from

(11)
6. Respondent Stewart Title Guaranty Company (" Stewart" ) is a
corporation organized under Texas law , with its executive offces
located at Stewart Building, Galveston , Texas. Stewart conducts its
title insurance business in 45 states and the District of Columbia
through regional , district , and state offces." For the year ending
December 31 , 1983 , Stewart Title reportd income of $97 443 521
from title insurance premiums and $3 382 457 from other sources.
7. In 1982 , respondents Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO , Lawyers
Tite , and Stewart , collecively accounted for 57 percent of the $1.35
other sources. 15

billon title insurance industry. Ticor with 16. 5 percent of the market
Chicago Title with 12. 8 percent , Lawyers Title with 12 percent , and
SAFECO with 10. 3 percent , are the four largest title insurers, First
American Title Insurance Company, a named respondent which has a
consent settlement agreement pending before the Commission , is the

fifth largest title insurer with 9. 7 percent of the market. Stewart
which accounts for 5.4 percent of the market , is the eighth largest
title insurer. 19

B. COMMERCE

8, Respondent insurers write policies and provide search and
examination and settlement servces in all states except Iowa , which
has a statutory prohibition against issuing title insurance. 20 (12)
9, The search and examination of title and the issuance of title
insurance policies are integral parts of interstate real estate transac-

tions in which loans either cross state lines or are guaranteed by
agencies of the United States located in Washingtn , D. C. Typically,
these lenders or loan guarantors require that the title to the real estate

ex 173.
15 ex

152Z- 84.

16 Complaint and Stewar' s Answer
17 ex

, '17.

174B.

18 ex 153Z- 22.
19 Market shares are measure in terms of

grss operating revenues. ex 166Z- 3. See also ex 293E. While
Stewart' s national market shar is relatively small , it is the leading title insurer in Texas and it is strongly
positioned in the West and Southwest. ex 293G.
20 ex
171.

,"
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securing the loan be searched and examined , and that a title insurance
policy be issued.
10, Similarly, the settlement services provided by respondents are

part and parcel of interstate real estate transactions.

22

11. Respondents offer their search and examination and settlement
servces through nationwide networks of regional , divisional , and
branch offces , which are subject to and benefit from the financial
support , control , direction , policies , and national advertising and

marketing campaigns of respondents ' home offces.
C.

TITLE, THE ABSTRACT OF TITLE, THE
S OPINION, TITLE INSURACE

A'IRNY

Real Estate Title

12. Title is a legal concept covering the bundle of rights possessed
by the owner of real property. These rights , which are recognized and
protected at law , include possession , use , control , enjoyment , and the
power to transfer the property. 2' (13)

13, In real estate transactions in which title is to be transferred
buyers are interested in determining whether there are any title
defects in the form of liens , encumbrances , easements , covenants
restrictions , or claims that might interfere with the quiet enjoyment of
possession. This translates into the buyer s need to know if a seller

title is limited or afected by such pre-existing rights or interests of
others as the right of a utilty company to maintain a right-of-way
across the property, or the marital rights of a prior spouse of the
seller , or the abilty of an adjoining landowner to invoke a restrictive
covenant, or the existence of enforceable mortgages , use restrictions
tax judgments , mechanic s liens , and other liabilties , limitations
charges ,

or liens.

14. Similarly, the interest of a mortgagee involved in a real estate

transaction centers around his need to know of the existence of any
clouds on title that may adversely effect the priority of his own lien.

15. Histori cally, there have emerged several ways of assuring
21 Haines 3231 , Bowling 3316; ex 171, ex 182D , ex 196Z- 136 to Z- 137 , ex 237T31 to Z- , ex 303A; RX 431M.

22 ex 155D , ex 196Z- 60to

Z-

, ex 238F- G; RX 394Z- 58 to Z-

, ex 247e , ex 253Z-

, RX 4091" RX 427Z- 135 , RX 431Z- 116

to Z- 118.

28 ex 2478; RX H3G
, RX 44210', RX 444J ,
24 ex 155" , ex 253Z- 3; RX 409Z- 32.

1. se also Frmhold 955-

, Bonita 1253.

26 CX87X- , ex 253Z- 3; RX MIlM. By custm , the cost of a title evidence is borne by the buyer. RX 436e.

26 ex 156Z- 62 to Z-

, ex 237T-
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buyers and lenders of the existence of good title (see Findings 1639).

The Abstract of Title
16. The earliest evidence of good title (which persists to the present
day) was provided by title searchers (sometimes called " abstractors
who originally were in the business of researching public records and
providing purchasers or lenders with a summary (called the " abstract

of title ) of all the documents forming a chain of title.
17. The purpose of the

abstract of title was to arrange in

chronological order all pertinent information respecting title that
appeared on the public record ,

the assumption (14) being that the

buyer or lender would then either cure the revealed defects or decide
not to go forward with the purchase or

loan. 29

18. If in making a purchase or loan decision , the buyer or lender
relied on what turned out to be an incomplete or inaccurate abstract
the abstractor was only liable for negligent failure to exercise the level

of vocational skil expected of title searchers in the locality where the
search was conducted. In the absence of proof of negligence , the

abstractor was not liable for mistakes ,

errors , or omissions in the

search. '0

19. The negligence liabilty of the abstractor only attached to errors

and omissions in searching public records. The abstractor had no
liabilty for failure to

uncover unrecorded defects in title.

20. Over the years , the abstracting business developed several

refinements. First , abstractors began to issue " certificates of title

which certified that title vested as shown in the documents searched;

, abstractors actually guaranteed title and set aside cash
reserves to assure their capabilty for paying losses. 32
stil later

21. Presently, the abstract of title is rarely sold to a buyer or lender

who relies on it in lieu of the other , more widely used evidences of
good title such as an attorney s opinion or title insurance.
22. Typically, the modern commercial abstract company performs
its searches and examinations as an agent for an insurance compa27 See also ex 253Z- 3

to Z- , Z.9; RX 409Z- 32,

28 Bowling 3335; ex 87Z- 114 to Z- 119, ex 154C-

E, ex ISSC, ex 156V , Z- 29, Z- 234, ex 249D , ex 258Z-

4 to Z- S, ex 261F- G, ex 310B-C; RX 409C, RX 427Z- 132 ,

29 ex 189F , ex 253Z- 4 to Z30 ex 91Z- 36, ex 246E. ex 253Z- 5 to Z31 ex 253Z- 6, ex 261F32 ex 154C- E, ex 155D, ex 253Z- 6; RX 391D33 Everbach 1414; ex 261F-

RX 433.
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ny, 34 or it may be retained by an

agent ,

independent attorney, attorney-

(15)

or insurance company

personnel who then examine the
s opinion or a title insurance

abstract before issuing an attorney

policy.

Attrneys '

Opinions

23. Since the abstract of title did not include an evaluation of the
legal significance of the recorded documents , there eventually evolved
a practice , which continues to this day, of submitting either original
title records or abstracts to a

qualified ipdependent real estate

attrney (sometimes called a " conveyancer

) who makes a critical

review of the records and then renders for buyers or lenders an

attrney s opinion or a certification of title.
24. These independent real estate attorneys are also retained by
title insurers or their agents for the purpose of providing an attorney

opinion prior to the issuance of a title insurance policy.
25. Like the abstract , the main purpose of the attorney s opinion is
to give the buyer or lender a full accounting of any title defects so that

an informed decision can be made as to whether to attempt to cure the
revealed defects or to just drop the deal. The attorney s opinion merely

adds to the abstract an interpretation of the legal significance

of

documents uncovered in the search.
26. The attorney s opinion , like the simple abstract , carres with it
limited liability for errors or omissions , amounting essentially to
on negligence or failure to meet the
accepted standard of professional legal competence in the locality
where the attorney s opinion was given, S9 If the attorney conducted
the search himself, he is liable for negligence in both the search and
malpractice liabilty grounded

(16)

examination. In those instances , however , in which the attorney

opinion is based on an abstract prepared by an abstractor , his liabilty
34 Bowling 3336; ex 172F; RX 48BH.
35 Anito 293- , Coper 365370- 72 Ippe1699 , 702 , Frmhold 954- 55, Everbach 1341 , Donohoe 1665
Bowling 3379; ex 87M , ex 91Z- , ex 145A , ex 175Bi ex 237Z- , ex 245B , ex 261F- G. Beause the
work of the abstrar is direy afecte by local real estte laws and custms , the present- day commercia!
abstra company is usually a small ,

locally-owned business. ex 261R-S.
36 Everhach 1314; ex 154D , ex 156Y to Z- , ex 175B , ex 182E- , ex 189Z- 15 to Z- , ex 196Z- 136
ex 25HZ- s to Z- 6. ex 262E- F; RX 391E. If the attrney conduct the search himself, he issues a certification

of title. ex 156Y to Z37 ex 172F' RX 488H
38 Coper 3 68- 69; ex ' 189Z- 15 to Z- 16; RX 489E39 Anito 281; ex 182D, ex 196Z- 136, ex 237P- R, ex 253Z- 5;

RX 489D.
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is limited to due care in the preparation of an opinion based on the
information reviewed. 4.
27. Also , as is the case of the abstract , an attorney rendering an
attorney s opinion is not liable for either hidden defects not discoverable by a dilgent record search or for inaccuracies in the public
records. 41

28. The liabilty of the attrney for his opinion is also limited by his
attrney or the tollng of a

solvency, and ends with the death of the

statute of limitations.
29. A variation of the attrney s opinion is the so-called " bar fund"
in effect
title insurance company organized by independent
attrneys who then issue policies based upon their own searches and

,a

examinations. 48 Bar funds ,

which offer an additional layer of
protection beyond the attrney s opinion or the simple abstract by

covering losses from hidden defects , were organized as the bar
answer to loss of search and examination business to title insurance
(17)

companies. 4'

Title Insurance
30. The origin of title insurance as a form of evidence of good title
traces to an 1863 Pennsylvania case Watson v. Muirhead 57 Pa. 161
(1868), which held that an attorney rendering an attrney s opinion
was liable only for negligence. The negligence standard of
Watson
imposed a significant barrer to recovery for errors or omissions made
by abstractors or attorneys in conducting a title search and examination.
31. Title insurance (technically, an agreement to indemnify an

owner or mortgagee for loss or damage sustained by reason of a
defect in title not explicitly excluded or excepted from the policy) was
designed to go beyond either the abstract or the attrney

s opinion by

imposing on insurance companies liability for errors in the conduct of
the search and examination irrespective of any negligence in carrng
out the process.

32. Title insurance covers errors or mistakes made by those who
Ippel 659 , Eo'verbach 1325- 26; ex 196Z- 136 , ex 263Z- , ex 261F+

41 Anito 281; ex ISZE- , ex
42 ex 196Z- 136 , ex 237P- ,
43

246E , ex 253Z- 6 to
ex 246E , ex 253Z- 6 to Z- 7; RX 489D.

Ferr 2319- 23; ex 196Z- 1Si3 to Z- 155. In Connecticut, however , the bar fund is not regulated by the

stte insurance deparment. Ferrro 2319- 23.
44

Ferr 2319- 23.

As it happens ,

title insurers themselves , like respondent Lawyers Title, have ben

fanned by lawyers who speialize in real estte work. RX 456F.

45 Everbach 1326-

46 ex 155"

28; ex 237P , ex 31OB- D; RX 391D-

, ex 196Z- 136,

ex 319B; RX 417Z-

, RX 417Z- 32.

, RX 491A.
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perform the search and examination on behalf of the insurer whether
or not they are agents , independent contractors , or employees (see
Findings 40- 57).

33. Title insurance in its present form also exceeds the protection
given by abstracts or attorneys ' opinions in that it survves even if the
person who conducted the search and examination dies.
34, Unlike the abstract or an attorney s opinion ,

title insurance
includes the obligation to defend in the event that an insured is
sued.

(18)

35. Like the abstract and the attorney s opinion ,

however ,

title

insurance policies are basically assurances to the buyer or lender that
defects in title discoverable from examining the public record have
been brought to the attention of the buyer or lender so that they can

cure the defect or decide not to go ahead with the deal.
36. A secondary purpose of title insurance , developed over the years
and going beyond the scope of the abstract or attorney s opinion , is to
protect the buyer or lender from hidden or so-called " off-record" risks
not discoverable from examination of public records such as forgery,
missing heirs , previous marrage , impersonation , or confusion in
names, 51

37. Title insurance is largely a post- World War II phenomenon

whose grwth reflects the need for a standardized form of assurance
of good title to complement standardized mortgages that are resold in
a nationwide secondary mortgage market.

38. While title insurance is now the predominant form of title
evidence , the attorney's opinion is stil commonplace especially in the
New England and Southeastern states. 53 As indicated in Findings 21-

, the abstract of title is now rarely used alone as an evidence of
good title , and instead usually serves as the basis for issuing either an
attorney s opinion or the report that precedes the issuance of a title
insurance policy, 54 (19)
39. Viewed from a market perspetive , the search and examination

of title is a servce business acquired by respondents and other title
47 Se

also BowJing 8363; ex 18ZE.

B ex 196Z- 136 ,

ex 237P.

49 ex 182E , ex 253Z- 9; RX 417Z- 31.
Ii See Findings 58- 59,

61 ex 82V- , ex 87Yto Z- , Z- 25 to Z26, ex 154E- , ex 182E- , ex 237P, ex 26t"
K; RX 391FThere ar severa major aras (which may be viewed as off-reord risks) that ar excepte from the Btndar
covera, such as easments and liens not shown on the public reord (se Finding 87 and ex 250H
62 Ippel
699- 700; ex 91Z- 37 to Z- SS, ex 182D , F. ex 189Z- , ex 196Z- 136 to Z- 137.
!; Ippe! 699 , Everbach 1411- 17, Bow!ing 3367; ex 154D , ex 189F , ex 261F- G; RX 39lE , RX 436'
64 IppeJ 701- , Frmhold 954, 1005; ex 87M , ex 156Z- , ex 175B, ex 237Z- 2; se also Finding
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insurers as a result of their

aggressive merchandising of title

insurance (at the expense of abstracts and attorneys ' opinions) as a

superior way of evidencing good title.
D. ATTORNY-AGENTS, APPROVED ATTORNYS, AND EMPLOYEES
OF TITLE INSURERS

40. As indicated in Findings 22 and 24 , a title insurance policy may
be based on a search and examination conducted by an independent
abstractor or an unaffliated independent attorney. Most

title insur-

ance policies , however , are issued after the search and examination

has been made by either attorney-agents ,

approved attorneys (a

variation of the independent attorney), or employees of respondent
insurers (see Findings 41- 57).

41. It is a common practice in the title insurance industry for
searches and examinations to be conducted by attorneys who have

been designated as agents of title insurers. 56 These attorney-agents

often are recruited from the ranks of independent attorneys (see
Findings 23- 28)

who formerly rendered attorneys ' opinions or issued
certificates of title.
42. Agents for title insurers have also been drawn from the body of
independent commercial abstractors who own title plants 58 and who

may continue to offer abstracting servces apart from their work as

agents for title insurers. 59 (20)
43. Agents , whether they are attorneys or abstractors , are liable
(like the independent attorney rendering an attorney's opinion) to the
title insurer for negligence in conducting the search and examination.

44. The relationship between agents (especially attorney-agents)

and title insurers is fraught with opportunities

for directing the

placement of title insurance business. While ostensibly acting as
independent legal counsel to a usually uninformed buyer , the

attorney-age nt

is in a position to channel the . consumer s title

55 Ippe! 699- 700 , Ferraro 1219 , 1239.

, Donohoe 1664- 65, 1667- , Bowling 3293; ex 87W to Z. S, ex
154A- H, ex 156Z- 2, ex 182D- , ex 189Z- 16, ex 196Z- 150 to Z- t5l, ex 236E , ex 237P- , ex 246Aex 249D , ex 253Z. 3 to Z- ll. ex 261H, ex 262E- , ex 292D- , ex 311A-J , ex 3128, ex 313B, ex algA.
B; RX 312, RX 391O- H, RX 394Z- 3I, RX 475- RX
56 Ippe! 698; ex 182G- H; RX 444N, RX 491A-

475E , RX 476A, RX 484A ,

RX 489D-

57 Ferraro 1241; ex 182G-

58 Armstrong 1136, Everbach 1341 , Bowling 3376; ex 228A.
59 Ippel 698, Armstrong 1135.
60 Cooper 388; ex 145C , ex 1460; RX 410J. The wilingness of respondent insurers to test agent liability is
tempered by the strategic importance of agents in garnering insurance business. Bowling 3300-

487N- Q;

see also Finding 44.

, 3311; RX
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insurance business to the agent' s insurer- principal

in exchange for

commissions , commonly referred to in the title insurance business as
agent' s retention " since the agent collects and transmits the
premium less his " retention " to the insurer. The agent's retention
however , includes not only the actual cost of conducting the search
and examination ,

but may also reflect his abilty to negotiate for a

large part of the total insurance premium (as much as 90 percent) on
the basis of his strategic position in the real estate transaction. 61 In

point of fact , the growth of a title insurer is largely tied to its abilty to

solicit and retain attorney-agents who can influence the placement of
business. 62

45. " Approved attorneys " are independent attorneys who have been
formally designated by respondent insurers as qualified to conduct a
search and examination prior to the issuance of a title insurance

policy. 63 (21)

46. An approved attorney, who often wil graduate to the attorney64 may also continue to
agent status described in Findings 41-

function as an unaffliated independent attorney, and in that capacity
conduct searches and examinations and issue opinions and certificates

for individual buyers or sellers or even other insurance companies
which have not designated him as an approved attorney. 65 Moreover

an attorney may function as an approved attorney for one insurer and
an attorney- agent for another.
47. An approved attorney is neither an employee nor an agent of the
title insurer which designated him as an approved attorney.

48. The approved attorney may perform the search himself or base
his examination upon the abstract of an independent abstractor. 68

49. The ap proved
6J Anita 279, Sinkhorn 917-

attorney

s analysis , which is indistinguishable

, Annstrong 1165 , Ferraro 1241-42, Plotkin 2681-

, 2705-

, DiSanto

2737-

2799- 2808, Bowling 3301; ex aDZ- 8S, ex 145E , ex 156Z- 7, ex 182G- , ex 232G , ex 247Xex 257A , ex 278W- , ex 30lE , ex 306B ex 307B , ex 323. , ex 324L , ex 333Z. 11 to Z- 15, ex 334CRX 3E , RX 23K. , RX 32 , RX 114 , RX 502Z- 55.
62 Ferrf1ro 2356- , Plotkin 2698- , Bowling 3301; ex I66R , ex 237Z- , ex 293E.
63 ex 160G- H; RX 410L-M , RX 491A.

64 ex 182G- H. Approved attrneys (usually lawyers with a real estate practice) are oftn selected on the

basis of their ability to influence the placement of title insurance business. Bowling 3367. Frm the approved
attrney s standpoint , the relationship is desirable beause not only may they graduate tu the status of an

atturney-agent (and the prospet of large " retentions ) but as an approved atturney he can expet tu reeive
substantial fees from conducting searches , examinations , and settlements (DiSantu 2806 , Bowling 3368; CX
30Z- 85; RX 410L) as well as whatever other advantages accrue frm being identified with a national title
insurance company in professional direturies. Sinkhorn 847.
65 Cooper 364- 70.
66 Cooper 370.

RX 491A.
CX 160G-
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from the attorney s opinion or certification of the ordinary independent attorney (see Findings 23- 25), is relied upon by the insurer or the
agent of the insurer in issuing initially a binder or commitment , and

eventually a title insurance policy (see Finding 80). 69

(22)

50. The approved attrney, however , unlike the attorney-agent
prepares neither the preliminary binder leading up to the issuance of

the title policy nor the title policy itself.
51. The approved attorney, like any other independent

attrney
rendering an attrney s opinion for an insurer or an insurer

attorney-agent , is liable to the insurer for failure to exercise due
dilgence and reasonable professional skil in the search and examination of public records.

52, If the approved attrney s examination of title is not based on
his own search but rather upon a commercial abstract , liabilty is

limited to the exercise of reasonable care and due professional skil in
rendering an opinion in light of the information contained in the
abstract. 72

53. The approved attorney receives no financial remuneration from
the title insurer. The approved attrney bils . his client-the buyer or
the lender-for the cost of conducting the search and examination.
54, Respondent insurers do not set , either jointly or separately, the
fee that the approved attorney charges his client, The approved
attorney sets his own fees,
55, In addition to approved attorneys and attorney-agents , searches
and examinations are conducted by employees of respondent insurers
branch offces. 75 (23)

stationed in respondents '

56. The mix of attrney-agents , approved attorneys , and direct
employees not only varies according to custom and geography, but
also reflects how successful a particular title insurer has been in
enlisting the support of well-established attorneys who can influence
the placement of their client' s insurance business,
69 Sinkhorn 928. 29, Frmhoid 953 ,

1021 , Claytn 1838 ,

Bowling 3371- 72; ex 165D. ex 160G-

, ex

182G. ex 237Z- 9 to Z- lO; RX BE.

70 ex 132F ,
it ex 160G

ex 160G , ex 182G, ex 196Z- 11 to Z- 12;

, ex 237Z- 9 to Z- lO, ex

RX 4tOL, X to Z- , RX 491A.

257A.

72 ex 160G7B ex SOZ.

, ex 160G , ex 182G; RX BE.
Bowling 3363- 64; ex SOZ- 85.

14 Frmhold 1020- 22;
75 ex

87M ex 175C , ex 237Z- 2;

RX

4BSH.

76 Ippel 624; ex 237Z- 3 to Z- , ex 262" ; RX 491A; se also Finding 44. The mix may also reflect the
ntensity of the competitive struggle between attrneys and insurance companies for the search and
xamination and settlement business. In sorne areas , respondent insurers may have ben cornpe!led to use
heir own employees beause of organized bar opposition to having independent lawyer. work as insurance
Dmpany agents or approved attorneys. Se ex 196Z- 150 to Z- 151.

g.,
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57. Essentially all title insurers operate in the same way, and while
there may be differences among respondent insurers as to how
business is allocated among employees , agents , and approved attorneys , the practices and policies described in these findings are fairly
attributable to all respondents. 77

E. THE SEARCH AND EXAMINATION PROCESS FOR ABSTRACTS OF
TITLE, ATTORNEYS ' OPINIONS , AND TITLE INSURANCE

58. Irrespective of the form in which the buyer or lender are assured
(i. e., through abstracts, attorneys ' opinions , or title

of good title

insurance) and irrespective of the hat worn by

the searcher and

examiner (abstractor , independent attorney, attorney-agent , approved
attorney, or insurer s employee) the condition of the title is determined

by the same search and examination process. 78 The process is the

same because in all cases the objective is the same-to
significant impediments to ownership. 79 (24)

uncover

59. Neither the use by respondents and their agents of insurance

jargon to describe the purpose of their searches and examinationsnor
their view to determine what risks they are willng to insure
the existence of state statutory requirements conditioning the
issuance of a title insurance policy upon the conduct of a search,
materially changes the nature of the search and examination
conducted prior to the issuance of an insurance policy as compared to
the process used before an abstract or an attorney's opinion are
rendered. In all instances , the

objective of the searchers and

examiners is to provide a statement of the status or condition of title

and to call the attention of the buyer or lender to defects discoverable

from the public records so that these clouds on title are corrected
before the purchase is made , or if the risks are too great , to call the
deal off.

In the words of respondent

77 See Bowling 3374- 75.
18 Anita 280- 81. Cooper 370ex 287Z. 9 to Z- IO,
488B.

ex 244"

383, Frmhold 1003-

R, ex 245B ,

ex 247"

Ticor:

, Haines 3234- 35; ex 155D, ex 172Ft ex 182G,

, ex 249D , ex 250G , ex SIO"

; RX 290A, RX

While the searhes and examinations conducted by an independent attrney, approved attrney, and

attorney-agent arc identical and indeed the same pernon may wear aU thre hats, the reord indicates that the
standard abstract is more detailed than the typical product of the independent attrney, approved attrney, or
attrney-agent (see Findings 16. 17, 81).

79 Everbach 1395- 98; ex 87M, Z- IO to Z- ll, ex 175B- , ex 182E- , ex 247F- G,
261J- K, CX 262C- D, CX gOlE, ex 302B , ex 30BB; RX 394Z- 47.
lppel 627, Malaker 745-

81 See, e.
, p. 11I.
82 Anito 265- 67, eooper 421,

ex

253Z- to Z- , ex

, Frmhold 1033, Waiwood 1079 , Everbach 1329 , Bowling 3337.
Quadraccia 490, Sinkhorn 887- 89.

Frmhold 970 , 1033, Waiwood 1103

, 3240- 43, Bowling 3335; ex 87H-J, N, Z- 10 to Z- ll, ex 91Z- , ex 175C , ex 194, ex
K, ex 262C- D, ex 293D
236B , ex 246G , ex 247D- G, CX 249D , ex 252S, ex 253Z- 9 to Z- , ex 261"

Haines 3224.

(footnote cont'
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Basically. title insurance is the company's opinion of the ownership and marketability of tjtle to a particuJar parcel of real property. This can only be ascertained aftr a
thorough and complete search of aU the records affecting tjtle to the parce) insured.

This search is much more extensive and requires more time than any other
investigation conducted in connection with the issuance of other forms of jnsurance.
A title company is required , not only by law , but in order to make quick and
accurate searches , to keep complete records covering ail the lands in a particular
county. A title company is a servce organization and perfonns a servce for those

interested in buying, selling and loaning money on real estate. One may make his own
search because all of the records necessary to complete such a search are available at
the Court House , the City HaJJ and the Federal Court House. How this search is made
and the accuracy of such a
(25)
search will depend upon an individual' s skjJ

knowledge and perseverance. It could take days ,

weeks or months , and aftr

completion , the verdict would be inconclusive because with the passage of time

additional filings have been made which have to be considered and construed. This
task would be akin to tryng to dig away a hil of sand which

slides continuously.

Through a system of records , kept on each individual parcel , the title company is able
to complete this search on a definite date with certainty. When you purchase a title
insurance poJicy, you are buying the servces of expert. The company is wiIHng to
back the opinion of these experts with the additional feature of insurance. Hence , the
use of the word insurance ,

when naming the product of title insurance.

83

Title Search
60. Whether the ultimate product is an abstract , attorney s opinion

or title policy, the first part of the search and examination processthe search- proceeds on the basic premise that important interests in
real property (deeds , mortgages , leases , grants , easements , judg-

ments , tax liens) must be made a matter of public record by recording
the document in the county recorder s office where the property is
located. 84

61. By recording evidence of a claim or interest in real property,

" notice is given-that is , all persons , including
prospective buyers and lenders , are presumed to know what is in the
public records even though they do not have actual knowledge. 85
62. From these public records , the searcher endeavors to establish a
chain of title " consisting of a chronological account of recorded
legal or " constructive

ex 294D- , ex 297 ,

ex 298B, ex 2998 , CX 311"

, ex 318B , ex 320Z- 157

to Z-159;

RX 3D , RX 396C

RX 413D, RX 417Z- , RX 431M- , RX 488"
83 CX 250G. See also CX 3088 (" Title Insurance combines the function of the abstracter, in making the
chain of title , and the atWmey
insurance.
84 ex 155" , ex 156Z- 32
RX 431N85 CX 156Z- 32 to Z-

in his examination of the title, plus coverage to the land owner the
in
to Z-

, ex 1758 ,

ex 196Z-

form of

, ex 247E; RX 389Z- 245 to Z- 253 . RX 413C,

, ex 247E , ex 253Z- 3 to Z- 4: RX 413C.
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instruments affecting title, beginning with the earliest and concluding

with the latest. B6 (26)
63, The " direct" search method of establishing the chain of title
entails an examination of public records for all documents relating to

the property in question, 87 Historically, the presumptive search period
is 60 years , but depending upon local custom or the existence of an
earlier , reliable title policy, or a marketable title act, the search may
be considerably shortr. 8 In an especially complex transaction ,

the

search may go well beyond 60 years to the issuance of the original
patent by the sovereign.

64. Typically, the public records searched include county land
records (deeds ,

easements , and mortgages) municipal records covering sewer , sidewalk , and other assessments , tax collector records , and
state and federal court records showing bankruptcies , divorces

judgments , and civil actions indicative of liens or other enforceable
interests in the property.

65. Instead of starting with public records

, which oftn are not

effciently organized , a search (especially in large metropolitan areas)
may be initiated by use of a privately owned " title plant" or " abstract
plant. " A title plant contains virtually complete summary information
(as well as some reproductions) from the public records affecting real
estate title in a limited geographic area , organized and indexed in a
way that enables a title search to be performed in a fraction of the
time and with greater accuracy than a direct search of the public
records. (27)
66. Title plants are owned and operated by abstractors , attrneys
real estate brokers , and title insurers or their agents. 92

67. Stil another method of conducting a title search is to go back no
further than a pre-existing tite policy or a pre-existing abstract.

68. There are no special educational or training requirements for

becoming a title searcher,
86 Sinkhorn 852-

, 856-

, Haines 3158- 59; ex 196Z- 16;

87 ex 196Z- 16 toZ- 18; RX409Z88 Anito 291-

and with training and experience , high
RX 409K , RX 427Z- 135, RX 431N-

, Z-33.

, Ippel 704- , Malaker 723- , 743- , 792- , Sinkhorn 853- 55, 923, Armstrong 1147- , Ferrar 1198; ex 87Z- B2 to Z- , ex 160M- , ex 196Z- 18, ex

, Quadraeia 510-

, Waiwoo 1053223A, ex 294D.

89 Quadracia 511; ex 160M-

, ex 196Z-

, ex 223A.

If a

searcher has confidence in the work of a

paricular absrar , he may begin the searh frm the point in time when the abstra ended. ex 196Z- 19.
90 Anito 254 ,

262, Malaker 722 , 728-30; ex 196Z- 17 to Z- , ex 247G.
91 ex 196Z- , ex 261L-M; RX 4QIZ- 21 to Z- , RX 409Z- 33, RX 427Z- 132 , RX 488H.
92 ex 196Z- 36; RX 290A , RX 335 , RX 4.01Z- 21 to Z- 24.. In BOrne areas of the country, title plants ar
cooperative effort operate by severa title insurers or their agents. ex 196Z- 54 to Z- 55.
93 Anito 251- 53, 270-72, 287- , Quadracia 510, Waiwoo 1055- 56, 1097- , 1121- , Arstrong 1146

Bonita 1267- 68, Donohoe 1665; ex 196Z- 19, ex 223A; RX 389Z- 246.

"_- .......
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school graduates soon acquire the expertise necessary to move frm

routine searches to more complex assignments.
Examination
69. The examination phase of the search and examination process

involves a critical analysis or interpretation of the condition of title as

revealed in the documents uncovered by the search.
70, Examination may be done by approved attrneys , attrneyagents , independent attrneys , searchers , or anyone else who is

experienced in interpreting title documents and is knowledgeable
about real estate law. 95 Some examiners dispense entirely with a
separate search and instead simply combine the search and examination in a single process.

1281

71. Similarly, while search is commonly identified as a separate and

distinct process from examination by title insurers ,

and in large

insurance company or agency offces the two processes are oftn

performed by separate staffs , in the smaller offces, and in matters
involving complex questions of title , the two processes tend to
merge. .8

F. SEARCH AN EXAINATION AN
72. Respondents '

dents '

RISK ASSUMPTION

retained insurance expert

" as well as respon-

offcers and agents , argued that search and examination

undertaken prior to the issuance of a title insurance policy is either
underwriting " or part of what they referred to as the " underwting
process " because it is on the basis of the search and examination that
risk (chance of loss) is identified and a decision is made either to
accept or reject it. 100 This effort of affxing the lofty " underwriter
label to searchers and examiners proceeds initially from the premise
that all providers of information respecting the property to be insured
94 Frmhold 973 , Annstrong 1179; ex 172F. See also Arstrng 1151 for testimony that searhers simply
puH every document that is even remotely relevant " and then leave it to the examiners or at least the head
searcher to throw them out or not" and ex 196Z- 36 where one respondent describes the work of a searcher as
akin to drudgery.

96 Anito 264; ex 155F, ex 156Y , Z- 2, ex 160G- , ex 237M , ex 2448 , ex 249D , ex 25HZ. , ex 262"

RX 401Z. 30 to Z.

It ex 262"

97 ex 87M ,

, RX 406D.

ex 253Z- , ex 262F.

98 Anito 297. Ippel 631 , 635- 36. Malaker 720. Frmhold 978-

, Waiwoo 1049- , Ferrro 1200 , Bonita
1260- , Bowling 3336; ex 196Z- 36, ex 237M.
!1 The opinions of the retaned expert, Robert Haltom , were uninformed by any experienee whatsver with

title insurance. Haltom 1493 , 1594.
100 Ippe1629 , Malaker 730 , Frmhold 977 , Waiwoo 1067- 68, Armstrong 1159, Bonita 1285-

...no"', n

- '..". On n ,__- ..'", o. n_.

, Everbach
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must be engaged in " underwting "

(or , if you wil , be part of the
) although this expansive view of underwriting
would of necessity embrace the abstractor , the independent surveyor
the approved attrney, and' practically anyone else who gives insurers
some information bearing on the subject of the policy, including
presumably the insured himself who provides his name and a
description of the property, and perhaps even the receptionist who

underwriting process

records this information on the face of the policy. !O! Going beyond the
this endeavor to
(29)
elevate
searchers and examiners to the status of " underwriters " also fails to
take into account the fact that the search and examination conductd
for title insurance purposes is virtually indistinguishable from the

ilogic of this open-ended definition ,

unopinions

process undertaken for the non- insurance (and concededly non-

derwriting

) purposes of rendering abstracts or attrneys '

and that irrespective of the purpose , search and examination is carred
out by a corps of searchers , abstractors , conveyancers , attrney-

agents , and approved attrneys who move freely from one form of
title evidence to another without any perceptible change in what they
do. !02 Moreover , to the extent that respondents ' expansive concept of
underwriting rests on the assumption that searchers and examiners

for title insurers have discretion about assuming risk ,

the record

evidence is that in an industry in which standard forms predominate
and company manuals have reduced most transactions to a set
routine , this discretion is narrowly circumscribed. !O' This strained
effort at rollng search and examination , underwriting, and risk into
one ball of wax is also suspect on its face since the basic approach of
respondents in conducting their title insurance businesses is not to

assume any significant risks uncovered by searchers and examiners. !o, Finally, respondents ' strained extension of the underwriter
label to searchers and examiners is fundamentally unsound since the
title policy, in contrast to casualty insurance , does not insure against
the happening of some unforeseen future event , and while the
searchers and examiners may bend every effort to eliminate risk by
101 Malaker 717-

86, 1587-

, Frmhold 977-

, Haines 3196- 97.

surveyor and

, e.

1005, 1013- , Everbach 1398- , 1402- , Haltom 1541- , 1584Frmhold 977 1108 and RX 413C for the pivota! roles played by the

abstrr (both independent contracrs not connecte with insurers) in the search and

examination pross.
102 Se Findings 16-

71. The occasional use of the " underwriter " title in respondent.'! ' manuals in no material
way changes the way in which searh and examination are conduct for a title policy as compar to the

searh and examination undertken for any other evidence
108 Se Findings 73104 Se Findings 73-

96 and ex 172F.
, 99.

of title.Se RX

401Z- 27

to Z- 34.
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finding recorded title defects (30) they are not engaged in the
underwriting function of assuming and spreading risk among a large
universe of insureds. 106
73. Consistent with respondents ' guiding principle of not assuming
risk , their primary objective before issuing a title insurance policy is in
the conduct of an accurate search of the public title records for the
purpose of uncovering possible defects which are to be cured by the

insured or excepted from coverage. 106
74. Also consistent with respondents ' risk-avoidance approach are
their company manuals , underwting guides , and other directives
which are replete with admonitions that risks are to be excepted from
coverage. 107 The testimony of respondents' officers and agents
directed at diminishing the importance of these directives by claiming

in effect that searchers and examiners have wide latitude in ignoring
them 108 is not credible. The insurer-agent contracts as well as the
underwriting manuals , guides , and

directives themselves instruct

employees and agents that they are to be followed to

the point that

agents may be liable for damages if they are not followed. 10. It is also
significant that while these materials are constantly being updated , no
documents were offered by respondents indicating that the admonirespecting risks have been significantly modified. no On the
(31)
tions
contrary, respondents ' own witness acknowledged that the manuals
underwriting guides , and directives are meant to be followed , and are

written in absolute terms because respondent insurers do not want
their agents and employees , whose primary function is to generate
106 Holtom 1496- 98, 1505- , Wirt 1790+ 91; ex 56e- , ex 82E , ex 87H-J , ex 116B- , ex 156Z- 2 to Z, ex 262C- , ex 292G+ , ex 294e- , ex
, ex 182D- E, ex 237Z- 8, ex 250F , ex 253Z- , CX 260H310D- , ex 3HB; RX 102Z- 95 to Z- , RX 417Z- 32, RX 442; se also Findingu 98, 114.
106 ex 30Z- 67, ex 91Z- 85, ex 160R , ex 166Y , ex 172F , CX 175e , ex 237Z- 8, ex 294C- D; RX 482B.
107 ex 160H , ex 161Z- 342 , Z- 358 , Z- 382, CX 184A- G, ex 192 , ex 214 , ex 215, CX 216 , ex 219 , CX 220
ex 237Z- , ex 240 , ex 241 , ex 253Z- 10; RX 444Q.
108 See
, e.
Waiwoo 1072- , Armstrong 1161- , Ferr 1200, Haines 3123-

, 3146, Bowling
3331- 33.
109 ex 140B , ex 145B- , ex 160H, ex 228A , ex 232e , ex 237Z- 3 to Z- 6, ex 309Z; RX 413L , RX 482A.
See also Sinkhorn 903- , Haines 3225- , Bowling 3300- 05 for testimony by respondent offcials that agnts
are audite to determine whether they have complied with respondents' manuals and underwriting guidelines

and that the terms of the agnt-insurer contrats must be observed.

110 Haines 3118- , 3126. Se also Haines 3124, 3139- 40 for testimony that until guides ar change they
should be taen literally and Statton 2872- 73 for the statement that manuals are " a broad set of operating

guidelines for speific questions that they (branches and regional offces) may have, to save them the time of
calling the home offce to find out what they should do. " The suggstion advanced by respondents that the
underwriting guides are only used by " a real grn horn " (se , e. , Haines 3123) is meaningless. While agents
or employees may only consult the guides until they beome familar with the contents , it would be absurd to
deny that the experienced agent or employee has not incorprate into his total experience the risk limitation
admonitions to which he has ben exposed frm the

start of his carer.
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business ,

to

be making risk decisions

that could result in huge

claims. 11

The Title . Report

Of

Binder

75, That therestrictiQns in respondents ' manuals on risk . assumption are followed (in the sense that searchers or examiners typicallY

neither eliminate nor make any decision

to insure .

over enforceable

defects) is clearly demonstrated by the process forworking\lp the
standard form reports or binders provided to respondent insurers by
the . American Land Title Association (ALTA), and used wheneyer title
insurance is being acquired irrespectiYe of how the responsibility for

search and examination may have been allocateda.mong agents
Of

approved attrneys,

insurance company employees. These standard

title reports (also referred to as commitments or binders) purport to
show the condition of title as of the date of the search and

eXamination , and are enforceable contracts constituting an agreement
by the insurer to issue a policy subjec to certain standard require-

ments and a standard limitation, 11 The standard requirements are
(32)
paynentofthe purchase price for the property, reordation Qf

the

the deed ,

and payment of the title insurance premium. The heart of
however , is a standard limitation in the form of

the title report ,

general notice that the policy will not insure against loss from any title
defects listed on Schedule B of the title. report , or any new title defect
arising between the date of the report and satisfaction of .the standard
requirements. 113

76. As a mattr of strict rule , respondent insurers require thattheir
agents and employees indicate all enfQrceable or even doubtful titl
defects, liens, and encumbrances on Schedule B Qf the title report)!4
11 Frmhold1000- 01.

Haines 3117 , 3123. 26.
FimhoJd 1083 , Wilwoo 10781099 1100, l103;
, Quadia 490 . Ippel 662Arng 1165- Bonita 1276 77, Everbach 1324 , Bowling. . 3268, 3337 - 38;CX 155D , ex 2528 ,. ex
253Z-9 to Z- 1O, ex297 , CX302B, CX820Z- 157toZ. 159 CX 342F; RX 3D RX 417Z- 34-oZ 35, RX487F.

112 Ant0265.

apparntly prefer thedesignation
eommitment" as 3: way ofdistingishigtbe
frm the abstors s or attrney s sttement of tbecondition oftitJe the searh and

Although repondents
preliminar report

examnation is the same for report , binder , or commitment , and there isno evidenee thatthe Contents of theS
pre-policy doCunentschange depending on whattheYar caJled. See RX 400Z- 84 toZ- 95. By the sae token;
notWithstriding the similarity between a title report and an attrney s opinion , repondents scrupulously avoid

the attrney s opinon designation since its uSe might bring a charg of unauthori prace of-hlw. Everbach
1328

29;

113 ex

Bowling
3293 94..
. 2528; RX 4207;- 4 fu Z- 10.

those ac, such

contans two
Schedule B .of the title report

as paying off an existng mortge,

lists the matters whiehWiI1 constitute exeeptionson ScheduleR
1H Anito 264156Z 45 to Z , ex 161Z342
66;CX

of the finalpalicy.

382 , ex 1791.
358
99, ex 227Zex 215, ex 216 , ex 219 , ex 220; ex 222Q, Z, ex 240 , eX241 ex 254Z- 7;CX
320Z-159, ex 342F- M; RX 420.

ex 199A. ex 214 ,

ex 237"

seions:seion

l speifes

tha.t must be performed before the pOlicy isues;
ex

eeon2

eX' 222Z 90.
184A-G

ex

197e

ex 230A,-CX 232e
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Thus the title report issued by the attrney as an agent for an insurer
is virtually indistinguishable from the attorney s opinion or certification that is issued by the same attorney when he is not acting as an
insurance company agent.
77, Respondents ' offcers and agents made extravagant claims in
their direct testimony about the alleged underwting discretion that
agents and employees , as searchers and examiners , exercise in

wrting tite reports or

final policies. The cross-examination

(33) of

these same witnesses clearly demonstrated , however , that legally

enforceable easements , mortgages , restrictive covenants , liens , assessments, and encroachments must be shown on Schedule B of the
title report , and that this so-called discretion is narrowly limited to not
showing minor , insignificant , and technical title defects (" glitches
fly speks " or " nits and bits ) such as ancient and patently
unenforceable mortgages , easements , liens , or covenants , which if not
cleaned up would in effect give an inaccurate picture of the true state
of title.
78. That the discretion given to searchers and examiners is severely
limited to title objections which are insignificant is demonstrated by
the absence of credible evidence that respondent insurers have

incurrd any significant losses traceable to the exercise of discretion
by searchers and examiners in eliminating minor title defects. 11
79, Moreover , in sharp contrast to testimony from company offcials
and agents about searcher and examiner discretion , the insurer-agent
agrments and company directives contain explicit requirements that

the agent , without any discretion, must list all material title defects as
exceptions on Schedule B of the title report.
80, Similarly, when a title report is to be issued on the basis of an
approved attorney s certification , the approved attrney is required to
list all valid mortgages , judgments, liens , and other material title
defects in his certification. Ho But the
(34)
approved attorney, like the
11 Anito 27980. As a mattr of fonn , the minor " glitches " that may be droppe entirely frm the title
report may be included in the attorney s opinion accompanied by an explantory discussion. Anita 305-

315- 16.
lppe! 639- 40, 649- , 664- , Malaker 732- , 748 , 792- 800 , Sinkhorn 867 74, 887 , 906- , Frmhold
651005- , Waiwoo 1060- , 1064- 65, 1079- , 1084- , 1101- 03, Arrong 1141- , 1167ll7l- 72, Ferrro 1228- , Bonita 1280- 86, 1291, 1295- 1300 , 1302- , Everbach 1320 , 1354- 55, 1393- 96.
faines 3120- , 3130- , 3222 , 3230- , 3233- , 3240- , Bow!ing 3286- , 3294- , 3339- 44. Se also
;X 91Z- 38. ex t6IZ- , ex 196Z- , Z-139 , ex 237N, ex 342"
M; RX 420- RX 420A.

117 &e Anito 342 , Sinkhorn 906 ,

911.

, Frmholcl 1007 , 1011 , Annstrong 1174.

118 Sinkhorn 922- 23; ex 13SB , ex 182G , ex 230A , ex 231A- , ex 232C, ex 320Z- 157.
119 ex 160G- H, ex 196Z- 11 to Z- , ex 237Z. 9 to Z- 14; RX 4l0P.
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attrney-agent, does not include in his certification clearly technical

and immaterial title defects.
81. Independent abstractors, who may perform searches for title
insurers or their agents prior to the issuance of a pre- policy

report

typically note all pertinent defects, encumbrances , and liens. They
usually have no discretion to omit any outstanding interest , no mattr
how insignificant it may appear,1'1
82. These restrictions on the discretion of agents , approved
attrneys , and abstractors reflect not only respondents ' own basic
philosophy of avoiding risk , but also proceed from respondents ' legal
obligation to inform the prospective owner of all outstanding defects
in title , I" and the stringent disclosure requirements imposed by the

federal guarantors-Government National Mortgage Association
(GNM) and Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA)-who
dominate the secondary mortgage market.

I's

83. Once enforceable or even doubtful title exceptions appear on
Schedule B of the title report of the agent (or in the certifications of

the approved attrney or abstractor) they are subject to strict legal
review at the regional , divisional , or corporate level of respondents
before being considered for either affrmative coverage or elimination
from the final policy. I" (35)
84, In practice , a decision is rarely made at any level of respondent
insurers by which affrmative coverage is extended over a significant
disclosed defect , and the common rule in the title insurance industry is

that enforceable title defects appearing on Schedule B of the title
report will inevitably appear as specific exceptions on Schedule B of
the final policy unless the insured takes corrective steps (for example
payment of mortgage money or posting of bonds to satisfy existing

tax or judgment liens) to cure them.
The Title Insurance Policy

85. The formal title policy continues the process begun in the
120 Sinkhorn 928 ,
12.1

, Bowling 3361- 53,

Haines 3235-

3379- 80; ex IGOR , ex 196Z- 11 to Z- 12.

Everbach 1341; ex 253Z370
122 Ippe1663 , MaJaker 756- , Waiwoo 1103, Wilkie 2109-

Coper 365-

192, ex 198B , ex 221 , ex 222Z-

123 Malaker 808 ,

, Bowling 3339- 40; ex 183 , ex 184A- , ex

, ex 251A- , ex 320Z- 157 to Z- 158.

Boni 1300- , Everba.h 1398, Haines 3231, Bowling 3342- 44; ex 155F t ex 193A.

ex 25$2.31 to Z- 32, ex 303A- , ex 320Z- 159.
12'4 Bowling 3278- 79. 3294- 95; ex 145B , ex 146B , ex 218 , ex 220 , ex 221 , ex 222Q, Z- 25, ex 223B; RX

387 , RX 396H. RX 410D ,
121 Anita 265-

Z, Z-

, RX 413M.

, Coper 372- 73, Sinkhorn 887-

, Waiwoo 1067, Annstrong 1172 ,

Bonita 1302,

Haines 3234- 35; ex 30Z- , ex 87K , ex 160H , ex 196Z- 144 , ex 237Z- , ex 247F , J
, RX 413D , RX 482B , RX
ex 2528 , ex 260G , ex 292G- H, ex 294e, ex 297 , ex 322Z- 117; RX 102Z
48S"
Everbach 1396- 97,

. .
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preparation of the title report of identifyng risks which are not to be
insured. Thus the face page of the standard-form owner s policy

(ALTA Form B- 1970), which is used throughout the title insurance
industry, 126 begins with the declaration that the policy does not cover

the exclusions or the exceptions appearing on Schedule B of the
policy. The standard terms are as follows:
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE , THE EXCEPTIONS
CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B AND THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONDITIONS
AND STIPULATIONS HEREOF , DC, Y , Z) TITLE INSURANCE COMPAN.
herein called the Company, insures , as of Date of Policy shown in Schedule A , against
loss or damage, not exceeding the amount of insurance stated in Schedule A , and
costs , attrneys ' fees and expenses which the Company may become obligated to pay

hereunder ,

sustained or incurrd by the insured by reason of:

1. Title to the estate or interest described in Schedule A being vested otherwse than

as stated therein;

2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on such title;

3. Lack of a right of access to and frm the land; or (36)
4. Unmarketability of such title. 127

86. The standard exclusions , cited on the face page ofthe policy, are
designed to reduce insurer risk by use of the following language:

The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy:
L Any law , ordinance or governmental regulation (including but not limited to
building and zoning ordinances) restricting or regulating or prohibiting the occupancy, use or enjoyment of the land , or regulating the character , dimensions or location of
any improvement now or hereaftr ereted on the land , or prohibiting a separation in
ownership or a reduction in the dimensions or area of the land , or the effect of any

violation of any such law , ordinance or governmental regulation.
2. Rights of eminent domain or governmental rights of police power unless notice of
the exercise of such rights appears in the public records at Date of Policy.
3. Defects , liens , encumbrances , adverse claims , or other matters (a) created
suffered , assumed or agreed to by the insured claimant; (b) now known to the

Company and now shown by the public reords but known to the insured claimant
either at Date of Policy or at the date such claimant acquired an estate or interest
insured by this policy and not disclosed in writing by the insured claimant to the
Company prior to the date such insured claimant became an insured hereunder; (c)
126 Cooper 360 ,

Bonita 1302; CX 171; RX 102Z- 125 , RX 428Z- 136 , RX 431Y.
127 RX 389Z- 387. The face amount of the standard owner s policy is the purchas price. Anito 273; ex
247V. The stndard mortgage s policy, which covers the face amount of the loan , has similar coverage except
for the addition of provisions insuring the priority of the mortgagee s lien. The mortgage s policy also has
provisions which are similar to the . standard exclusion as well as the standard exceptions appearng in
Schedule B of the owner s policy. Ippel 626 , Haines 3179- , Bowling 3272; ex 182.- 1, Z-90 to Z- 95; RX
389Z- 408 , RX 405Z- 172. Owner s and lender s policies may be combined in one simultaneous policy. CX 182L

, - - --.
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resulting in no loss or damage to the insured claimant; (d) attaching or created
subseuent to Date of Policy; or (e) resulting iIi loss or damage which would not have
ben sustained if the insured claimant had paid value for the estate or interest insure
by this policy.

128 (37)

87. Schedule B of the standard ALTA policy then lists five general

exceptions(1) Rights or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records,
(2) Encroachments , overlaps , boundary line disputes , and any mattrs which would
be disclosed by an accurate survey and inspetion of the premises.

(3) Easements or claims of easements not shown by the public reords.
(4) Any lien , or right to a lien , for servces , labor , or material heretofore or hereaftr
furnished , imposed by law and now shown by the public records.
(5) Taxes or speial assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the public
reords. 129

88. Some of the five " off-record" general exceptions (on either the
final policy or the earlier report) may be removed , without creating
significant risk to the insurer, by various off-record procedures such
as a survey of the property, or by obtaining an indemnity, waiver

release , or proof of payment of taxes. 130 The removal also requires the
purchase of an extended coverage policy.l31 Moreover , if the offrecord inquiry discloses any significant title defect , that defect , too
will inevitably appear in the special exception portion of Schedule
B. 13

89. What are not eliminated from Schedule B of the policy are the

special exceptions representing the enforceable easements , restrictive
covenants , use restrictions , and liens which first appeared on Schedule
B of the title report (see Finding 76) and which were not subsequently
removed by the insured, As a matter of (38) strict rule , respondent
insurers require that company agents and employees must show all
enforceable title defects on Schedule B of the policy as special
exceptions to coverage. 133

Risk Assumption By Title Insurers
90. As indicated in Finding 84 , siguificant defects to title uncovered
128 RX 389Z- 392.
129

RX 389Z- 397.

130 Anito 276

, Haines 3202- 17; ex 182. , L , ex 222Z-

, Z- 54 to Z-

, ex 247J, ex 248N-

, ex 295E;

RX 480- RX 480A.
131 ex 247J

, ex 298B , ex 302B; RX 15A- , RX 417Z- 36 to Z- 37.
, ex 248N , ex 295E; RX 428Z- 338.
, Bonita 1302; ex 161Z- 342 , Z- 382 , ex 184A- , ex 214 , ex 216 , ex 219 , ex 220
ex 221 , ex 240 , ex 241 , ex 247J , ex 254Z- , ex 292Q-

132 ex 242B

133 Armstrong 1171-
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during the search and examination process are usually either cured by

the insured or excepted frm coverage since the basic approach of
respondent title insurers is to avoid risks and not to insure suspe
titles.
91. Thus ,

like abstractors and independent

attrneys , the most

significant risk that title insurers face is whatever peril attaches to
conducting a competent search and examination of the public records. 13'

92. The risk to insurers from negligence in the title search and
examination process is reduced , however , by the contractual relation-

ship between insurers and abstractors ,
proved attrneys ,

independent attrneys , ap-

and agents which expressly provides for negligence

liabilty in conducting the search and examination.

35 In addition

agents are commonly required to carr errors and omissions insurance '36 and approved attorneys are usually required to have
professional liabilty coverage.

37

(39)

93. The risk frm hidden title defects- forgery (the main danger),
false impersonation , or the execution of documents by minors-which
cannot be addressed by the search and examination process , represents a relatively minor portion of the already small number of claims

paid by title insurers. 138
94. In a rare number of instances , if an uncovered title defect is not
cured , and if the risk is both calculable and low (and assuming further
that indemnities or extra premiums have been received from the
insured), respondent insurers may make a decision to give affrmative
coverage by insuring " over " a known title defect appearing in

Schedule B ofthe tite report or the policy, 13' Considering the severely
restrictive conditions under which affrmative coverage is given , it
naturally follows that losses due to such coverage are rare.
95, For the most part , agents and branch employees of respondent

title insurers are prohibited from giving affrmative coverage for a
184 Anito 277-

, Quadraia 505, Sinkhorn 919 , Haines 3166- 68; ex 156Z-

, ex 172. , ex 181G- H, ex

, ex 300A , ex B09Y , RX 397 , RX 442A1B5 ex 13SC , ex HOB, ex 145C , ex 146D , ex 160G , ex 228C, ex 230B , ex 231C ,

222Z-

ex 261" K; RX
41OJ. Se also ex IS6A- , ex 187A- , ex 309P , and RX 390A for references to the rornmon law negigence
and report for title insurrs.
liability of abstrars and agnts for errrs and omissions in preparing
136
1237; ex laBC , ex 1458 , ex 146D , ex 180Z- 62, ex 2318 , ex 232E.
131 ex 230C; RX 4101. RX 413J- , RX 444N.
138 ex 30Z- 57 to Z- , ex 196Z- 121 to Z- 122; se also Finding 99.
139 ex 87K, ex 155C , ex 181H , ex 182M , ex 196Z- 139 to Z- 140, ex 294D , ex 297, ex 322Z. 117; RX

abst

err

413T

RX

443M , RX 444Y. Even when a title insurer insures " over"

a known defect ,

stil to list the defec on Schedule E , and then issue affirmative covera
liability for unmarketability of title. Armstrong 1173 , Everbach 1344140 c;;" l.h",. Q1Q_ 9n

Arm....nO" 117.t

the common praice

is

way of limiting the insurer
, Bowling 3273, 3299 , 3344- 45.

as a
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known risk without the prior approval of respondents' supervsory
regional , divisional , or home offce underwriting staffs. "1 There is no
evidence that any tite insurer has

(40)

incurrd any loss by reason of

an agent's decision to insure over a known title defect without
obtaining such prior approval. 142
96, Siguificant title defects are insured over (in those rare instances

when it is done)

on the basis of case- by-case legal analysis by

respondents ' underwriting staffs located in divisional or regional

offces , and in the case of substantial risks by " risk
located in the home offces. 143

committees

97. Another factor taken into account by a title insurer in deciding

whether to give affirmative coverage is competitive pressure from
other title insurers. 144
98. There is no evidence that in those rare instances when

uncovered risks are insured over , this somehow involves a pooling of
the risk experience of a group of insurers , or even represents an

actuarial assessment of risk by an individual insurer. 145

Claim Payments

99. That all risks assumed by respondent title insurers-whether
from a negligent search and examination , or from hidden defects , or
from insuring over uncovered defects- are

minuscule is shown by the

history of claim payments. Only about five to ten percent of a title
insurer s gross premium income is used to pay actual losses while over
90 percent is absorbed by operating expenses ,

mainly the cost of
,
the
average loss ratio
contrast
searching and examining title.
multiple peril insurance is approximately 65
for homeowner (41)
146

In

141 Malaker 777 , Frmhold 946- 47, 949- , 1010 , Bonita 1302- , ex 145B , ex 14GB , ex 160H , ex 161Z.
43, Z- 136 to Z- 138 , Z- 153 to Z- 154, ex 179L, ex 182M , ex 202L, ex 218, ex 220 , ex 2228 , Z- ll to Z, Q;
, Z- , Z- , Z- 217 to Z- 218 , ex 223B , ex 230A, ex 237Z- 8 to Z- 9, ex 322Z- 1l7 , ex 342NRX 387 , RX 410Z to Z- , RX 413M, T , RX 444Y. TheexceptioDs to this genera role relate to a limite se of
cireumsces tightly contrlled

by the insurance companies such as mattrs with an estblished expiration

satisfied by the payment of a Bum of money, legaJly unenforcable restctive
covenants , and minor discrepancies in set- back lines. ex 161Z- I37 to 138 ex 222Z- 65, Z- 214 to Z- 219, ex
237Z- 8 to Zdate, claims that ca be

142

Frmhold 1011.

14S Bowling 3266-

3278- 79, 3281, 3295- 96 CX 160R , ex 182M , ex 218, ex 237Z- 8 to Z- , CX 322Z-

117; RX 464E-F, RX 482B-

144 Waiwoo 1058, 1080 , 1086 , 1125 , Anstng 1159- , Bonita 1294, RX 483e , RX 484- 484B.

, Bowling 3277- 79; ex 189Z- 17,

ex 237Z- 6 to Z- 7; RX 482B-

145 Se Roltom 1505- 06
14.6 CX aOZ- 67 to Z-

RX 102Z- 95

to Z-

and Finding 114.

, ex 91Z- 84 to Z- 85, ex 116D , ex 156Z- 3 to Z- , ex 166Y-

, RX 364C. Se also Anto 277-

, ex 262R; RX

, Ar8trong 1181 , Bethel 1952- 53.
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percent , and the ratio for other lines of casualty insurance is stil
higher, l47
100, The one- time premium , which is based on the purchase price of
the property or the amount of the mortgage , further distinguishes title
from true risk insurance. 148 Thus in contrast to title insurance

casualty insurance involves variable annual premiums that assumes a
yearly review followed by a decision as to whether or not coverage is
to be renewed or amended depending on risk assessment. 14'

101. The difference between title insurance and casualty insurance
is also shown by the restrictions in most states preventing title
insurers from engaging in any form of casualty insurance for the very
reason that these states did not want title insurers to assume risks. 150
G.

TITLE INSURANCE RATES

102, Respondents and state insurance departments recognize that
there is a sharp distinction between the two things that title insurance
companies do- that is , first , provide a servce by informing buyers
and lenders of the existence of title defects , and second , indemnify
buyers and lenders for the small volume of claims that are paid either

because of insuring over risks ,

or hidden risks , or errors in the

search, l51

103. In the context of rate making, this two- faceted nature of their
operations is reflected in the fact that respondents ' rate manuals oftn
separate out a small charge for indemnification (what is euphemisti-

cally called the " risk" rate for whatever risks are

(42)

assumed) from

a large charge for conducting a search and examination.

risk" rate is not challenged in this proceeding
Findings 158- 61),

152 The

(except for Ohio ,

see

which essentially involves those few states which

have required title insurers

to fie risk as well as search and

examination rates , and have allowed both rates to be set by rating
bureaus.
104. Prior to October 1983 , Connecticut had both an " Approved
Attorney Plan " as well as the much larger " All- Inclusive Rate Plan
that included

fees for search and examination performed by agents or

147 Bethel 1994- 95; ex 91Z- , ex 116D.
148 ex 156Z- , ex 260H. The one- time premium is the only charge for title insurance so long a.

the named

insure retains an interest in the property. ex 182E.
149 ex 253Z- , ex 260B.
150 ex 260D; RX Ia2Z- 99.
m Wirt 1808-

09, Haines 3224- , Fraundorf 3442- 43; JX , p. 89; ex 56B- , ex 91Z- , Z- 38 to Zex 130G , ex 131B , ex I33F , ex 156Z- 3 to Z- , ex 208A- , ex 261"
, ex 293D; RX 167C-

152 Everbach 1377; ex 110B

273C , ex 311G; RX BE.

, E, ex 130A to Z- , ex 132F , ex I55C , ex 222Z-

, ex 237Y to Z- , ex

,"

"'.'

....'-....
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employees. 153 The Approved Attorney Rate (in the special jargon of
the title insurance industry) only covered the risk portion of the

premium , the assumption being that approved attorneys would charge
an additional and unregulated fee for search and examination. 15'

Since October 1983 , however , Connecticut has only had a risk rate.

The change was intended to reflect the prevalence of the approved
attorney system in Connecticut and the redundancy of an all- inclusive
rate. 155

105. Pennsylvania , too , has an " approved attorney " rate represent-

ing the risk portion only of the total premium (the assumption again
being that the approved attorney wil bil the consumer separately for
an unregulated search and examination fee) as well as an inclusive

rate , embracing risk as well as charges for search and examination.
The inclusive rate applies when the servces are performed by
insurance company employees or agents. IS. 143)
106. Unti September 1983 , New Jersey had separate rate schedules

for risk and search and examination.

157 The risk rate , as in

Connecticut and Pennsylvania , was designated as the " Approved

Attorney Rates " and covered " title insurance underwriting only. " 158
Since September, 1983 , New Jersey has only published an inclusive
rate that simply combines the risk rate with the search and

examination charge. 159
107. Montana has an inclusive

, combining a discrete small
" title insurance premium " and

rate

charge for risk (designated as the

constituting 20% of the rate) and a much larger charge (representing
80% of the total fied rate) for search and examination.'.o
108. Idaho has an inclusive rate which combines a risk charge and a

fee for performing the search and examination servce. The rates are
described as " the

total title insurance fees charged the applicant
including both the risk portion and the servce or work portion....
109. Arizona has an inclusive rate. It combines the " portion of the
153 CX 25B , CX 29B- C, CX 30Z- 84 to Z86, CX 35A- D; RX lOlA , RX I02"
154 DiSanto 2753- 55. While putatively unregulate , in practice approved attorneys

' charges for search and
examination reflect the difference between the inclusive rate and the Approved Attrney Rate. DiSanto 2754.
155 DiSanto 2749- 50; CX 32A- X; RX 103A156 CX 130A- CX 136D , ex 145E; RX 35J.
157 CX 276A- CX 283Z- 15; RX 3 to RX 3Z- 54.

158
RX 3E
159 CX 284A- CX 285W; RX 30- RX 30C.

160 ex 41K.
161

CX 56Q.
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fee... for the assumption by the title insurer of risk" as well as search

and examination fees. 162
110. Ohio has a " risk" rate ,

which applies only to risk assumption
and does " not include costs involved in the
production of title evidence. " 163
111.
Prior to 1984 , Wisconsin had a so-called " original" rate , which
or underwting expense ,

was simply the addition of two discrete components- a small " risk
(44)
and examination charge. 16. While
fee " and a much larger search
the " original" rate has been published since 1984 without the two
components , it clearly represents the simple addition of a risk fee and
a search and examination charge. 165

Title Insurance Rating Bureaus

112. Title insurance rating bureaus are private

organizations

organized by respondents and other title insurers doing business in a
particular state for the purpose of establishing uniform rates for their
members. 166 Uniform rates are established by rating bureaus notwithstanding differences in effciencies among the members , especially

differences in the cost of conducting search and examination. 167
113. Where a title insurance rating bureau establishes either an
inclusive rate or a separate rate schedule for search and examination

is usually supportd by
profitability studies furnished by retained experts. These studies dwell
the rate making function of the bureau

mainly on the cost of carrng out the search and examination
including the fixed costs of title plants , which must be maintained
irrespective of fluctuations in the real estate market. 16B

114. There is no evidence that title insurance rates are set

collectively through rating bureaus as a way of obtaining intraindustry cooperation in the pooling of risk information. As a matter of
operating
(45)
fact , there is no evidence that any title insurer , whether
through a rating bureau or otherwse , sets rates by referrng to
162 JX , p. 89; ex 9A to Z- 52.
163 RX 290. Se also RX 289 for

sttement by the Ohio Deparment of Insurance that Ohio rate do not

include a " work

16t ex 114K

char.
ex 124J

166 Wirt

1808- 9; ex 127J.
166 DiSanto 2727; ex 171

, p. 58, ex 222Z- 76.

167

RX 325.

16B Plotkin 2457- 66; ex 30A to 30Z- 98.
RX 102

to RX

ex 56A

l02Z- 126 , RX 167- RX 167X ,

to 56Z-

responsible for the cyclical nature oftitle insurer

lO2J-

ex 208A- C; RX 39 to 39Z-

, RX 91 to 91Z-

364Z- 7. Fluctuations in the real estte market
Bethel 1969- 70; ex 91Z- 92 to Z- 93; RX 3U- , RX
earnings.

RX 364 to RX

Huun.

J.I.
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actuarially determined loss experience. 169

As the New Jersey Title

Insurance Rating Bureau put it:
.it is not possible to set up an actuarial standard for risk assumption based on loss
experience. Risks in the title insurance industr are of too low an incidence and
random a character to justify this typ of rate determination. 170

115. There is also no evidence that title insurance rating bureaus
are necessary in order for respondents to operate as profitable and

reliable insurers. 17 Nor is there any evidence that rating bureaus are
necessary in order for the states to regulate title insurers effectively.
H. STATE AUTHORIZATION AND AGTIVE SUPERVISION OF TITLE
INSURANCE RATING BUREAUS

Authorization

116. Complaint counsel concede that the joint rate making activity
by rating bureaus in six of the eight states remaining in this
proceeding was authorized by state law. The issue of state authorization only arises with respect to rating bureau activity in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey, and pertains only to fees charged by attorney-agents
(see Findings 117- 123).

Pennsylvania

117. Complaint counsel' s case with respect to the authorization
issue in Pennsylvania rests solely on Section 701(5) of the Pennsylvania Insurance Company Law , which broadly provides that fees for

title insurance are subject to regulation but contains the following
proviso: (46)

Fee " for title insurance means and includes the premium , the examination and
settlement or closing fees , and every other charge , whether denominated premium or

otherwse , made by a title insurance company, agent of a title insurance company or
an approved attrney of a title insurance company, or any of them , to an insured or to
an applicant for insurance , for any policy or contract for the issuance of, or an

application for any class or kind of, title insurance; but the, tenn " fee " shall not
include any charges paid by an insured or by an applicant for insurance , for any policy
or contract , to an attorney at law acting as an independent contractor and retained by
169 Se Wirt 179091; ex 568- , ex 82E , CX 91G , CX 156Z- 3 to Z- 4; RX 39B, RX 102Z-

RX 241- 241A.
J70
RX 3Z.
17 Se Everbach 1410-

172 Se Wirt 1769.

, Wilkie 2130-

, Bowling 3357- 58.

, RX 167C-
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such attrney at law , whether or not he is acting as an agent of or an approved

attrney of a title insurance company, or any charges made for special services not
constituting title insurance , even though performed in connection with a title
insurance policy or contract. 173

118. There is no dispute that when a Pennsylvania attorney-agent
in connection with the issuance of a title policy, receives a premium
from a client , a part of that premium is retained by the attorney-agent
as his fee for conducting the search and examination. 174 The record
also shows that the total premium including the portion retained by

Title Insurance
Rating Bureau when it set an inclusive rate. ' Complaint counsel
argue , however, that since Section 701 excludes " any charges paid by
an insured... to an attorney at law acting as an independent contractor
and retained by such attorney at law " the Pennsylvania Rating

the attorney-agent was fixed by the Pennsylvania

Bureau had no statutory authority to set an inclusive rate embracing
the search and examination charges of an

attorney-agent.

119. The Pennsylvania Insurance Department has filed a brief
(Amicus Curiae Brief of The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Insurance Department , March 3 , 1986) in which it argues for an

interpretation of Section 701 that would make inclusive insurance (47)
rates applicable to attorney-agents. In support of this position

Pennsylvania essentially makes three points. First , the interpretation
urged by complaint counsel is contrary to the actual practice of the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department. !76 Second , complaint counsel'
interpretation would leave an unintended void in state regulation
based upon the totally irrelevant factor of professional affliation , and
thus is contrary to the Pennsylvania practice of narrowly interpreting
legislation that might create such a void. 17 And finally, the intention
of the state legislature was not to give a blanket exception but only to
exclude from Section 701 those aspects of an attorney-agent' s law

practice that are unrelated to title insurance such as the issuance of an
attorney s opinion (see Finding 46 for evidence that an attorney may

function as an independent attorney issuing attorney s

opinions as

well as an attorney-agent or approved attorney) under the rationale
173

, p. 15.

11 ex 138E , ex HOC , ex 143A- , ex 145A- , ex 146A-

RX 38F.

176 Amicus Brief,
17 Amicus Brief,

p. 13.
pp. 15- 16.

u..._.
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qua

attorneys , may only be regulated by the judicial

branch of the Pennsylvania government.

120. Complaint counsel concede that Pennsylvania actively supervises all aspects of title insurance , and the record shows that the state

has a long history of aggressive regulation of title insurance.1
Moreover , no evidence was presented that anyone in Pennsylvaniainsurance regulators , consumers , bar , the real estate industry- have
endorsed complaint counsel' s reading of the statute.
121. Effective February 28 , 1986 , the Pennsylvania Title Insurance
Rating Bureau surrendered its license to the insurance department. 180
(48)

New Jersey
122. Complaint counsel argue that in New Jersey, as in Pennsylvan-

, there is no statutory authorization for the fixing by the New Jersey
Land Title Insurance Rating Bureau of an inclusive rate applicable to
attorney-agents. The
17:46B- l(f), which constitutes

searches and examinations carried out by

relevant statute

N.J. Stat. Ann.

complaint counsel' s entire case on this point , reads in pertinent partFee " for title insurance means and includes the premium for the assumption of the
insurance risk , charges for abstracting or searching, examination , determining

insurability, and every other charge , whether denominated premium or otherwse
made by any of them , but the tenn " fee " shall not include any charges paid to and
retained by an attorney at law whether or not he is acting as an agent of ' a title
insurance company or an approved attorney, 1S1

123. As in Pennsylvania ,

the history of title insurance rate

regulation in New Jersey suggests that the state

intended that

inclusive rates should apply to attorney-agents 182 and while the New
Jersey statute is as ambiguous as Pennsylvania , complaint counsel
offered no testimony, documentary evidence , or legislative history

supportive of its interpretation. The only light shed on the statute in
17 Amicus Brief ,

pp. 10-13.
See , e. RX 35 to RX 35Z , RX 37 to RX 37"
180 Amicus Brief , p. 1, n. l.
17

, RX 43.

181

, p. 3.
1HZ During the course of

the insurance department' s review of rating hureau submissions, no question was
ever raised about inclusion of attrney- agents in the inclusive fee schedule. Claytn 1833- 35, 1845- , 1852
1860. Morever, despite New Jersey's long history of vigorous opposition to title insurer ra increass and
practices frm a coalition of real estate attrneys , bankers, builders, and notwithstanding the presence in New
Jersy of an insurance ombudsman or public advocate , no one has ever suggeste that atWmey-agent. should

be excluded from rate regulation by reasn of the interpretation of the statute advanced by complaint counsel.
See Clayton 1850"

, 1860- 63; ex 276A-
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legislative
concession to the organized bar s insistence that the state insurance
department not infringe on any non- insurance aspect of an attrney
practice. 18B (49)
this record is that the proviso probably represented a

Active State Supervsion

124. New Jersey and Pennsylvania aside , 184 the state action issue in
the six states remaining in this proceeding- Connecticut , Wisconsin
Arizona , Ohio , Idaho , and Montana-turns on whether the joint rate

making with respect to title insurance

in general , and search and

examination in particular , is actively supervised by these states. This
determination , which must be made on a state-by-state basis, requires

an examination of each state' s basic regulatory scheme for title
insurance , and how that regulatory scheme responded to readily
identifiable areas of concern in the rate making process (see Findings
125- 179). 185

Connecticut

125. The Connecticut title insurance rating bureau (the Connecticut
Board of Title Underwriters , hereinaftr the " Connecticut Rating
establish joint rates for its members
Bureau ) was authorized to
(50)
aftr receiving a license from the state' s

1965.

insurance commissioner in

186

126. The Connecticut Rating Bureau was subject to a wide array of
latent powers possessed by the insurance commissioner including the
authority to conduct audits , revoke the bureau s license , hold hearings
183 Se CJaytn 1832-

, 1837- 42.

184 On the question of state supervision in New Jersy

and Pennsylvania ,

complaint counsel have entere

into the following stipulation:

For purpses of this litigation , complaint counsel will not contest the is,me of the level of state supervsion
under the state action doctrine in New Jersy and Pennsylvania. Complaint counsel has not conducte a

detaled factual analysis of the level of state supervsion in these states but , soleJy for purpses of
expeiting this litigation ,

ag with respondents to stipulate that there has ben acive state supervsion

in New Jersy and Pennsylvania suffcient to satisfy the seond prong of the state action doctrine as set
Deales Ass n v. Mid Aluminum 445 U. S. 97, 102 (1980). RX 43forth inCaliforia &tail
RX 43 A (Stipulation date 11- 25- 85).

Liq

185 The fact that state regulators paricipate

in the proe€ings of the National Assoiation of Insurance

Commissions (NAIC), including the drating of a Model Title Insurance Act ,

tens us nothing about how
of the NAIC
actively these state regulators acuaUy supervse in their own states. In short , while entmet
Model Title Insurance Act may he indicative of a stte's

det.nnination to supervse certn insurer praices

there is no convincing evidence that NAIC proings are a surrgate for supervsion
nor is there any prof that NAlC mandate sttistical report are use or ar usful for supervsing insurers.
See, e. Wilkie 2123- , DiSanto 2795- , Bowling 3358 , Fraundorf 3445.
(se note 269 infra),

IS6 DiSanto 2727- 28;

JX ,

pp. 142- 45; RX 102C.
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respecting rates , and rescind previously filed rates. '87

In practice

however , the insurance department neither audited the bureau nor di,
it hold any hearings respecting a bureau rate filing. 188
127. Since 1982 Connecticut has used a " fie and use " approach

under which insurers , including insurers operating through rating
bureaus , must fie rates and wait 30 days before using them. If not
disapproved by the insurance commissioner during the 30 days , the
rates are " deemed" approved under a " deemer " provision. Prior to
1982 , Connecticut allowed rates to be used as soon as they were
filed, 18'

128. The basic policy of Connecticut

is that there should be

minimum state involvement in regulation of title insurance rates , the
assumption being that rates should be set by the competitive mar-

ket.
129, Notwithstanding its policy of encouraging competition , Connecticut authorized joint title insurance rate making by the Connecti-

cut Rating Bureau on the further assumption that the bureau s noncompetitive rate making process would be (51) scrutinized under the
that the rates should
state' s general statutory standard of review
not be excessive , inadequate , or unfairly discriminatory.

130. The Connecticut Rating Bureau filed only two major rate
increases with the Connecticut Insurance Department- in 1966 and
on December 3 , 1981. '92 With the passage of time , the facts relating
to the 1966 filing are elusive '93 but it is apparent that the main
concern of the insurance department centered on whether the 1966
rate should be for " risk" only or should also include search and

examination. On April 3 , 1966 , the department wrote to the bureauWe feel that the filing should include insurance rates only and not the fees for the
IS7 JX, pp. 145- 58.
JliB

Ferr 2341 , DiSanto 2777-

, 2793. Connecticut law doeB not reuire that insurance rate fiings be

decision , appealable to the stte court, be
issued with respe to each rate filing. State insurance regulators ar opposed to any such strict proedural
reuirements on the grunds of cost , and the inevitable deJay that such proedures would entail. DiSanto
2769- , Bell 2841- 42.
189 DiSanto 2813- 18; JXA , p. 156.
19\ JXA , pp. 159. 60.
191 DiSanto 2818; JX , pp. 141, 156. See also ex 293C.
i92 Amendments and endorsments, including rate increas and
rate reuctions , were filed throughout the
period 1966 to 1983. ex 26A- CX 28C , ex 33A- CX 34G; RX 148 , RX 152- RX 152A , RX 153- RX 15M, RX
154- RX 1548 , RX 155F, RX 160- RX 164E. Apparently some were carefully reviewed while others were
approved with minima! review; there was no showing, however, in the reord that even this minima! review
was inadequate considering the subject mattr of these minor ancilary filings. S Ferraro 2324- 25, DiSanto
2757- 69, 2772 , 2779- , 2786- 87, Bell 2835- , 2844- 45.
193 Se DiSanto 2729;
ex 25A- H; RX 104- RX Inc.
subjec to public notice
, comment ,

and hearings, or that a wrttn
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st of examination of title. We need justification for such rates as well as the
eakdown of the premium dollar, How will statistics be kept for this line of
surance? wm reserves be at least equal to those required under the New York law

'hat states have approved similar filings and what rates became effective?194

correspondence on the point , the insurance
lepartment approved the bureau s rate , effective August 15 , 1966 195
litho ugh there is no evidence that the department' s request for
justification relating to this rate was ever answered satisfactorily. 196
,ftr an exchange of

As approved ,

(i.

the 1966 schedule contained both a risk rate

the so-

called (52) " Approved Attorney Plan ) and an all- inclusive rate
setting the charges for risk as well as search and examination. 197

131. The only other major rate filing of the Connecticut Rating
1981. It contained a 20 percent
increase in both the approved attorney (risk) rate , as well as the
Bureau was made on December 3 ,

inclusive rate covering risk charges and search and examination
fees. 198

132. In support of the 1981 rate increase ,

the Connecticut Rating

Bureau submitted a profitabilty analysis by Arthur D. Little showing
that on the basis of statistical reports received from the members the
proposed increase would produce a projected 2. 78

capital.!99 While Dr. Plotkin of Arthur D. Litte

profitability data in connection

percent return on

defended the use of

with the rate submissions of the

Connecticut Rating Bureau and other bureaus , he acknowledged that
these reports were not intended for the purpose of ascertaining the

reasonableness or propriety of insurer expenses.

200 He further

conceded that a test of state supervsion is whether the state examines
the extent to which unreasonable insurer expenses are contributing to
the burden borne by the insurance buying public. 201 In Plotkin s view
(i.

one expense in particular-excessive commissions paid to agents

agents ' retention " see Finding 44)-tends
194

to drive up the cost of

RX 104.

195 RX 105- RX Il1C.
196 See Ferraro 2334197

35; RX 105- RX

lIIC.

CX 25A-

198 DiSanto 2736

, Bell 2826; CX 30A to Z- 98. On September 30, 1983, the Connecticut Rating Bureau fied
an amended manual eliminating the inclusive Fdte entirely, and in addition making minor adjustments in rates
(see .
Finding 104 and DiSanto 2748- , Bel! 2834; CX 32A- X).
199 ex :'DA to Z98; RX 102 to Z- 126.
uo Plotkin 2650- , 2704-

09.

201 Plotkin 2650-

, 2683- 84, 2698-

, 2707- 09. See also Ferraro 2355- 56.
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title insurance while dangerously shrinking

insurance company

profits. 202 (53)
133. In order to show that the December 1981 increase (and its
accompanying justification) were carefully reviewed by the Connecticut Insurance Department , respondents called Waldo R. DiSanto
Chief of the department' s Property and Casualty Division. DiSanto

testified that his discussions with

the Connecticut Rating Bureau

centered around the expense component in the rates , more specifically the , in my
terms , the disproportionate allowance for commissions paid in connection with title
insurance. 203

DiSanto further testified that in his view the agent' s

commission

"204 that it was

component of title insurer expenses was " very high
the main problem area in title insurance 205 and that it was driving the
cost of title insurance Up. 206 But having identified this crucial aspect
of rate making, DiSanto immediately conceded that he was powerless

to do anything about it. He testified as follows:
Q. Did you address with the people with whom you met at this time possible
methods of tryng to control what you perceived to be these excessive commissions?

A. Yes , commissions , in my view , commissions in the title insurallce system have
kind of become a sour point , if I can describe it that way, and it has been kind of a
constant item for discussion when I meet with or when I had met with title insurance
people , the rating organization member representatives.
And I had discussed alternative ideas to reflect or to limit a more appropriate , in my
view more appropriate , commission expense.

Q. Were you ever successful in tryng to achieve this goal?
A. I guess not because the commissions are stil about where they were.

(54)

Q. Is there any reason why you have not been able at this point to address this
problem

A, Yes. The function of the Insurance Department , the Insurance Commissioners
Offce , in connection with the review of rates is to require that the components in the

rate making structure submitted by either an insurance company or by a rating
in fact , valid and supportd and accurate.

organization on behalf of companies is ,

However , our statutes do not provide the authority of the Insurance Commissioner

to establish the amount or a minimum or maximum expense. It is only that if in the
filing the companies or bureaus say the commission or company expenses or taxes are
percent A , Ba nd C , that they must specifically support that and they must be
202 Plotkin 2684
, 2706- 09.
20 DiSanto 2737. See also DiSanto 2756; RX 114- 114A.
204 DiSanto 2738.
205 DiSanto 2797.
20fi DiSanto 2738.
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accurate , but the Commission does not have the authority to say it must be limited to
a certain amount.

Now , in the commission area the discussions and the alternative suggestions , in my
view , would have required statutory changes , which is not within the function of the
Insurance Department or my division. We can suggest , well , that is all we could do.

So that was one of the alternatives

of me doing it from that standpoint.

In balance , the commissions in those days are pretty much stil in effect. So I guess

we have not been successful in changing them.
Q. And just to follow up on that , is this a matter that you have made an effort to

address in the course of your regulatory scrutiny of the title insurance industry?
A. Yes ,

sir. 207

And at Tr. 2809 ,

DiSanto added-

ELM:

JUDGE NEED
Tell me whether this is a fair conclusion or not. You have
recognized the importance in rate making of the commission paid by the insurer to the

agent , correct?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
JUDGE NEED

ELM: But Connecticut in no way regulates the commission
(55)

arrangement between the insurer and the agent?

THE WITNESS: That is corrct. It is my understanding, with the exception of a few
states that have different arrangements , that this commission is not dissimilar from

that paid in other states.
In fact, I believe in some states if may be higher.

208

134. DiSanto approved the December 1981 filing on January 15,
1982. 209
135. By the beginning of 1985 ,

all respondents were no longer

active in the Connecticut Rating Bureau. 210

Wisconsin

136. The Wisconsin title insurance rating bureau (The Wisconsin
Title Insurance Rate Servce Organization , hereinafter " Wisconsin

Rating Bureau ), was authorized under the state' s insurance law to
establish a joint rate schedule for its members after receiving a license
from the Commissioner of Insurance in 1969. 211

137. The Wisconsin Rating Bureau was subject to a wide array of
latent powers possessed by the insurance commissioner , but there is

little evidence that these powers were used to influence bureau rate
making. To ilustrate , while the insurance commissioner was required
207 DiSanto 2738. 41.
208 DiSanto 2809. See also DiSanto 2793
209

, 2802. 03; ex 1562.

RX 113.

210 Ferraro 2301

, DiSanto 2727. 28.

211 Donohoe 1614; JX ,

pp. 243 , 253 , 257. 59; ex 107; RX 293. RX

295.
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to examine the Wisconsin Rating Bureau at regular intervals , no
examination was ever made. Similarly, while the Wisconsin insurance
statute gives the commissioner the authority to reject rates established by the bureau through a process of hearings , no hearing has ever
been held in Wisconsin on
any insurance rate filing, and no rate

suspension order has ever been issued. 212 (56)
138. Rate filings by the Wisconsin Rating Bureau were made under
system. This system allows rates to become effective

a " use and fie "

on a date determined by the insurers so long as the rates and any
supporting data were fied with the insurance commissioner and made

public within 30 days aftr the effective date. In actual practice
however , the members of the Wisconsin Rating Bureau filed their rate
manuals in advance of the effective date , and did not implement major
new rate changes until aftr they were formally

stamped as approved

by the commissioner s offce. 213

139. The " use and file " approach of Wisconsin reflects a state policy
of not interfering with private rate setting on the assumption that

market competition would largely determine rates. 214
140. By authorizing rating bureaus , however , Wisconsin further
assumes that since there has been a departure from its basic policy of
relying on competition amongst insurers , the rate making process wil
be closely reviewed. 215

141. The standard for review of title insurance rates in Wisconsin is
that rates should not be excessive ,
tory. 216 (57)

inadequate , or unfairly discrimina-

142. The Wisconsin Rating Bureau made major rate filings in 1971
1981 , and 1982. 217

In response to the 1971

filing, the Offce of the

212 Donohoe 1652-

, 1666; Wirt 1779 , 1784- 85; JX , pp. 254, 275- , 279- , 296- 97. Hearings ar only
reuire if a . rate is disapproved. JX , p. 254. The burden of prof in such a hearng is on the insurance
commissioner , and considering the limite resources of the insurace deparment , it is doubtful that he could
prevail. According to an offcial of the stte insurace deparment " (t)he statute was set up, the stafers in the
offce believe, this way to keep the commissioner and the department from interfering with the rate seting
mechanism except in very unusual situations. " Wirt 1786. There is no reuirement under Wisconsin law that
each insurace rate filing be subject to public notice , comment , and hearng, or that a writtn decision
appealable to the stte court ,

be iBSued with respet to each rate filing.

21S Donohoe 1621, 1652 , Wirtz
214 Donohoe 1666 , Wirt 178586,

216 Wirt 1806- 08.

1749- 50;

JXA ,

p. 251; RX 301.

1805- 06.

Se also ex 293e and JX

, p. 243 (i.e., it is Wisconsin policy " to regulate such
coopcmtion in order to prevent practices that tend to bring about monopoly or to Icssen or destroy
competition
216

, p. 246.
217 In addition

, thrughout the period 1971- 1984 , amendments , fonns, revisions , compilations, and
114Z- , ex I20A- GX 12ID , ex

endorsments were filed by the Wisconsin Rating Bureau. CX IlIA to ex

125A- CX 126E; RX 312- RX 315 , RX 342- RX 3448 , RX 356- RX 356A , RX 359- RX 359B , RX 363- RX 363C
RX 372 , RX 373- RX 3730 , RX 380- RX 380C, RX 384. The rate adjustments accompanying these filings were

neither supportd by justifications nor for thc most par were they closely reviewed; in fact , the insumnce

(fnntnntp ..nnt'
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Commissioner raised some questions about the bureau s reasons for

limiting search and examination charges to the southeastern counties
of the state only. The issue was eventually resolved by the publication

of state- wide search and examination charges. The 1971 rates , which

represented historical rates charged before the formation of the
bureau , were approved although supporting justification was not
provided until 1978. 218

143. Between the 1971 and the 1981 filing (and continuing to
1984), the Wisconsin Rating Bureau retained Arthur D. Little to draw
up a statistical reporting system and income and expense plans to be
used in justification of rates. The use of these plans is contemplated by
the Wisconsin insurance statute which requires the Commissioner to

promulgate reasonable rules for reporting loss and expense experience
and authorizes the use of a rating bureau to assist the Commissioner

in compiling these data. 219

The (58) Arthur D. Litte materials

however , were never intended to be used for determining the
reasonableness or propriety of the insurers ' reported expenses. 220

144. The 1981 filing represented a substantial increase (11 percent)
in title insurance rates including the rate for search and examination.
While the filing and supporting Arthur D. Little data were checked for
(i.
not
accuracy before the rate was allowed to go into effect
disapproved), the Offce of the

Commissioner of Insurance made no

inquiry into insurer expenses , notwithstanding recognition by the

state offce that title rates cannot be effectively regulated without
such a scrutiny. 22 A key official of the state' s
Commissioner of Insurance testified as follows:

Office of the

Q. Now , the department didn t have any idea what an effcient company s expenses
would be for search and examination servces7

A. No.

Q. But it is your opinion that you would really have to study the search and
department believed that the rating' bureau may have pulled the rates " out of the air. "
Donohoe 1661 , Wirtz 1759- 62, 1768-

218 Donohoe 1618-

, 1657-

, 1771-

, 1802-

Wirtz 1793. See also

, 1807- 08.

, Wirtz 1764 , 1796 , 1810- 11; ex llOA G; RX 348 to 348Z- 81. The original

grgraphical limitation reflected the fact that branches of the title insurers were concentrated in the
Milwaukee area. In the remainder of the state , approved attrneys (whose search and examination charges

were not regulated) were the predominant providers of search and examination services. See ex 262"

219 Donohoe 1627- , Grabski 1689- , Wirtz 1763- , Plotkin 2574- 98, .JXA , p. 260; RX 334 to RX 334Z19, RX 348 to RX 348Z- , RX 351 , RX 353 to RX 353Z- , RX 355, RX 361 to RX 361Z- , RX 370 to RX
370Z- 17, RX 375 to RX 375U , RX 383 to RX 383Z- , RX 496 to RX 496Z- , RX 498 to RX 498Z- 32.

Arthur D. Little also represented the Wisconsin Rating Bureau in successfully opposing statutory revisions
reuiring speific justification data for each rate change and sctting maximum search and examination fees.
Donohoe 1634- , 1653 , Plotkin 2585- 87; RX 320- RX 326A.
220 Plotkin 2650-

221 Wirt 1750-

, 2704- 07.
, 1776- 83.

See also RX 336A.

, .
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examination expenses of the individual companies in order to effectively regulate the
charges for search and examination expenses?
A. Yes. 222

The same offcial made the foUowing

over-aU assessment of

title

insurance supervision in WisconsinQ. Now ,

for the most part , the people in the insurance department are not

concerned with title insurance , is that right? (59)
A. It was not a major line of insurance that we devoted a lot of staff discussion
to. 223

145. Another rate increase (again including the charge for search
and examination) was fied by the Wisconsin Rating Bureau in
October 1982. The Office of the Commissioner gave this filing a

cursory reading to the point that the supporting materials (statistical
data and a pro forma analysis) were not even checked for accuracy
before the rate increase was accepted. 224

146. The Wisconsin Rating Bureau was dissolved , effective December 31 , 1984. 225

Arizona

147. The Arizona title insurance rating bureau (Title Insurance
Rating Bureau of Arizona , hereinaftr " Arizona Rating Bureau ) was
authorized under the state s insurance statute to establish joint rates

for its members aftr being licensed in 1968 by the director of the
Department of Insurance. 226
148. The Arizona Rating Bureau was subject to a wide range of
latent powers possessed by the state s insurance director including the
power to audit the bureau s records and revoke its license , and broad
authority to hold public hearings , promulgate rules , and issue orders
discontinuing bureau practices found to be

inconsistent with the

insurance statute. 227

That actual use of these powers , however , is
more hypothetical than real as shown by the fact that during the

entire period 1968 to 1981 the insurance (60) department conducted
no examination of the Arizona Rating Bureau although there is a
222 Wirt 1778-

79. Se also Wirtz 1777- , 1826. See a!so Plotkin 2577- 78 for evidence that Wisconsin
insurance offcials have acknowledged that excessive insurer expenses is a major concern.
223 Wirt 1782. See also Wirtz 179091.

224 Wirt 1775.
225

, 1816-

, 1823-

, Plotkin 2600- 05; ex 123A to CX 124Z- 25;

RX 374- RX 378.

RX 385.

226 Wilkie 2107- 08; JXA
, pp. 93- 110.

, pp. 87, 91-

, 94, 101- 10; ex 2- CX

5"

; RX 48- RX 50A.
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statutory requirement for such an examination at least once every five
years."28

149. The rate filings of the Arizona Rating Bureau were made
pursuant to the " file and use " approach. Under this approach , the
rating bureau filed rates and its members waited 15 days before using
them. If no action was taken by the director during the 15 day waiting
period , the rates were deemed approved under a " deemer " provision.
Notwithstanding the " file and use " system , in actual practice the
Arizona Rating Bureau s rate submissions were not put into effect

until actually stamped " approved" by the director."2'
150. The general statutory standard for rate scrutiny in Arizona is
excessive , or unfairly discrimina-

that rates should not be inadequate ,

tory.""' In reviewing rates , the Department of Insurance is broadly
directed to give due consideration to maintaining the stabilty of rate

structures , assuring the financial solvency of title insurers during
periods of economic depression , and attracting capital to the title
insurance business."'! (61)

151. The Arizona insurance statute also mandates that rate filings
should be accompanied by adequate justification , and the Director of
the Insurance Department , with the assistance of the rating bureau , is
required to promulgate rules relating to statistical plans for use by the
rating bureau in reporting the expense experience of its members as
justification for rate increases."'2

152. Against the background of the statutory scheme outlned in
and putting aside minor rate amendments , adjust-

Findings 147- 151 ,

ments , and endorsements filed throughout the period 1968 to 1980

233

228 Bethel 1992- 93, Wilkie 2109; JX , p. 109; RX 93A. No public hearng was ever held in Arizona an joint
raws filed by the Arzona Rating Bureau.
229 Wilkie 2108 , Barbrich 2228- , 2265; JX , p. 92. If a rate filing was disapproved, a hearng had to be

held. JXA, p. 93. A hearing could also be held at the reuest of a third pary who objec to a rate filing. In
actual practice, however , no rate filing of the Arizona Rating Bureau was disapproved, and no hearngs on title
insurance rates fied by the Arzona Rating Bureau was ever held. Wilkie 2128- 29. Hearng were held on

allegations that insurers or their agents had given ilegal inducements to realtors in order to obtan business.
RX 45- RX 47H. There is no reuirement under Arzona law that insurance rate filings mmrt be subjec to
public notice , comment , and hearngs, or that a wrttn decision , appealable to the state court , be issued with
respe to each rate fiing.
280 JXA, p. 91. In addition , the Arzona code elaborates on this broad statutory stndar by providing that
due consideration should be given to rate stability, encouraging grwth in assets of insurers during periods of
high business activity, providing for financial insolvency in periods of depression , and the desirabilty of paying

dividends to induce capital investment. JX, p.

91.

JXA ,

p. 91.
232 JXA, pp. 92-

94.

233 ex 10A. ex 18" . There is nothing in the reord indicating that justifications were submitte with
these anciUar filings, and the reord is inconclusive as to the kind of review , if any, to which they were
subject. See Wilkie 2118"20; Barrich 2230- , 2264- 66. A 1968 rate fiing by the Arizona Rating Bureau,
which remained the basic title insurance rates throughout the period 1968 to 1983 , apparently represente the
n..
n"' M"' hPforP the bureau was formed , but these rates had not ben filed with

...

_...'"
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the Arizona Rating Bureau seemed to spend most of its time betweer
1977 and 1983 responding to a change in the insurance law that

added settlement or escrow rates to the title insurance schedule.
During this period , several rate consultants , including Arthur D.
Little , put together financial reporting and statistical plans mainly
intended to show that the bureau s collectively established escrow
rates did not produce excess profits. 235 These efforts culminated in a

September 18, 1980 submission from Arthur D. Little containing a
detailed analysis of the economic performance of the title insurance
industry from 1972 to 1979 , and designed to
(62)
show that title
excessive. 236 Following this
submission , the Department of Insurance announced on November 3
1980 , that an investigation of the Arizona Rating Bureau would be
conducted along the following lines:
insurance and escrow rates were not

1) An examination of the rate-making procedures and methodology
used by the (Arizona Rating Bureau) with respect to the development

of title insurance and escrow rates for use in Arizona;
2) a determination as to whether the title insurance and

escrow
rates as fied by (Arizona Rating Bureau) are reasonable and not

excessive ,

inadequate or unfairly discriminatory;

3) an analysis

of the methodology used for measuring the

profitabilty of title insurers ;tnd their agencies , including an analysis
of the Arthur D. Little statistical plan which has been filed on behalf
of (Arizona Rating Bureau);

4) an evaluation of the extent to which there is competition among

title insurers doing business in Arizona;

and

5) the identification of areas which the rate-making methodology,

including any statistical plan ,

together with the level of competitive

activity among insurers might be improved. 237
The Arizona Rating Bureau was also informed thatthe Department has not , as yet , approved the statistical plan prepared
and filed
behalf of (Arzona Rating Bureau) by Arthur D. Little. Hopefully, this examination
the Deparment of Insurace prior to 1968. Bethel 1968,

1971 , Wilkie 2074- , 2107 , 2112, Barberich
2289; ex 8A to Z- 12; RX 60A. While the 1968 rate filing brought an inquiry from the Department of
as to how the " risk" component of the filed inclusive rate was derived (Wilkie 2080 , 2087-88; RX
there is no convincing evdence that the rate was either justified by the bureau or reviewed by the state.

Insurdnce
69A),

Se Wilkie 2113Wilkie 2091Z85

, Barbrich 2263-

, 2289; RX 60A.

, 2121- 23, Barberich 2243- 44;

RX 63- RX 63Z , RX 83- RX 83G.

Wilkie 2092- 99, 2121- , P!otkin2607- 16; ex 9A to Z- 52; RX 63- RX 63Z , RX 67- RX 67E ,
92Z- , RX 493 to RX 493Z- 17.

236 Plotkin 2617; RX 92 to Z- 16ZS1 RX 93-

RX 93A.

RX 91

to RX
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Nill provide the Department with the necessary evaluation of this statistical plan so
(63)

that the plan can be approved or modified as our needs require. 238

153. Before the Arizona investigation could be completed,"39

however , a federal civil complaint challenging the propriety of the
joint fixing of escrow rates by the Arizona Rating Bureau was filed by
the United States , followed shortly by a
parens patriae
federal suit
brought by Arizona. 240

Aftr the entry of a final judgment in the
Department of Justice s case on December 16 , 1981 , the Arizona
all

Rating Bureau went out of business for

purposes

(i.

the fixing of

title , search and examination , and escrow rates), and its corporate
chartr was revoked on October 1 , 1983.

Ohio

154. The Ohio Title Insurance Rating Bureau (hereinafter " Ohio
Rating Bureau ) was authorized to fie a joint rate manual for its
members aftr being licensed by the Ohio Department of Insurance in
1972. 242
155. The practices of the Ohio Rating Bureau , including rate

making, were subject to a wide array of latent powers possessed by
the insurance superintendent including the right to review rates

conduct audits , hold public hearings, suspend or revoke the bureau
license , promulgate statistical plans ,

practices that were unfair,
insurance statute. 243 (64)

and issue orders directed at

unreasonable , or inconsistent with the

156. The rate filings of the Ohio

Rating Bureau were made
pursuant to the " fie and use " approach-aftr a 15 day waiting

period , which could be extended for an additional 15 days , the rate

became effective unless it was disapproved by the Superintendent of
Insurance. 244
238 RX 93A. RX 93B.
239 The Arizona Insurance Department investigation apparently did not get much beyond retaining an
actuaral consulting firm , TiIingha.'\t
, Ne!son

TiUinghast fim

agrd with Arthur D.

Barberich 2251 , 2270 , 2281 ,

240 Wilkie 2102- 06; RX 97"
241 Wilkie 2106; RX 99.
242 Smith 2961-

and Warren , to review the Arthur D. Little material. The

Litte s conclusion that the rates were not excessive. Bethe! 1975,

2289; UX 93- RX 93B ,

ItX 96 to RX 967.-

, RX 98C.

, JXA, pp. 219- 20; RX 233.
25. That at least some of these powers are purely latent is shown by the fad that no audit
was ever conduded by the Department of Insurance although the statute requires an audit at least once every
five years. Smith 3033. There is no reuirement under Ohio law that !nsurancc rate filings must be subject to
public notice , comment , and hearings, or that a wrttn decision , appealable to the state court , be issued with
243 JXA , pp. 218-

each rate fiing.
244 JX ,

pp. 218- 19; Ratchford 3101-

02. Rate filings arc only made public aftr the effective date.

U"tf"hford 3087. While the Ohio sttute does not require explicit prior approval of rates (see

3935. 04(D), Ohio
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157. The general statutory standard for rate review in Ohio is th,

rates shall not be excessive , inadequate , or unfairly discriminatory. J
considering whether this standard has been met , the insuranc

superintendent is directed to consider " (p Jast and prospective los
experience " a " reasonable margin for underwriting profit all
contingencies " dividends , past and prospective expenses , and "
other relevant factors. "2'.
158. Between 1972 and 1983 , all rates filed by the Ohio Rating
Bureau covered "risk" only. None of these filings purportd to contain
charges for search and examination servces or settlement servces. 2..
(65)

159. The Ohio Department of Insurance considered all filings of the
Ohio Rating Bureau as covering risk only, and as specifically not

including charges for search and examination and settlement services. 247

160. Respondents independently set and published charges for

search and examination servces and settement servces. These
charges were not submitted for review to the Ohio Department of
Insurance. 248

Revise Coe , JX , p. 218), in pratice the state apparently has acte under the assumption that prior
approval is required. Compare Ising 3050 with Ising 3061. Se also Ratchford 3101- 02.
245 JX , p. 217.
246 Smith 2966, 3036; ex 75F
, ex 84F , ex lOlF, ex 238G. Major rate filingswere made in 1972 , 1978 and
1981. Soon afr the 1972 filing, the Ohio Rating Bureau retaned Dr. Irvng Plotkin of Arthur D. Litte to
draw up sttistical and financial plans intended , essentially to show profit calculate on the basis of a return on
total capita investe. Plotkin also did pro forma analyses of rate increass filed by the bUreau. Plotkin testified
that although he was compensate by the Ohio Rating Bureau for the work done on these rate mattrn , he was

actually in an adversry position in dealing with the bureau since for all pratical purpses he was laing his
direr.ion from a Deparment of Insurance which was hostile to the bureau. Plotkin 2508- 10, 2511- 13.
Plotkin s perception of an adversary relationship is not shard by his sponsors. A few months prior to the
September 17 , 1981 ,

Ohio fiing, an officer of respondent Lawyers Tite expresse the following thoughts

about Arthur D. Litte s

role in Ohio rate making:

While Lawyers Title is certinly not the only company in Ohio , I wonder jf we would not find that many
other companies would not fee! similarly about the suggest rate increases. Before asking Arthur D.
Little to massage these suggeste revisions, I suggest that we try to determine if the suggestions would be

palatab!e to the majority of (Ohio Rating Bureau) members. ex 335. See a!so ex 330A in which Dr.

Plotkin is describe by the Ohio Department of Insurance as an " advocate"

of the Wisconsin Rating

Bureau.
While the principal rate filings and supporting papers of the Ohio Rating Bureau, including the Arthur D.
Little submissions , were reviewed by the insurance department (Smith 2963, 2986. 90; ex 93A; RX 235235B , RX 239- RX 239A , RX 241- RX 2418 , RX 249- RX 249B , RX 276, RX 277), the reord indicates that
these rates were approved notwithstanding reservations within the departent about the adequacy of the
justification , espeially the use of the rate of return on total capital as a basis for rate making. Smith 3015; ex
330A- , ex 331. A minor endorsment fied in 1979 was rejecte beause it lacked justfication (RX 259260) but other amendment. 'I and endorsments , which were fiJed during the period 1980 to 1983 , apparently

were approved with little or no accompanying justification. Smith 3030- 31; ex 97A ,
241 Ising 3060; RX 289. See also RX 290- RX 290B.
248 Malaker 825-

, Sinkhorn 900 ,

Smith 3036- 37.

ex 99A.
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161. Complaint counsel' s entire case on the search and examination
issue in Ohio rests on the supposition that beause rates were justified

on the basis of rate of return on total capital they must of necessity be
inflated to include such non- risk elements as the cost of conducting a
search and examination and settlement.'" While the record (66)

indicates that Ohio risk rates may be higher than risk rates elsewhere 250 there is no evidence to support the complaint allegation that
respondents have used the rating buru to establish uniform charges

for search and examination and settement servces.
162. Respondents are no lOJ1r members of the Ohio Rating
Bureau. 251

Idaho

163. The establishment in 1974 of the Idaho title insurance rating
bureau (Idaho Title Insurance 'Servce Organization ,

esng

Inc. , hereinafter
joint rates , was

Idaho Rating Bureau ) as a medium for
authorized by the Idaho insurance statute which requires that a title
insurance rating bureau obtain a license from the Director of the
Department of Insurance , and that it have as its members at least six

title insurers who together account for 50 percent of the title
insurance premiums written in the stat.

The

license was granted

aftr a hearing before the insurance department. 252

164. The Idaho Rating Bureau was subject to inspections by the
Department of Insurance , and on thre occasions the department
made an audit of the financial records OT ''' 10 bureau. 253 Other latent
powers of the department

included P authority

to revoke the

bureau s license , to issue orders condemning practices that were
inconsistent (67) with the insurnce statte, and to hold hearings on
249 See ex 91A to Z-

154. Neither side 'In this litigaon pressed the argument that rates in rating bureau

states are higher or lower than rates elsewhere , or tha sttes which acively supervse rating bureaus have
lower or higher rates than states which have little supervon. As far as this reord will allow , comparisons
cannot be made beause the cost of conducting the seh and

examination diffe:- from state to stte. See

Bethel 1914- 15.

250 See ex 171. The reord also indicates that on some occasions an insurance company agent will not

charge a large customer for search and examination. Waiwood 1109.

251 Smith 3033.
25Z

JX, pp. 184- 85; ex 46A- CX 49A.

253 Mitchel! 2907 , Frundorf 3444- 45;

JX , pp. 168- , 175- , 180, 184- , 188; RX 194 to RX 195Z- 15,
RX 201- RX 202, RX 204- RX 204A , RX 206- 206N , RX 224- RX 2248. Afr its 1976 examination , the
insurance department required the Idaho Rating Bureau to take steps to resolve an apparent confict of

interest between the offcial duties of one of the bureau s offcers and the offcer s outside insurance business.
RX 196- RX 200.
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rates. Hearings, which are only required when a rate is disapproved
were not held on any of the bureau s rate filings. '54

165. The joint rate filings of the Idaho Rating Bureau were made
of the
Idaho Code
which requires a 30

pursuant to Section 41- 2706

day waiting period and the affrmative prior approval of the Director
of the Department of Insurance '55 (in contrast to the " fie and use " or
use and file " approaches previously noted in Connecticut , Wisconsin
Ohio , Arizona , and Montana).
166. Approval of rates , according to the Idaho insurance statute , is
presumably based on a determination by the Diretor of the

Department of Insurance that the proposed rates are not excessive
inadequate , or unfairly discriminatory. The statute further provides
that in reviewing title insurance rates the director should take into

account the state' s policy of maintaining stabilty in insurance rate
structures , the necessity for protecting the financial solvency of title
insurers and their agents in periods of economic depression by

encouraging growth in periods of business expansion , and the

desirability of inducing capital to be invested

in the industry by

assuring a reasonable margin of underwting profit. 256
167. The Idaho insurance statute further provides that all title
insurance rate must be justified but insurers are given wide latitude as
, experience , judgment , statistical
data , the experience of other insurers or rating bureaus , and any other
factors deemed relevant. 257 (68)
168. Under the statutory scheme outlined in Findings 163- 167 , the
Idaho Rating Bureau filed its first major rate proposal on October 3

to the form of the justification-

1975. Consideration of this filing was suspended as the Department of

Amended
Regulation No. 25 , which related to the use of inclusive rates and a
variety of other matters-minimum rates , reissue rates , cancellation
fees , the application of the basic rate schedule to special situations
and the amount of insurance that could be purchased in a particular
transaction, Following promulgation of Amended Regulation No. 25
the Idaho Rating Bureau refiled its manual and justification (including
Insurance convened a public hearing to consider its

agent income tax returns) which the Department held open for public

inspection for 30 days. During that time , the rate was referrd to the
264 Mitchell 2922 , 2939; JX
, pp. 173- , 180- 81. There is no reuirement under Idaho law that insurance
rate filings must be subjec to public notice , comment , and hearngs, or that a wrttn decision , appealable to
the stte court ,

be issued with each filing.

256 Fraundorf 3446; JX ,
256
257

, p. 181.
, P. 181.

pp. 180- 82.
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department' s outside title insurance consultant. The consultant
provided his analysis , and on January 20 , 1976

the department

approved the filing, effective March 1 , 1976. 258
169. The Idaho Rating Bureau filed its only other across-the- board
rate increase with the Department of Insurance on December 15
1980. Aftr subpoenaing data from the members relating to insurer
expenses , and on the recommendation of a retained consultant , the
department approved the manual effective February 16 , 1981
contingent upon the receipt of stil

additional material from two

insurers explaining large increases in expenses in 1978,259

170, There is no convincing evidence that the Idaho Insurance

Department has failed to consider any insurer expense which might

impact on rates ,

including agent retention expense. 260

(69)

171. The Idaho Rating Bureau was dissolved , effective November
, 1984,261

Montana

172. The Montana title insurance rating bureau (The Montana Title
Insurance Service Organization , Inc. , hereinafter " Montana

Rating

Bureau ) was authorized to establish joint rates for its members after
being licensed by the Commissioner of Insurance on July 19 , 1982,262
173. Under Montana insurance law , the activity of a rating bureau
including joint rate making, is subject to the latent power of the
insurance commissioner to inspect the bureau and if warranted revoke
its license , hold hearings on rating bureau practices , and issue orders

requiring compliance with the insurance statute. 263
174. The Montana Rating Bureau fied its jointly fixed rates under a
fie and use "

system whereby rates for title insurance become
effective as soon as they are fied with the Department of Insurance.

175. The s tatutory standard for reviewing title insurance rates in
256 Mitchell 2883- 91; ex 56A- 58S; RX 167- RX 182Y.
259 Mitchell 2891- 98, RX 183- RX 193. Miscellaneous rate adjustments , fonns , and endo!'menll were filed
and approved throughout the period 1974- 1984 with apparently little or no review by the insurance

deparment. Mitchell 2925- , B'raundorf 3434- 42; ex 62A- 71B; RX 207- RX 223.
260 Se€ Mitchell 2941, l''raundorf 3447- 48, 3451- 53.
261 Mitchell 2907- 08; RX 203- RX 205.
262 Stattn 2855263 JX, pp. 196-

57; JX ,

pp. 196-

, 200- 06; ex 3G- CX

40G.

, 210- 12. In practice , Montana held no hearings respeting title insurance rates
filed by the Montana Rating Bureau. Stattn 2869. There is no reuirement under Montana law that insurance
rate filings must be subject to public notice , comment , and hearings, or that a written deCision , appealable to

200-

the state court , he issued with respe to each rate filing.
264 Statton 2864; JXA ,

p. 200; ex 343B.
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Montana is that the rates should not be excessive , inadequate or
unfairly discriminatory."65 The (70) Montana insurance statute
further provides that title insurance rate fiings must contain
supporting data , and the insurance department is directed , with the
aid of the rating bureau , to promulgate statistical plans that could be

used to determine whether rates met the statutory standards. 266
176. Under the statutory scheme outlined in Findings 172- 175 , the

Montana Rating Bureau made its only major rate filing, which
included charges for search and examination , on February 22 , 1983.
Citing as justification for an increase , nationwide loss figures , a

decline in operating profits , and reduced home sales , the bureau
filing included a commitment to gather statistical data and undertake

a profitabilty study for all underwriters and agents in Montana
during the year 1984 in order to provide further support for the
rate. 267

177. In connection with the February 22 , 1983 filing, a representative of the Montana Rating Bureau met with offcials of the Montana
insurance department , and apparently was told that while the increase
would go into effect immediately, additional support would have to be
provided in the form of financial data showing the profitability of
agents and insurance companies for the past five years. There is no
evidence that this material was ever provided. 268
178. As far as this record wil allow , Montana insurance offcials
examined agent retention expenses both before and aftr the creation

of the Montana Rating Bureau , and there is no evidence that the

state' s

method of dealing with the problem ,

(71)

insurance commissioner specific authority to

by giving the

disapprove excessive

fees , has been ineffectual. 269
266 JXA , pp. 199, 208

09. The broad statutory language is further refined by definitions of excessive
unreasnably high for the insurance provided under circumstances where a reasonable degr of competition
does not exist in the area with respe to the classification to which such rate is applicable ), and inadequate
unreasnably low for the insurance provided such that the continued use of such rate either endangers the
solvency of the insurer using the same or.. the use of such fate by the insurer using same has , or if continued
wil have , the effect of destroying-competition or creating a monopoly ). JXA , p. 199.
266 JX , pp. 200 , 208- 09.
267 Statton 2857- 60; ex 41A- W. An October 14 1984 filing of the Montaa Rating Bureau was basically a
clarification of the 1983 filing plus an increase in the charges for speial endorsments. Statton 2860- 63; ex
43A- ex 44E. By the time this filing went into effect on January 2 , 1985 , respondents had largely withdrawn
from thc rating bureau. Statton 2856- 57, 2862- 63; ex 45; RX 225- RX
268 Statton 2862
, 2865- 68; ex 41A- , ex 343A- D; RX 227.

269 Plotkin 2691 , 2714- 17.

Section 33- 25- 302

226 , RX 228- RX 230.

of the Montana Title Insurance Ad of 1985 provides as

follows:

25- 302, Dipproval of ageney contrcts. (1) The commissioner may disapprove a title agncy
contract between a title agent and title insurer , upon appropriate notice to the parties to the contrac , if he
finds that the contrat , together with all amendment. and relate documents:

(footnote cont'
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179. Between July 1 , 1983 ,

and January 22 1985 ,

resigned from the Montana Rating Bureau.

respondents

27.

1. SETTMENT OR ESCROW SERVICES
180. Settlement servces , sometimes referrd

to as closing

or escrow

servces , embrace the ministerial functions of carrng out the parties
delivery, and recording of the

instructions respecting the execution ,

deed and mortgage and payment of purchase money, The settlement
clerk (also known as an " escrow offcer" or simply a " closer (72)
may also be called on to pay taxes and fees and he may assist in the

calculation or adjustment of prorated items such as utilty charges. 271
181. While the settlement date usually coincides with the date of

issuance of the final title policy (the insurer having direted a " bring
down " or " mini" record search and examination between the date of
the binder and the date of the settlement in order to be certain that no

new title defects have surfaced), there is no evidence that this minor
extension of the search and examination process somehow transforms
the ministerial functions of settlement or escrow into the business of
insurance. 272

182. Respondents also claim that the settlement process functions
to disclose title defects that do not appear on the public records. For
example , the closing offcer in reviewing the papers may uncover

additional encumbrances on the property, or the closing offcer also
may require identification of the parties , a procedure which could
disclose an attmpted forgery. In addition , the closing offcer reviews
affdavits or other documents upon which the insurer will rely to
remove what otherwse would be listed as " exceptions " on Schedule B
(a) does not provide for adequate monitoring of the agnt' s

(b) provides for inadequate, unreasnable ,

financial trnsacions; or

or excessive amountsto be paid

to or retaned by the title agnt.

Factors the commi8lioner may consider in this determination include but ar

not limite to the agnt'

of amounts paid to or retaned by other title agnts in the
stte performing or asuming comparble duties.
duties under the contrac and the genera level

(2) No persn may

ac as a

title agnt under an agncy contrat that has ben disapproved

by the

commiBSioner.

Section 33- 25- 302 is pattrned afr the NAIC Model Title Inurance Act. See RX 502Z- 114.
210 RX 225- RX 230.

211 Frmhold 956-

, Waiwoo 1047 , Armstrong 1162- 63; ex 155D , ex 196Z- 60 to Z. , ex 238F- , ex
, ex 305; RX 4091. T, RX 421E , RX 427Z- 135 , RX 431Z- 116 to Z- 118. Depending on local
custms , settlement may be done by mail (" escrow closing ) or by the paries meeng and exchanging
documents (' 'tble closing ). Waiwo 1096 , Everbach 1357- 59.
272 Ippe!
657 , Malaker 735, Arstrong 1155- , 1180 , Ferr 1204, Bonita 1278- , 1284 , Everbach
1330- 31; ex 196Z- , ex 222Z- 121; RX 389Z- 221.
244Z- 52 to Z-
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however , that
these functions need be carred out by title insurers. As far as this
record will allow , all aspects of settlement or escrow are adequately
of the title insurance policy. 273 There is no evidence ,

performed by real estate brokers ,

attorneys , banks , independent

all of whom
(73)
aggressively
compete for settlement business on the grounds that each is more
expert than the others in performing the clerical duties constituting

escrow companies , and title insurers ,

settement or escrow. 27'

183. Settlement is treated by respondent insurers as a discrete

servce which is ancilary to the title insurance business. 275
184. The costs which go into making up settement fees have
nothing to do with risk assumption ,

risk spreading, or any other

insurance consideration. These fees are based on such factors as
whether the settlement is held in the closer s offce or not , how long
the closing takes , travel time , highway tolls , the price of gasoline , and

parking fees, 27.
185. Complaint counsel have pressed the issue of alleged ilegal
fixing of settement servces through rating bureaus in five states-

Arizona ,

Connecticut , Ohio ,

New Jersey and Pennsylvania (see

Findings 186- 189).

186. While the complaint alleges that the charges for settlement

servces were fixed in Arizona (and there can be no question that
beginning in 1977 the Arizona Rating Bureau set escrow rates
collectively)"" this issue is not properly before the Federal Trade
Commission. Settlement or escrow servces in Arizona were investigated by federal authorities , and until December 1991 are the subject
of a comprehensive judgment
(74)
as well as the continuing

jurisdiction of the United States District Court For The District of
Arizona. 278

187. Complaint counsel argue that the " risk rate" which prevails in

Ohio not only includes a hidden search and examination charge , but

213 Ippe1654 , Sinkhorn 892-

, Frmhold 956- , Waiwoo 1114- , Annstrong 1162- , Everbach 1356, Bowling 3322- , 3349- 51; ex 196Z- 69 to Z- , ex 222Z- 129 to Z- 130 , ex 244Z- 58; RX 399C- , RX
442H274 Se Sinkhom 899- 900 , Waiwoo 1113- , Arstrong 1176- , Everbach 1367 , 1372 , 1401- , Bowling
3323 , 3350- 51, 3370- 71; ex 196Z- , ex 31GB.
276 Everbach 1363; ex 87M , ex 23BC , ex 293D
, ex SIO"

; RX 263., RX 327A.

276 ex 276P; RX 4N , RX BE , RX 9D , E , RX IOC , RX lID , RX 13A.
, 2122; RX 63- RX G3Z , RX 67- RX 67E.
278 Civ. 80- 769 (Judgment of U. S. District Court For The District of Arzona , Deember 16 ,

21 Wilkie 2095

1981).
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also an amount representing a jointly set settlement fee. There was a
failure of proof on this issue. 279
188. Complaint counsel argue that both the approved attorney (risk)
rates and inclusive rates filed in Connecticut were based in part on
escrow expenses. While escrow expenses may have been used to
justify rate increases 280 there is no evidence that respondents

charged uniform settement or escrow fees in Connecticut.
189. Settement fees have been included in jointly established rates
The only issue , however , in these

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 281

Parker

states is the authorization question under

as it relates to

attorney-agents. This is treated in Findings 117- 123.

(75)

J. MOOTNESS

190. Respondents participated in various state title insurance rating
bureaus as follows:

Table 1: Participation By Respondents In
Rating Bureaus

Respondents (Including

First American) Active

State
Arizona

In Rating Bureau

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , Lawyers Title

Active Period Of
Ratin2" Bureaus
1968 to 1981-

Stewart
Connecticut

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , LawYers Title

1965 to 1985

Stewart
Idaho

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , LawYers Title

Montana

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , LawYers Title

Ohio

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , LawYers Title

1974 to 1984

1982 to 1984-

1972 to 1984

Stewart
279 See Findings 158-

161.

280 ex 30Z- IS to Z- 19.
281 Sett!ement fees were taken out of New Jersy rating bureau schcdules as of August 2

1983. ex 284C.

For inclusion of settement fees prior to 1983 see ex 277Z- 3 to Z- 5. Settlement fees were included on rates

filed by the Pennsylvania Rating Bureau as of June 1 ,

1984. ex 136A-

TlCUH. TlTll
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Respondents (Including

Active Period Of

First American) Active

State
Wisconsin

In Rating Bureau

Rating Bureaus

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
Lawyers Title , First American

1969 to 1984

Stewart
Pennsylvania

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO
First American , Lawyers Title

1946 to 1983

Stewart

New Jersey

Ticor , Chicago Title , SAFECO

1975 to 1983

First American , Lawyers Title
Stewart

Sources: Arizona (CX 2 , CX 6A , CX 7A , CX 8A; RX 99 , RX 472),
Connecticut (Ferraro 2300- , DiSanto 2727- 28; CX 23 , CX 24 , CX
31A- , RX 102C), Idaho (Mitchell 2907- 09; CX 46B , CX 49F , CX
50A , CX 51 , CX 55; RX 166- 166A , RX 203- 203H , RX 205) Montana
(Statton 2856- 57; CX 40A- , CX 41H; RX 226 , RX 228- 230), Ohio
(Smith 3033; CX 72A- , CX 74A- R), Wisconsin (CX 103- CX 109; RX
385), Pennsylvania (CX 128A- 128B , CX 134A), New Jersey (CX
277D , CX 279E , CX 280E , 281D , CX 282E , CX 283E , CX 285D)
(76)
191. While respondents are not presently members of any state
rating bureaus which jointly . fix the rate for search and examination
or settlement servces , there was no testimony from respondents

offcers , or any other evidence that respondents have abandoned the
(77)

notion of forming title insurance rating bureaus in the future.

II. DISCUSSION

Respondents , who rank among the nation

s largest title insurers

have at one time or another been members of rating bureaus which

establish uniform rates for title search and examination and settlement services. Participation by respondents in these rating bureaus
raises two main questions: first , whether joint rate making respecting
search and examination and settlement services relates to the
business of insurance , and is therefore exempt from the antitrust
laws under the McCarran- Ferguson

Act (" McCarran Act" );

and

second , whether this joint rate making, even if it is not exempt under
the McCarran Act ,

is nevertheless beyond the reach of the federal
antitrust laws by reason of the " state action (Parker)
doctrine since
the rating bureau activities of respondents reflect a policy of the

),
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relevant states to suspend competition and are actively supervised by

these states.
The " Business
In 1945 ,

of Insurance

Congress passed the McCarran Act for the purpose of
from the reach of the federal

removing the " business of insurance "

antitrust laws to the extent that it is regulated by state law.

act was passed in

United States v. South-

response to

82 The

Easter

Underters Association 322 U. S. 533 (1944) which held that
insurance transactions were subject to federal regulation under the
Commerce clause ,

and that the antitrust laws , in particular , were

South-Easter

applicable to such transactions. In order to assure that
Undeters

would not interfere with the traditional role of the

states in regulating and taxing insurance , the McCarran Act provided
that the business of (78) insurance (but not the business of insurance

companies) would receive the following exemption:
Congress declares that the continued regulation and taxation by the several States
of the business of insurance is in the public interest , and that silence on the part of the
Congrss shall not be construed to impose any barrer to the regulation or taxation of

such business by the several States.
Sec. 2(a) The business of insurance, and every person engaged therein , shall be
subject to the laws of the several states which relate to the regulation or taxation of
such business.
(b) No Act of Congress shall be construed to invalidate, impair, or supersede any
law enacted by any State for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance, or
which imposes a fee or tax upon such business, unless such Act specifically relates to
the business of insurance:

Provd

That aftr June 30 , 1948, the Act of July 2

1890 , as amended, known as the Sherman Act , and the Act of October 15 , 1914 , as
amended , known as the Claytn Act, and the Act of September 26 , 1914 , known as
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , shall be applicable to the business of
insurance to the extent that such business is not regulated by State law.

Sec. 3(a) Until June 30, 1948 , the Act of July 2 , 1890 , as amended, known as the
and the Act of October 15 , 1914 , as amended , known as the Claytn
Act , and the Act of September 26, 1914 , known as the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and the Act of June) 9, 1936, known as the Robinson- Patman Anti- Discrimination Act, shall not apply to the business of insurance or to acts in the conduct thereof.
Sherman Act ,

(b) Nothing contained in this chapter shall render the said Sherman Act inapplicable
282 The complaint makes no charge that the subject rating bureaus were not "

regulated" by slate law within

regulate" in the McCarn Act sense has ben found
when the general language of the regulatory statute provided for " enforcement through a scheme of
administrative supervsion FTC v. Natiml Caslty Co. 357 U. S. 560 , 564 (1958), or when the state
the meaning of the McCaran Act. See RX 486C. While "

specifically authorized the questioned activity,
Ohw

Cir.

ce. deied 409 U. S.

AFL- CIO v. Insraru Rating Board 451 F. 2d 1178 (6th
for the more

917 (1972), see the discussion herein underState Actio Defene

stringent requirements of the Parke

doctrine.
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to any agreement to boycott , coerce ,

or intimidate, or act of boycott, coercion , or

intimidation. 283

As shown by the language cited above , whether the McCarran Act

exemption applies to a particular practice engaged in by insurers
(such as the joint setting of the rates for search and examination and
settlement servces) turns on the meaning of the phrase the " business
of insurance " an issue which the Supreme Court has recently
(79)
Health Ins. Co. v. Royal Drg Co.

addressed in two antitrust cases.
In

Group Life

440 U. S. 205

(1979), an insurer (Blue Shield), as part of an effort to reduce the cost
of meeting prescription drugs claims , entered into " provider" agreements with most of the pharmacies in San Antonio which stated that

the prescriptions of policyholders would be filled at a flat rate

of $2

plus a direct payment by the insurer to the pharmacies for the cost of
acquiring the drugs. If an insured elected to use a nonparticipating

pharmacy, the pharmacy s regular price had to be paid , but Blue
Shield would then make reimbursement for 75 percent of the

difference between the nonparticipating pharmacy s full price and the

$2 flat fee. The discrepancy in benefits was obviously designed to
discourage policyholders from patronizing nonparticipating pharmacies , with the result that a group of 18 pharmacies , who declined to

participate in the $2 plan , challenged the arrangement under the
Sherman Act as both a form of price fixing and as a group boycott of
nonparticipating pharmacies.

The Court' s analysis of the San Antonio plan begins with the caveat

that all antitrust exceptions are to be narrwly read so as to cover no
more than the objective targeted by Congress for the exemption.
Consistent with this basic tenet of statutory construction , all that is
exempt from the antitrust laws under the McCarran Act is the
Id,
at 211.
business of insurance not the business of insurers.
Whether a particular practice meets this restrictive standard is to be
resolved by deciding whether the putatively exempt practice relates to
the spreading of policyholders ' risk or underwriting. The opinion

further suggested that the questioned practice must be an integral
part of the contractual relationship between the insurer and the
insured , and that the practice must not involve entities outside of the
insurance industry.
does not indicate that all three elements must be
While
Royal Drg
283

15 V.

C. 1011- 1013.
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present in each instance ,

it is plain from the opinion that no practice
can be subsumed within the " business of insurance " rubric unless the
first test is met-the activity must minimally relate to risk spreading
amongst policyholders since , according to the Court ,

spreading or " underwriting "
insurance.

Id.

is a "

risk (80)

critical determinant in identifyng

at 213. Having isolated risk spreading as the quiddity

of insurance ,

the Court then held that the San Antonio prescription
plan received no antitrust exemption because it only pertained to how
risks are paid
(i. how claims are satisfied) and not to risk spreading.

On the way to this result ,

the Court sounded a cautionary note

against ready acceptance of insurance company assessment of its own

risk spreading function with the admonition that notwithstanding the

trappings of insurance , insurance company activity does not constitute
the " business of insurance " if upon close analysis it is found that there
is no real risk to be spread. This was the clear meaning of the heavy
reliance in

359 U. S.

Royal Drg

on

SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co.

65 (1959) in which self-styled " life insurance "

companies
offered variable annuity contracts that provided no fixed rate of

return but only a pro rata participation in the investment portfolios of
the companies. Although the

contracts were regulated by state

insurance commissions and involved some actuarial pred' ction

of

mortality, the Supreme Court there held that since by its terms the
contract put all the risk on the annuitants and none on the so-called
insurers " the contracts were not the " business of insurance " within
the meaning of the McCarran Act.

In further support of its emphasis on risk spreading as the linchpin
of the McCarran Act exemption , the Royal Drg
Court stated that the
primary purpose of the act was to allow for cooperation in insurance
rate making because the actuarial uncertainty involved in spreading
insurance risks dictated that a prudent insurer would only set its rates
after considering the

collective claims history of other similarly

situated insurers rather than relying solely on its own experience. The

Court found support for this presumed need for cooperation in the risk
spreading process from the legislative history of the McCarran Act
particularly in the draft bil and accompanying report of the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) released on November 16 , 1944 , in response to
The NAIC
South- Eastern Underwriters.
Report , which (81) the Court describes as " particularly significant

because the Act ultimately passed was based in large part on the
NAIC bi1l."

Royal Drg,

440 U. S.

at 221 , was specifically directed at

),

),
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the need for shared risk experience during the insurance rate making

process. Contrasting the relative certainty of the mortality tables used
in life insurance with the data that issuers of other forms of insurance
(fires , casualty, surety, and inland marine) had to rely on , the NAIC

report arguedThe fire , casualty, surety, and inland marine aspects of the insurance business
differ widely from life insurance. In life insurance the gross rates are based upon a
number of factors , including mortality tables. Mortality tables are based upon the
certainty that everyone must die; the time of death is the only uncertainty. In the
other fields of insurance there is no guarantee that the contingency insured against

wil occur at all. As a result rates in these other fields can be estimated with a lesser
degree of certainty. Since rates in these other fields are based upon the law of
averages it is manifest that the broader the statistical base the more accurate the
average. The experience of individual companies is seldom a reliable guide for ratemaking purposes. The structure of the fields of insurance under discussion is based
upon these facts of common knowledge. Furthermore , many States have by statutory
enactment insisted that companies act in concert for the purpose of

collecting

statistical data for rate making in these other fields in order to utilize these
established principles- principles , we may add , which arc wholly inconsistent with
the unrestricted competition contemplated by Federal antitrust laws. 90 Congo Rec.

A4405 (1944).

Contrary to the position advanced by respondents , however , neither
nor the legislative history cited above suggests that all

Royal Drg

insurance company collective rate making is exempt. This is the clear
holding of

United States v. Title Ins. Rating Bureau of Ariz.

TIRBA" 700 F. 2d 1247 (9th Cir. cert. denied 104 S. Ct. 3509
(1984), which applied

Royal Drg

to deny an antitrust exemption

when insurers used a rating bureau to set common rates for escrow
servces. In
TIRBA the fact that the case involved insurers who were

engaged in joint rate making was the starting point , not the end of an
inquiry which led ultimately to the conclusion that the escrow or

settement services

had nothing to do with risk spreading and

therefore did not meet the " business of insurance "
reaching this result, the Ninth Circuit noted that there was

requirement. In

(82) no

real insurance function at stake since escrow servces , which

essentially involves clerical transfers of papers and payment of
consideration , are performed by separate departments in insurance
companies or by separate but related companies , and are not only
offered by insurance companies when no insurance is involved , but are

offered by firms other than insurers.
It is also especially significant to this case that the

TIRBA

court

